The CHA Story: Celebrating 150 Years
As a centerpiece of our upcoming sesquicentennial celebration, we are assembling a comprehensive history of the school, covering the people and
events that helped to shape who we are today. This history, written by CHA alumnus Clark Groome ’60, will be serialized in future issues of CHAnnels and The CHA News
through 2011. The first installment, found on page 4, details the very beginnings of the CHA journey, a journey that we hope you will enjoy taking with us.

A

n institutional history, to be successful, should not only examine what happened
during the period being explored but also put those events into a larger context.

the school’s Quarter Century Review, published in 1921; the school’s archives and its
knowledgeable and helpful archivist, Linda Stanley; issues of The Wissahickon going back
to 1903 when it was both a news and literary magazine; issues of The Campus Lantern
going back to its founding in 1927; and issues of the CHA News and its predecessors;
the Chestnut Hill Historical Society’s records; two books by noted local historian David
R. Contosta: Suburb in the City: Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, 1850-1990 and A Philadelphia
Family: The Houstons and Woodwards of Chestnut Hill; and dozens of interviews with
headmasters, board chairmen, alumni, current and former faculty members,, and friends
of the school. A complete list of those who contributed to this history will appear along
with the final chapter, which will appear in 2011, the year that CHA celebrates its
sesquicentennial.

While much of what we have to tell is based on historical documents and personal interviews, some of the history remains clouded. That’s due to the lack of hard
information about some times during the school’s century and a half of life. The period
between 1861, when the school was first incorporated, and 1895, when it was rechartered, are the toughest to pin down. What little evidence we have points to certain possibilities, but often we will have to make educated guesses or say, simply, we don’t know.
The upcoming nine-chapter history will be, for the most part, in chronological order.
Stops along the way will be made to examine the campus, including the historic
Wissahickon Inn and the other buildings of which it is comprised, and to investigate
which members of the school family made some of the physical advances to the campus
possible. One chapter will explore the evolution of the school’s program—academics,
athletics, activities, and arts—and another the
related issues of coordination with Springside and
diversity within the school community.

It’s an exciting story, one that involves some struggles and many more successes. The
institution that is CHA is an educational community and a combination of buildings,
people, and ideas. The overriding idea is the
commitment to give young boys the knowledge
and experience they need to thrive in the world
after CHA and, it is hoped, to make it a better
place than they found it.

The CHA history will be based on many different sources. Most notable among these are Ruth
Parachini’s centennial history, written in 1961;

Clark Groome ’60

Early
Beginnings

All the students
boarded at the
school, which
was located at the southwest corner of what is now Germantown
and Springfield avenues. Chestnut Hill, in those
days, was a tiny community of fewer than 1,000
residents and viewed by the Owen brothers as
“peculiarly fitted for the location of a school,
its elevated position being a guarantee for the
healthfulness, and the orderly character of its
citizens for its freedom from allurements to vice
and immorality.”

W

e’ll start at the beginning as soon as
we figure out just when that was.

Chestnut Hill Academy, the school
that exists today, had its beginnings sometime
in the mid-to-late 19th century. While 1861 is
the date most often associated with the school’s
birth and the date on the school seal, cases can
be made for 1851 and 1895.
A school called Chestnut Hill Academy opened
in 1851. Founded by the Rev. Roger Owen, a
Presbyterian minister, and his brother Joshua,
the school was designed, according to its 1855
catalogue, “to afford facilities for acquiring a
thorough English, Classical, Mathematical and
Scientific education, by which the pupil may be
prepared to enter College, the Counting-Room,
or one of the Liberal Professions – which, in our
country, are open to all.”

For some parents whose sons attended the
school, college was then, as it is now, a goal. But,
according to the catalogue, “Many parents prefer
having their sons fitted in the Academy to enter
the more advanced classes at College; and this,
not because of any peculiar advantages of an
intellectual nature, but simply because they do
not wish to expose them, at an early age, to the
many and dangerous temptations of a college
life.” This fear – the 1850s equivalent of the sex,
drugs and rock ‘n’ roll of a century later - was,
apparently, a big selling point.

1898 School Catalog.

In 1855 Roger Owen left the school to his brother and returned to full-time ministry,
something he had left due to an ailment called “minister’s sore throat” that caused him
difficulty in speaking and preaching. It was that ailment that brought him to Chestnut
Hill in the first place, coming for the healthful air for which it was then noted.

The school was designed, according to its 1855 catalogue, “to afford facilities for
acquiring a thorough English, Classical, Mathematical and Scientific education,
by which the pupil may be prepared to enter College, the Counting-Room, or
one of the Liberal Professions – which, in our country, are open to all.”

After Roger left, there is no evidence that the school he founded continued. It was not
until 1861 that Chestnut Hill Academy reappeared.
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Roger and Joshua
Owen open first
Chestnut Hill
Academy

Railroad begins serving
Chestnut Hill’s east side

New Chestnut Hill Academy
chartered

Henry W. Scott begins sevenyear term as headmaster

“Mr. Buckingham” headmaster
Civil War begins
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Civil War ends

1870

1880s-early 1890s

Reginald H. Chase manages
CHA

CHA an “infant school,” Miss
Josephine Chamberlain in charge

According to Ruth Parachini’s invaluable History of
Chestnut Hill Academy, written for the school’s centennial in 1961, “As the community began to grow
rapidly, some of the new Chestnut Hill families began
to be concerned about the education of their children.”

1884. Together they played a critical role as the community grew into a popular summer resort as well as
a thriving commuting community.
During this period of growth, a number of local
churches and other institutions were born. The
most influential developer in Chestnut Hill was
Henry Howard Houston who created a great deal
of Chestnut Hill’s western section.

The result of that concern was a charter application
for a school made by J. E. Mitchell, Richard Levick,
William H. Trotter, Thomas Earp, Jr., and M. Russell
Thayer to the Commonwealth’s legislature. That
charter was granted on February 26, 1861, when
Governor Andrew G. Curtain signed an act “to incorporate the Chestnut Hill Academy,” inauspiciously
less than two months before the Civil War began.

During the 1880s he built, in addition to dozens of
houses, the Philadelphia Cricket Club and the Church
of St. Martin-in-the-Fields in what was then known as
the Wissahickon Heights section of Philadelphia.
Wolcott Henry, founder of the Chestnut
He also built the Wissahickon Inn on land previously Charles
Hill Academy we know today.
occupied by the Park House, an inn that was destroyed
by fire in 1877. The new inn opened to rave reviews on
May 30, 1884. It was an instant success and flourished
for the next dozen years before the ease of travel to more distant destinations began to
diminish its popularity as a resort. In what can only be viewed as serendipitous timing,
the decline of the Inn’s popularity and the growth of the newly revitalized Chestnut Hill
Academy occurred almost simultaneously.

The trustees built, at the cost of $1,550.10, a onestory stone schoolhouse on Rex Avenue. While there
is limited evidence about the period from the school’s
founding until the late 1880s, Parachini reported that the first headmaster was “a Mr.
Buckingham. He held the position for one year. Henry W. Scott was headmaster from
1863 until 1870 and was followed by Reginald H. Chase, who was head until about 1880.”
During the late 1870s and 1880s, Chestnut Hill Academy became what was then called
an “infant school,” a school for young children run by Miss Josephine Chamberlain.

The new school’s first headmaster was Frederick Reed who resigned after only one year,
to be replaced by Dr. C. Hanford Henderson, who also only lasted one year.

In a letter from Edward Walter Clark to fellow trustee Francis D. Lewis written March 17,
1921, Clark reports, “The School started in 1861 in the School House on Rex Avenue,
north of Germantown Avenue, which was used off and on until the fall of 1895 . . .”

Henderson’s headmastership was, apparently, quite controversial. According to a report
he made to the board, “several parents were dissatisfied with the radical methods
introduced into the Academy, and more especially the substitution of Geometry for
Arithmetic, and the supposed omission of Spelling and geography.” Several on the board
agreed with the parents and, shortly thereafter, Henderson resigned.

The use of “off and on” indicates that the school’s operation was not uninterrupted after
the charter was granted in 1861. Just when the school was and wasn’t functioning is not
known, but the evidence suggests the toughest times were in the 1880s.

In his resignation letter he wrote, “I should be sorry to remain in the present building
another year, for it is quite inadequate for our purposes. I should like to consider the
Wissahickon Inn.”

As CHA changed and struggled, the school tried to become more modern, an example of
which was reflected in a board minute of June 11, 1889 – one of the earliest existing
board minutes – that reported “The Pres[ident] agreed to investigate the question
of the cost of introducing water in the Academy.” Prior to that time the school had borrowed water from its next-door neighbor.

And that they did. After hiring Dr. James L. Patterson as Henderson’s successor, the
trustees worked out an agreement with the Wissahickon Inn to use its facilities during
the school year. That arrangement began in 1898. The catalogue for the next school
year, 1899-1900, noted, “This building is devoted exclusively to the use of the school.”

In December, 1895, the board minutes report that “another boys’ school had been started at Chestnut Hill by a number of influential men and that they had purchased a property at 8030 Germantown Ave with a large building on it. . . . That all of our scholars and
our teachers had left and gone to the new school. That the new school wanted a charter
and were willing to unite with us under our old and valuable charter.”

As the school moved into the Inn and began to prosper under Dr. Patterson’s leadership,
most of the credit for the Academy’s rebirth was given to Charles Wolcott Henry, in
whose memory the library is named.
Henry died in 1903. That year’s November 28 board minutes included a lengthy tribute,
which included the following:

In a seemingly contradictory minute of a meeting held one week later, “The Board
proposed to buy the property at 8030 Germantown Ave from Charles W. Henry. He
agreed to the terms proposed.”

He was essentially the founder of the school. It had slumbered for
more than a quarter of a century when, in 1895, he became interested
in its welfare. He indicated to a few of his friends the necessity of its
existence in this locality, warmly appealed for co-operation, re-organized
its Board of Directors, and, under the stimulus of his purpose and energy
it was soon established in a new and commodious home on Main Street
(Germantown Avenue). But its growth was not permitted to languish.
He actively urged the securing of larger accommodations. Every one was
inspired by his earnestness and example. Others followed in cordial and
efficient support of this beneficent project, but he was always in the vanguard, confident and encouraging.

Just whether this was the equivalent of a hostile takeover or simply a way for two interest
groups – those associated with the existing institution and those desirous of the newly
constituted school – to join forces for the common good is hard to tell. What is clear is
that some of the people involved with the old school – Howard Levick, Howard Kneedler,
and Edward H. Trotter – were actively looking for a new, larger facility for their school as
early as 1889.
The likelihood is that the two competing institutions, both supported by people who
knew eachother well and were almost assuredly friends, joined forces to establish a new
institution that would bring the old school and its younger students into partnership
with the new school.

When CHA moved into the Inn, the school’s academic program in the Upper School
(Forms I-VI) consisted of, according to the 1899-1900 catalogue, “two courses of study,
the Classical and the Scientific. The courses of study are intended to provide the elements of
a liberal training, and secondarily to prepare boys for any American college or scientific
school, or for business.”

According to the school’s Quarter Century Review, published in 1921 to celebrate the 25
years since the Academy was rechartered in 1895, “The Chestnut Hill Academy as it now
exists began its life on September 22, 1895, with thirty-five boys, including two boarding pupils.”
The merger of the old and new schools took place August 7, 1895, when, again from the
Quarter Century Review, the proposition to take charter of Chestnut Hill Academy was
agreed to. The Board of Trustees of the new school was appointed on October 4, 1895.

The Wissahickon Inn has remained at the school’s core for the past 11 decades.

Wanted...

According to the reestablished school’s first catalogue, printed in 1896, “Chestnut Hill
Academy was founded in the fall of 1895 by a group of gentlemen who believed two
things: that Chestnut Hill should have a boy’s school of the first rank, and that a school
of this character could nowhere find a more beautiful location than at Chestnut Hill.”

Memorabilia, Memories

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SHARE?

Chestnut Hill in 1895 was totally different than it was when the Owen brothers first set
up their school 44 years before. Two rail lines served the community and led to much
of the change. The Chestnut Hill Railroad (later the Reading and now SEPTA’s Chestnut
Hill East line) began service in 1854. The Philadelphia, Germantown, and Chestnut Hill
Railroad (later the Pennsylvania and now SEPTA’s Chestnut Hill West) started running in

1884

1895

1896

If you have school memories or historical facts that you would like to share with us, please send
them to Clark Groome at cgroome@chestnuthillacademy.org. If you have old photos or memorabilia that you would like to donate to the school, please send them to Diane Drinker, assistant
director of Alumni Affairs, who oversees our archives.
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C. Hanford Henderson
headmaster

Wissahickon Inn opens
Pennsylvania Railroad opens
spur to Chestnut Hill’s west
side

Chestnut Hill Academy
rechartered; moves to
8030 Germantown Avenue
Frederick Reed headmaster

Dr. James L. Patterson
becomes headmaster
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1898

1900

CHA moves to Wissahickon Inn
for school year, Inn continues in
summer

1900 – Wissahickon Inn
becomes CHA’s full-time home

Wissahickon Inn Anchors CHA’s Modern Campus
The CHA Story: Chapter 2 by Clark Groome ’60

For all the generations that have passed through Chestnut Hill Academy, and for all the changes that have taken place to the buildings and grounds, it is the
Wissahickon Inn – that familiar and grand, three-storied, U-shaped Queen Anne building and its entrance, the Exchange - that remain constant.

Several people interviewed for this history have noted that while there have been
significant changes to the physical plant over the years, anyone returning after a long
time away would feel very much at home.

first for the off-season winter months, and then finally year-round when the Inn ceased
operations in 1900. The school’s move to Willow Grove Avenue ended its off-again, onagain history.

The returnee entering the building through the main door would still find the Exchange
with its welcoming fireplace. The chapel remains down the hall to the right and the
library to the left. It is those three elements that make the Wissahickon Inn so familiar.
The school benefits from the Inn’s history, one that was affirmed when it was named a
National Historic Landmark in 1979.

With 250 bedrooms, the Inn supplied plenty of space for boarding students, mostly on
the third floor. Other school elements – a library, a gymnasium, and classrooms for
science, for example – had to be created in areas designed for leisure and social interaction.

ily
heart of CHA’s da
“The Exchange,”

life, in 1900.

When the school moved to its present location, Edward Calvin Durfee, an English teacher
and housemaster, wrote in the school’s Quarter Century Review that, “the athletic facilities [included] the ‘Old field,’ which had been . . . recently used as the ring of the horse
show.” That field, upgraded for use as a playing field and surrounded by a track in 1903,
still serves as the varsity baseball field and is thought to be the oldest scholastic baseball
field in the region.

Henry Howard Houston
built the Wissahickon
Inn in 1884 as an early
part of his Wissahickon
Heights development.
A flourishing resort for
many years, its popularity was in decline by
the time Houston’s
son-in-law, Charles
W. Henry, offered it
to CHA in 1898, at

The first major renovations to the main building were made in 1905 and 1906. The Inn’s
open-air swimming pool was enclosed and a gymnasium built next door in 1905. That
same year the Inn’s ballroom, which had served as an assembly hall, a gym, and at one
point even the home for Headmaster James L. Patterson’s Oldsmobile during the winter,
was turned into the school chapel by lowering the floor five feet.

T

he next year the Inn’s dining room became the school library. It was dedicated
in Charles Wolcott Henry’s memory to honor the man who, more than anyone, was responsible for the school’s rejuvenation in 1895.

From the time that CHA took over the Inn, the Houston family had been the owner of
the buildings and the campus on which they rested. As the Great Depression continued
into the late 1930s the Houston estate decided to turn the facilities over to the school.
To that end, deeds to four buildings—the Inn, the former swimming pool, the gymnasium, and the recreation building located at the junction of Valley Green Road and
Springfield Avenue – and 22 acres of land were transferred to the Academy in 1940.
CHA was reincorporated under the Pennsylvania non-profit code. Until the transfer,
the Houstons were entitled to keep any profits the school earned although, Parachini
reports, “there is no reason to believe any profits were ever made.”

As the school moved into the early decades of the 20th century, CHA’s physical plant
required ongoing attention, mostly the standard maintenance needed by older buildings. One of the major changes was the removal, in the 1920s, of the wide porches that
surrounded the entire facility. This brought more light to the classrooms and gave the
school the look it has today. This removal may have caused the students sadness since
those porches were used for roller skating on rainy days.

The Great Depression’s effects on the school were exacerbated on December 7, 1941,
when Japan bombed Pearl Harbor and the United States entered World War II in Europe
and the Pacific. Students and faculty members
enlisted in the armed services. Money was
tight. The school decided that the only way
it could survive was to eliminate the high
school grades. Beginning in the fall of 1942
CHA’s Upper School closed.

Concerns about troubles with the heating plant, about better space for science. and also
about the need for a building for the youngest students were ongoing. No action was
taken, however, because of the stock market crash on Black Tuesday, October 29, 1929.
CHA, like individuals, institutions, and businesses everywhere, had to fight just to survive.
The first impact of the Great Depression was the diminution of the number of boarding students. Ruth Parachini reported in her centennial history that, “In 1933-1934 an
extensive survey of the Academy and its purposes and problems was made with the aid
and advice of Dr. E.D. Grizzell of the University of Pennsylvania. The final report of the
survey committee . . . found that because of the depression, the enrollment of boarding students had been rapidly shrinking but that the expenses of running the boarding
department had continued disastrously high. It was recommended that the boarding
department be given up, that Chestnut Hill Academy become a college preparatory
country day school for boys.”

During that time, several other local schools
folded. CHA did not. Under Headmaster
Robert A. Kingsley’s guidance during the war
years, the school began to increase in enrollment, requiring the addition of a 9th grade in
1943. When World War II ended, the school
continued to grow. By the early 1950s it was
decided to reestablish the Upper School.

This major change in the academy’s operations in 1934 eliminated the need for living
quarters. The result was that the third floor, except for a few classrooms in the school’s
northwest wing, was closed. It would remain vacant for the next 65 years. It was, however, a destination of many adventurous students over the years. Their names and messages adorned the walls. Exploring the third floor became a rite of passage for generations of CHA boys.
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In the mid-1950s a group of ice skating
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in Chestnut Hill. After much discussion,
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Henry Library in the Main Building in 1953. Above the shelves
are murals painted by renowned artist Violet Oakley. The biblical
scenes depict Solomon, David, and Jesus as boys.
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1956

Lower level of new
gymnasium opens
Wissahickon
Skating Club opens

the location picked was at the southwest corner of Willow Grove Avenue and Cherokee
Street on CHA land. Never anticipating the extent of the academy’s future growth, CHA
signed, in 1955, an agreement leasing that land for 99 years at, believe it or not, just $1
per year. The Wissahickon Skating Club opened a year later.

and the performing arts, the idea of using the old recreation building as a performing arts center was proposed.
The Rec, as it is known, had originally been the stable for
the Inn. Later it was used for indoor athletics and, in 1945,
became the home of the Wissahickon Badminton Club. In
1953 the Rec’s western half collapsed, due, it is thought, to
the erosion of its foundation by an underground stream.
While the school continued to play badminton there, its
use by CHA was reduced to almost nothing. But it was the
school’s building and, after surveys and inspections, it was
deemed to be just what was needed for the school’s music
and theater programs.

The old gym was named in 1952 in memory of George Woodward, who had died earlier
that year. Woodward had married Gertrude Houston in 1895, and early on had joined
his brother-in-law Charles W. Henry in enthusiastic support of the Academy. In 1955
the lower half of a new gymnasium was built. It provided additional space, primarily for
locker rooms, that connected to the Woodward Gym.
The racquet sports were not forgotten during this period. Forrest G. Pearson ’33 gave
the school four all-weather tennis courts that were completed in 1956. In 1968 the
school built four squash courts. Both of these sports had been played at the neighboring
Philadelphia Cricket Club prior to the school building its own facilities.

Since there was already some money given for a
performing arts center and the cost of the renovations
was relatively modest— less than $200,000—construction began in the summer of 1973. Students and faculty
members contributed labor that was valued at slightly
more than $10,000. It opened January 17, 1974, with the
Players production of The Fantasticks.

Whether the USSR’s launch of Sputnik on October 4, 1957, had any direct effect on the
board’s decision to build a science building is unclear. That launch and the consequent
nationwide angst over American competence in science made the school’s next major
project – a new science building, which opened in 1959 – particularly relevant.
The originally planned campaign to raise the money became unnecessary when C.
Mahlon Kline contributed more than $200,000 in Smith Kline & French stock. He did
it, according to his niece Jane Jordan Lea (later O’Neill), to honor his father Mahlon
N. Kline, who had started his productive career as a science
teacher. The building was named in Kline’s honor.

Four years after it opened, when long-time CHA faculty member Albert B. Conkey
retired, the building was named in his honor. Conkey had,
since 1942, been the center of the school and community
music programs. At his acceptance of the honor he said with
typical humor, “Conkey is now a Rec.”

Mrs. Lea, the parent of three CHA boys and an active and
generous board member, was the moving force behind many
CHA projects. She, her mother, and her uncle rank with the
Houston/Henry/Woodward family as among the most generous in CHA history.

During the period between the opening of the Rec as a
performing arts center and the mid-1990s a lot of deferred
maintenance issues were dealt with. No new construction
was undertaken, however. During that time several of the
fields, and the new gym, were dedicated to faculty members
who made significant contributions to the school and
specifically to its athletic programs.

The next construction was the completion of the new gym’s
upper level with its new basketball court and grandstand. It
was finished in time for the school’s 1961 centennial
celebration. The board’s focus now turned to a much-needed
building for its youngest boys.
Once again the Jordan/Kline/Lea family made it possible.
Jane Lea convinced her mother, Mrs. T. Carrick Jordan, that
she should not be outdone by her brother’s gift of the science building. In a dramatic demonstration of sibling rivalry,
Mrs. Jordan agreed to pay for the new building. The Jordan
Primary Building opened in 1963 and houses Kindergarten,
Pre-First, 1st, and 2nd grades.

The Epiphany Chapel, originally a ballroom for the Inn and later a gym
before its floor was lowered to accommodate its new function. The
Chapel features stained glass windows designed by alumnus Henry L.
Willet ’18 with the theme “Youth Searches for Understanding.”

That fall, the field just west of Shuttleworth Field was named the Wales/Charles Field in
honor of longtime masters, great coaches, and great friends Percy A. Wales and Daniel
W. Charles. Both died while still on the faculty, Wales in 1964 and Charles a decade later.
They were great friends, superb teachers, adored by their students, and also great competitors, each always bragging that his team was superior to the other’s. (Charles coached
the 90-pound football and 11-year old baseball teams and Wales the 80 pounders and
10-year olds.) It was a rivalry that still brings smiles to the faces of many alumni who
played for them.

The largest of the many changes to the Inn took place in the early 1970s when much of
the building was renovated. The dining room moved to the old swimming pool. The old
kitchen and dining room space in the western part of the first floor became home to an
enlarged library and the math department.

In 1990, the varsity football field on St. Martin’s Green was dedicated in honor of
Charles H. Landreth ’29. Mr. Landreth was one of the most dedicated of all CHA alumni
and the father of two CHA graduates. He also served as the school’s business manager
from 1965 to 1978 and as alumni archivist until his retirement in 1989.

An arcade that connected the main building to the new dining room commons was, at
first, the subject of some derision. It gradually became such a part of the school that
when it was torn down 25 years later many were sorry to see it go.

The last field to be dedicated was the varsity soccer field, which runs along Willow Grove
Avenue between the tennis courts and Cherokee Street. Named in 2000 for James M.
Talbot II, it honored a man who had taught at the school since 1966, had served as director of admissions and director of athletics, and coached the varsity soccer team to nine
Inter-Academic League championships. In addition to the creation and dedication of

Included in the plans for the Accent on Advancement Campaign that raised the money
for the 1970 renovations was a new performing arts center. When the campaign came
up short, that component was postponed.
In the late 1930s, to address the ongoing need for performance space, CHA had floored
over the swimming pool and built a stage to provide the school with an auditorium. This
was never really adequate for the drama and music departments. The result was that
many school plays and concerts were held in the Woodward Gym, which was less than
ideal for a school whose indoor athletic facilities were already bursting at the seams.

Wanted...

Memorabilia, Memories

In 1973, with the performing arts program desperately in need of dedicated space and
the athletic department finding it increasingly difficult for its space to serve both athletics
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DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SHARE?

If you have school memories or historical facts that you would like to share with us, please send
them to Clark Groome at cgroome@chestnuthillacademy.org. If you have old photos or memorabilia that you would like to donate to the school, please send them to Diane Drinker, assistant
director of Alumni Affairs, who oversees our archives.
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Russia launches
Sputnik
Kline Science
Building opens
Balis Library opens

At Homecoming in November 1973, the new (a/k/a the
“large”) gym was dedicated to former headmaster Robert A.
Kingsley. It was during his headmastership that the school
reestablished its Upper School and thus needed the new
locker room and basketball facilities that were built on his
watch.

In the spring of 1974 the varsity baseball field was named
for William E. Shuttleworth, a beloved and successful coach and master at the school
from 1926 to 1938.

For most of CHA’s history on Willow Grove Avenue, the school’s headmaster lived in the
apartment in the school’s northeast wing. That changed in 1966 when the school was
left the house at 416 West Springfield Avenue, across from the varsity football field. The
bequest of Mrs. Charles B. Jennings, whose late husband was a member of CHA’s class
of 1901, Jennings House has served as home to every headmaster since Nat Saltonstall
moved in late in the 1965-1966 school year.

1957

Percy A. Wales, above, and
Daniel W. Charles, great friends,
superb teachers, and friendly
coaching rivals, after whom
Wales/Charles Field is named.

Jennings House
becomes headmaster’s
home
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removed from city plan,
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New gymnasium named for
Robert A. Kingsley
Frank B. Baird, Jr. ’21 gives
$1 million to Science Department

Work on the third floor began as school ended
in 2002 and was completed in time for the
opening of school that September. Springside
moved all its Upper School classes, its library,
and its science labs to CHA’s third floor. Lunch
and athletics still took place at their home campus.

Talbot Field, Landreth Field, the Pearson Tennis Courts, and the track were all
completely renovated.
While the performing arts now had a home of their own, the fine arts were still squirreled
away in the basement. In 2000 a new art wing was added to the western end of the
main building in a location previously home to maintenance vehicles and trash bins.
Part of the new wing is a gallery named in honor of Barbara Crawford who taught art at
the school from 1942 until her retirement in 1990.

After Springside’s new Upper School opened
in January 2004, CHA decided that the best
use for the new space would be as home for
the Middle School (6th through 8th grades).
Readying the space for CHA’s boys took some
additional renovation and cost about $600,000.

Art has always played an important part in the history of the school both in the classroom and on the walls. In the first decade of the 20th century the renowned Violet
Oakley painted three biblical scenes that are attached to the north wall of the Henry
Library. They depict the boy David, the boy Solomon, and the boy Jesus.
A century later, thanks to the generosity of Henry McNeil ’61, the well-known modern
artist Sol LeWitt installed seven of his designs: five on the main hallway outside the
math wing, one over the fireplace in the library annex, and one in the Crawford Gallery.
The project included the preparation of the walls to be of museum quality.

As the school continued to grow in the late
20th century, the dining room and the gymMrs. Jordan at the Jordan Building dedication,
nasium facilities became increasingly cramped.
flanked by curious student onlookers.
To correct that, the dining/commons room was
enlarged and the old Woodward Gym was razed
to make way for a new gym, also named for the Woodwards. Both these facilities, which
preserved the architectural style of their predecessors, opened in 2006. A year later the
Commons was dedicated to the memory of Henry F. “Nick” Harris ’47, an alumnus, former parent, and former trustee who generously supported both CHA and Springside.

In the Epiphany Chapel, five stained glass windows, designed by Willet Studios, have
replaced the simpler windows installed when the chapel was created in 1905. Henry L.
Willet ’18 played a large part in the windows’ designs that have as their central theme
“Youth Searches for Understanding.”
Added over a period of 20 years beginning in 1966, the individual windows are entitled
“Understanding Others,” “Understanding Our Cultural Heritage,” “Understanding Our
Environment,” “Understanding Self,” and “Understanding God.”

The most recent campus addition is The Rorer Center for Science and Technology.
Advances in science and technology had rendered the tired
old Kline building obsolete. The new building—named in
honor of alumnus, former board chairman, and benefactor
Edward C. “Ted” Rorer ’61—provides the latest in classroom
facilities in a “green” envelope designed to have a low impact on
the environment. The center is the first area school building to
be LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
certified by the U.S. Green Building Council.

Other changes to the Inn itself were also made during the
last 50 years. Among them were the establishment of the
Balis Junior School Library, the creation of ramps and the
installation of an elevator to make the school more handicap
accessible, and the return of the roof to its original deep red
color after years of being battleship gray.
During the mid-1960s, CHA and Springside School began
holding coordinate classes. The two schools had been working together for many years. Since Springside moved its 5th
through 12th grades onto its present campus in 1957, followed 12 years later by the younger grades, the two institutions have enjoyed an increasingly close relationship. The most
significant part of that relationship is the Coordinate Program.
The schools share many facilities: Upper School classes are
held on both campuses, and the performing arts are
presented either in the Conkey Center, the chapel, or one of
the Springside auditoriums. Athletic facilities – most notably
the tennis courts, the squash courts, and Springside’s newly
completed fitness center and rowing tank – are used by both
schools.

Two mid-20th-century additions to campus, the Jordan Primary
Building, above, and the Kline Science Building, below. These buildings,
envisioned as more functional than aesthetic, predate the school’s
current interest in honoring the style of its Main Building, as exemplified in newer campus structures, such as the Art Wing and The Rorer
Center for Science and Technology.

An arboretum, consisting of trees native to the area, has
been planted around the building. According to local
historian David R. Contosta’s A Philadelphia Family: The
Houstons and Woodwards of Chestnut Hill, “several years after
the [Wissahickon Inn] was completed, Houston laid out an
arboretum just east of the inn which he called St. Martin’s
Green.” The new arboretum revives the Wissahickon Inn’s,
which disappeared when the school began to grow and take over
the land on which it existed. Part of St. Martin’s Green is now
the varsity football field and part the school’s playground.

The relationship was strengthened in 1976 when the
Woodward family established the Springside/Chestnut Hill
Foundation (called informally the SpringHill Foundation and
now known as the CHASS Foundation) to benefit joint projects.
The first initiative it funded was wiring both schools for
computer access, enabling any student or faculty member
on either campus to communicate on the same system with
others at either school.

In terms of architecture, the large gym, the Kline Science
Building, and the Jordan Primary Building were built more
for utility than aesthetics. That approach changed
during the period beginning in the 1970s when a growing
appreciation of the Inn’s distinctive Queen Anne style led the school to echo that style in new
construction, not only in the attached art wing but also in the freestanding Rorer Center.

In 2001 Springside needed to completely rebuild its Upper
School. The project would take at least a full year during
which the girls would need alternative housing. The original
thought was to rent trailers, but the cost and noise from the proximate construction
made this less than an ideal solution.
Conversations between the two schools led to the decision to renovate CHA’s longdormant third floor. At first it would be the home for Springside’s Upper School;
thereafter it would be used by CHA. The SpringHill Foundation paid the close-to-$1
million cost.

The alterations to the buildings and each new construction have all been undertaken for
a single purpose: to improve the boys’ educational experience. Headmaster Frank Steel ’77
says that “what we have to remember every time we build a building is you don’t build
because it’s jazzy to build, you build it because it allows you to do something for the students you’re not otherwise able to do.”

One of the discoveries made by the workmen during the renovations was that the
three wings of the Inn had been constructed separately. Each wing likely had a different
builder. The three separate constructions joined together to make the Inn as we know
it today. The use of support beams, some of them 20 feet in length, differs in all three
wings. Turning the former hotel and dorm rooms into classrooms was a challenge but
one that ultimately was aesthetically pleasing. The third floor would also become the
only part of the main building to be fully air-conditioned.

1974

1978

Performing Arts Center Performing Arts Center
opens in old Recreation named for Albert B.
building
Conkey
Shuttleworth Field
dedicated
Wales/Charles Field
dedicated

1983
Wissahickon Inn
roof replaced,
returned to original
red color

1990

The new facility opened to students in December 2008 and
was dedicated in January 2009. It was built between the
Wissahickon Inn and the playground on St. Martin’s Green.
Wind, photovoltaic cells, and solar-thermal panels generate
some of the power for the building. Other green features
include the use of recycled construction material; greywater collection tanks that supply water for irrigation and for
flushing the low-flo toilets; a rain garden designed to absorb
the rainwater runoff from the building; and a porous parking
lot designed to reduce runoff and limit area flooding.

The boys have been well served by the campus changes. Despite the many improvements, the latest in design, and the most up-to-date technology, anyone returning to the
school’s entrance will feel instantly back at the place he knew, no matter how long ago he
last visited. It is the character of the familiar old building, where over a century of boys
have studied and grown, that serves as an emblem of CHA’s stability and strength.
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Landreth Field
dedicated

New art gallery opens named
for Barbara Crawford
Talbot Field dedicated
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The CHA Story: Chapter 3 by Clark Groome ’60

CHA in a Changing World: 1901 to 1942

As Chestnut Hill Academy was settling in to its home in the Wissahickon Inn in the fall of 1901, Teddy Roosevelt had just assumed the presidency after William McKinley’s
assassination. The automobile hadn’t yet replaced the horseless carriage. The Wright Brothers were still a couple of years from their flight at Kitty Hawk. Radio was two decades away. Jazz was
not yet king. Baseball wouldn’t play its first World Series until 1903.

O

ver the next four decades – ending in 1942 when another President Roosevelt,
Franklin, was serving an unprecedented third term – CHA, and the world
around it, changed dramatically. The country rode the roller coaster of events:
World War I, the Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression, and another world war.
Chestnut Hill Academy also experienced significant changes that helped shape the
school of today.
Critical to any school’s success is the person hired to lead it. In 1897 the trustees hired
James Lawson Patterson. He came to the school from Union College where he chaired
the math department after earlier teaching jobs at the Hill School and Lawrenceville.
Patterson, a Lafayette College graduate with an honorary doctor of science degree from
Princeton, led the school into the Wissahickon Inn the following year and through an
impressive period of change and growth in the first two decades of the 20th century.
Patterson’s educational program was “primarily to provide the elements of a liberal training, and secondarily to prepare boys for any American College or scientific school, or for
business.” There were two courses of study, Classical (English, Latin, Greek, six years
of ancient history, five years of mathematics, and two years of modern languages) and
Scientific (where Greek was omitted and additional work in natural science, modern
languages, and mathematics was substituted). A boy in Third Form (9th Grade) read
Macaulay’s Lays, Longfellow’s Evangeline, Irving’s Allhambra, Franklin’s Autobiography,
and Scott’s Lay of the Last Minstrel.
The 1901 school catalog included information on physical training and health: ”Regular
exercise by means of the usual field sports is required of each boy during the spring and
fall, and in the winter season skating, coasting, and hare and hounds are utilized to keep
the boys in the open air as much as possible.”

In its first-ever production, CHA’s dramatic club put on Acis and Galatea—“an extravaganza in three
acts...a droll mixture of the ancient and modern,” according to The Wissahickon of the time, which
may explain the glowering presence of a Native American among a group of cavemen. Apparently
this first effort did not discourage the school’s support of future dramatic productions, as the popularity of our current Players can attest.

S

It is according to The Wissahickon that the first Light Blue/Dark Blue competition took
place in the fall of 1908, not as a field day as we now know it, but rather as seasonal
competitions. The first contest was a football game played in October. The Dark Blues
won 14-13.

ports always play a large role in private schools, and CHA was no exception.
Baseball, football, track, and basketball were always available, with tennis, squash,
ice hockey (outdoors in those days), soccer, and swimming offered as the boys’
interest required. In those early years, the CHA teams were often quite good, with basketball and football winning championships in both 1914 and 1915.

There is no hard evidence about when the school adopted light and dark blue as its official colors, but it was likely sometime in the middle of the last century’s first decade. As
late as 1903 the colors, according to archival records, were brown and gold. The Light
Blue/Dark Blue competitions were designed, according to The Wissahickon, “to provide
amusement for the boarders on Saturday afternoons.” Once the Blue and Blue competitions were established, they would continue in one form or another throughout the
school’s history.

Music and drama were also mainstays of the school’s program. From 1902 to 1938,
Charles H. Elwell was in charge of the musical groups, among them a mandolin club, a
band, and various singing organizations. Regular performances were given throughout
the year.
The dramatic group – known as the Sock and Buskin Club—often produced minstrel
shows, a popular form of entertainment for the period.

Religion played a major role in the school’s early life. The 1901 school catalogue states
that “the school is opened each day by a simple religious service and evening prayers are
held at the close of the day.” Boarding boys were required to go church on Sundays at a
church of their parents’ choosing.

A major extracurricular development was the appearance, in 1903, of The Wissahickon,
the school’s first student publication. A combination student newspaper and literary
magazine, it was published monthly and reported heavily on sports.
The Wissahickon’s function as a literary magazine was as important as its role as a newspaper. Some of the content was of high caliber but some was in the form of jokes, many
of which were even less sophisticated than this one, which appeared in the November
1911 issue: “‘Second former: If they wanted some new chess men, where would they get
them?’ ‘Third Former: at the pawn shop, of course.’”

At their meeting on June 6, 1904, the trustees declared that religious teachings “shall
be in conformity with the principles and spirit of the Protestant Episcopal Church.” The
Episcopal bishop of Pennsylvania was elected board president. An immediate consequence of this action became apparent that fall when it was disclosed that the number of
students had declined, in part “owing to the loss of the Roman Catholic boys.”

The Wissahickon also served as the school’s yearbook, with reports on graduation, college choices, and end-of-the-year awards in each year’s June issue. That changed in
1911 when the first edition of The Caerulean appeared. The Caerulean has served as the
school’s yearbook ever since.

1897
Dr. James L. Patterson
becomes headmaster

1898
CHA moves to
Wissahickon Inn
for school year,
Inn continues in
summer

1900

The school’s relationship with the Episcopal Church continued until 1926, when the
following appeared in the school catalogue for the first time: “Although Chestnut Hill
Academy is without denominational bias it is distinctly a Christian school and the boys
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Wissahickon begins publication
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Inn dining room becomes
Charles Wolcott Henry Library

CHA’s Cadet Corps, formed in ’’. According to that year’s yearbook: “The gravity of the war situation in Europe, the plans of this country for an extensive army, and the possibility of a number
of our older boys being called for service, all combined to create a high degree of interest
in Military training, when, on the re-opening of the School after the influenza epidemic, the
Chestnut Hill Cadet Corps was organized under the direction of Sergeant Minnes, late of the
Canadian Field Artillery.”

Charles H. Landreth ’29, a student when Patterson retired, said in an oral history interview that “James Lawson Patterson was the heart of Chestnut Hill Academy.”

Students were no longer given options of Classical or Scientific academic tracks. “No boy
will be permitted to enter the Sixth Form [12th Grade] who does not have a reasonable
chance of graduating with his class or of securing admission to college in September following graduation” warned the 1925 catalog. Now the Third Form read Scott’s Quentin
Durward, Dickens’ A Christmas Carol, Scott’s Ivanhoe, Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, and
masterpieces of British literature.

“This ended an era,” Ruth Parachini reported in the centennial history, “when students
had come to the Academy from thirty-two states, the District of Columbia and fourteen foreign countries. Most of the students from outside the United States had come
from Central and South American countries, some of them natives of those countries
and some of them sons of American families living abroad. Japan, South Africa and
Newfoundland were represented. Possibly the most interesting foreign boys were four
princes of the royal family of Siam [now Thailand].”

During Hyde’s first year, CHA became a member of the Inter-Academic League. Founded
in 1887, the Inter-Ac is the oldest inter-scholastic athletic league in the United States.
The 1920s were a time of strong CHA teams, many of which, most notably the 1929
baseball team, won championships.
Another major, and long lasting, achievement of Hyde’s tenure was the establishment in
1927 of The Campus Lantern, which became the campus newspaper, a function that The
Wissahickon had previously served.

Wanted...

Boarders, who on average made up one-third of the school, had their own activities, some
of which were sanctioned, such as trips to Center City for concerts, plays, and other events.
Faculty entertained boys in their homes, as did the parents of the day students.

Memorabilia, Memories

Some activities, however, were not sanctioned. In the summer 1989 edition of CHA
News faculty member Paul Hines described some of the shenanigans as written by former boarders. One boarder revealed that the prohibition on radios in the 1920s led
several students to cut holes in their rooms’ floors so that they could conceal their radios
and then, late at night, listen to the music broadcasts of the day.

United States
enters World War I

The author regrets the errors and encourages anyone who finds inaccuracies, omissions or has other
comments about the history as it unfolds to contact
him at cgroome@chestnuthillacademy.org

It was on his watch that the first major change in the nature of the school occurred.
With enrollment falling in the boarding department, the University of Pennsylvania’s
Dr. E.D. Grizzell made a survey of the academy in 1933-1934. The report found that the
Depression was responsible for the diminution in boarding enrollment. It also found
that the expenses to run that division continued to be, in the report’s words, “disastrously high.” Grizzell recommended that the school become a country day school and that it
should try to gain more support in the community, a decision that the school immediately implemented.

Patterson was succeeded by Theophilus Rodgers Hyde. A Yale graduate, Hyde came to
CHA from the Hill School and was hired because of his boarding school experience.

Caerulean begins publication

In the descriptions of the named athletic fields, the
fact that Corning Pearson ’30 had, in the mid-’90s,
funded the complete rehabilitation of the school’s
varsity baseball field was omitted. That field is
currently known as “The Corning Pearson Varsity
Baseball Field.

A New Hampshire native, Fall graduated from Dartmouth in 1905, taught for one year
in Vermont, and then came to CHA in 1906. He was a popular Latin and history teacher
and successful coach who was ripe to take on the challenges the school was facing as it
entered its fourth decade in the Wissahickon Inn. It didn’t take the board long to see
they had the right man. In January 1931, he became the permanent headmaster, a job
he would hold until 1936 when he opted to return to teaching fulltime.

After 26 years as headmaster, Dr. Patterson stepped down in 1923, although he would
remain on the faculty as a math teacher for three more years. During his time at the
helm, the school increased its enrollment from 57 to almost 300.

First Light Blue/Dark Blue
contests held

The error was in the description of the baseball
coaching duties for Percy Wales and Dan Charles.
It was reported mistakenly that Charles coached
the 11-year-olds and Wales the 10-year olds. In fact,
Charles coached the 12s and Wales the 11s.

In the Chestnut Hill Academy history’s second
installment (Channels Volume 3, Issue 1, Spring ’09)
there was an error and a significant omission.

Hyde departed Chestnut Hill in 1930 to become the headmaster of the Lakeside School
in Seattle, Washington. The trustees – at the urging of the students, faculty, and
parents—selected longtime faculty member Gilbert Haven Fall to be acting headmaster.
This was the first time, but not the last, that a headmaster was chosen from within the
school.

During the Patterson years, the world around the academy changed rapidly. With war on
the horizon, a cadet corps and rifle team were established. During what was known as
the Great War, students raised over $1 million for the Liberty Loan drives. Thirteen CHA
alumni lost their lives. In their honor, the Alumni Gold and Silver Medals were established, awards that today are still considered the school’s most prestigious.

1917

The fire escapes were the
means of other-than-fire
escape from school after curfew. “The fugitive’s destinations would include Foster’s,
an ice cream and soda fountain store at the corner of
Germantown and Willow
Grove avenues, or the movie
theatre in Germantown.”

How great it is to have eagle-eyed readers!

The school was thriving academically when, on October 29, 1929, the stock market crashed. The 1930s Depression
brought CHA’s tenuous financial circumstances, which for years had been masked by the
largesse of the Houston family, to a crisis and precipitated the most difficult period in
the school’s history.

On two occasions, in 1904 and 1917, the Houston Estate, managed by Samuel F.
Houston, an Episcopal Academy graduate, offered to finance a merger of the two
schools. The first effort foundered when Episcopal could not abide the requirement that
the students attend St. Martin’s. In the second instance there was a vehement reaction
from students, alumni, and parents against the surviving institution’s name not being
Chestnut Hill Academy.

1911

Chapter 2 Update

Barclay Douglas ’29 and Sam
Winslow ’27 took a night
train to New York City, spent
the night on Broadway, and
returned the next morning in
time for breakfast and exams!

are expected to conform to the school regulations in regard to chapel and church services.” Nevertheless the church ties remained strong. Sunday Services were conducted at
the neighboring Church of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, and Episcopal bishops continued to
serve as board president until 1930.

1908

Another boarder remembered
that “Bat-chasing, the flying
furry variety, became very competitive.” Charles Knowles ’30
recalled that evening study hall
was disturbed when a shot put
was rolled down the steps from
the third floor. Knife and dart
throwing were also popular.

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SHARE?

If you have school memories or historical facts that you would like to share with us, please send
them to Clark Groome at cgroome@chestnuthillacademy.org. If you have old photos or memorabilia that you would like to donate to the school, please send them to Diane Drinker, assistant
director of Alumni Affairs, who oversees our archives.

1921

1923
Theophilus Hyde becomes headmaster
CHA joins Inter-Academic League

Alumni Gold and Silver
Medals established
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1927
Lantern begins publication

When Fall resigned to return to teaching, Frederic E. Camp, a Princeton graduate, was
engaged as headmaster, a job he held for only three years, resigning in 1939 after being
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis.
For all the financial challenges the school faced, not everything was dreary. The sports
teams continued to do well, and the students’ social activities were plentiful. Major big
bands of the era – Erskine Hawkins, Bunny Berigan, and Harry James among them –
came to the school for its proms.
But the school continued to suffer financially. The Great Depression was in full swing.
Europe was at war. Hitler was on the move. In order to preserve the school, the trustees
turned not to an educator but to a local businessman, Charles Platt, Jr.
Platt had attended CHA as a member of the class of 1921. He left to go to St. Mark’s
School. After attending Harvard, he graduated with honors from the University of
Virginia in 1927, where he was a member of Phi Beta Kappa. He always had an interest
in education so when the trustees called, he left a partnership in a successful insurance
business to lead his alma mater during a very difficult financial period.
The first major change he worked on was the conversion of the academy from a privately
owned institution to a public, nonprofit school. CHA continued to be the beneficiary of
the Houston and Woodward families’ generosity. The land and the buildings belonged to
them, but they never interfered in the school’s day-to-day affairs. When the school was a
proprietary corporation, fundraising was difficult since none of the contributions would
be tax deductible. In what was described at the time as the Houston Estate’s “most
generous gift of all,” it deeded the property and the buildings to the school, allowing it to
reincorporate as a nonprofit institution in the Commonwealth in 1940.

A 1934 survey conducted
by a consultant from the
University of Pennsylvania
found the costs of operating a boarding school during the Depression to be
“disastrously high” for CHA.
This led to a major turning
point in the school’s history
when it shifted from being
a boarding to a country day
school. Among the school’s
more illustrious international
boarders who lived on the
third floor were Princes
Noi Arujna Svasti (left) and
Prasob Sukhsvasti, from Siam
(now Thailand).

During the negotiations surrounding the charter’s reincorporation, CHA’s counsel was
Joseph S. Clark ’18. The master overseeing the proceedings was Hugh D. Scott, Jr. Both
men would go on to serve Pennsylvania in the United States Senate: Clark, a Democrat,
from 1957 to 1969; Scott, a Republican, from 1959 to 1977. Scott was the Republican
leader in the Senate during the Watergate scandal and played a central role in convincing
President Richard M. Nixon to resign in August 1974.
The school’s 1941 catalog explained that “The Academy is fundamentally a college preparatory school. The Upper School course of study, however, is designed not only to
provide thoroughly for College Entrance Board requirements but moreover to furnish a
broad cultural secondary education, and an approach to a disciplined useful way of life.”
Now the Third Form boys’ course of study in English included Thurber, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, Tale of Two Cities, and As You Like It.

Notes about Chapter 3

The reincorporation helped, but with the coming of the war in Europe and the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, financial conditions went from bad to worse.
Faculty members left to go into the military, as did some Upper School students. The
minutes of a special board meeting held August 26, 1942, include the following:

An institutional history relies heavily on the governing board’s minutes. CHA’s
board minutes for the period from 1908 to 1938 have been lost. Fortunately, an oral
history conducted by CHA faculty member Paul Hines in 1986 provides a treasure
trove of information that helps fill the gap.

Whereas the participation of our country in the war has called to the colors
many of our patrons and many of our faculty, and whereas economic uncertainties resulting from the war have caused the withdrawal of students from the
Upper School, so that the remaining Upper School enrollment is deemed insufficient for the continued efficient operation of this department, be it resolved
that for the duration of the war the educational span of the Academy be limited
to the kindergarten and first eight grades; and be it further resolved that due
notice of the elimination of grades nine to twelve be at once given to the parents of all boys enrolled in the school.

Hines interviewed alumni and faculty members past and present, exploring the history of the school from the 1920s through the 1980s. The central person in the project was Charles H. Landreth ’29 who attended CHA from Lower School through his
senior year. After graduation he remained active in the alumni association, sent his
two sons to the school, served as business manager from 1962 to 1978 and as archivist from 1978 until he retired in 1989. Charlie’s stories and memories, and those of
others interviewed for this project, are invaluable to this history, especially for the
period of the 1920s and 1930s, a time of great change for CHA.

At about that time Platt also announced that he would leave the school to enter the
United States Navy. As drastic as all this change was, Parachini reports that “At this
critical time Chestnut Hill Academy had three strong assets[:] a small group of parents
and friends who believed that the community needed the school; an undiscouraged faculty; and Robert A. Kingsley. Mr. Kingsley had been teaching modern languages at the
Academy for seventeen years. In December, 1942, he was appointed Headmaster.”

Other sources used include the school’s Quarter Century Review, published in
1921, Ruth Parachini’s 1961 centennial history, and the student publications: The
Wissahickon, which was founded as a student newspaper as well as a literary magazine in 1903, and The Campus Lantern, the school newspaper founded in 1927.
And a note about style:
At the beginning of the last century several English words were rendered differently
than they are today. Among those relevant to Chestnut Hill Academy’s history are
headmaster, baseball, basketball, and football. In the school’s printed material from
the early 1900s headmaster is written seven different ways: Head Master, HeadMaster, Head-master, Headmaster, head master, head-master and headmaster.
“Baseball” “basketball” and “football” are also seen in varying forms. Baseball, for
example, is either base ball, base-ball or baseball. For purposes of this history
the modern form – i.e. “headmaster,” “baseball,” “basketball,” and “football” – will
be employed except in direct quotes, when the word will appear as it did in the
source material.

With these three assets, Chestnut Hill Academy would eventually emerge from the
devastations of depression and war.
The members of the
Mandolin Club.
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Gilbert Haven Fall
becomes headmaster

1940

Charles Platt, Jr. ’21
becomes headmaster

Boarding department closed

Stock market crash
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1939

Frederic E. Camp
becomes headmaster
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Houston Estate
transfers deeds
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1941

1942

Japanese bomb Pearl
Harbor; United States
enters World War II in
Asia and Europe

Upper four grades closed
Robert A. Kingsley
becomes headmaster
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The Kingsley Years: 1942-1965

The United States’ entry into World War II exacerbated the financial woes Chestnut Hill Academy already faced. During the months following Pearl Harbor the
headmaster, Charles Platt, and several faculty members joined the armed forces.

T

solid and strong, a foundation on which could be built a Chestnut Hill Academy larger
and more successful than it had ever been.”

he school’s health was so precarious that the academy’s upper four grades
were eliminated just a month before the 1942 school year was to begin. The
Philadelphia Inquirer reported that the school’s “governing board was publicly
expressing doubts that the school could survive.”

Robert A. Kingsley was born in Bangor, Maine, July 24, 1899. After graduating from
Brown in 1920 he taught in private schools in Maine, coming to Chestnut Hill to teach
French and Spanish in 1923. After two years, he left to study at the University of
Toulouse, returning to CHA in 1927.

It was in this uncertain climate
that Robert A. Kingsley became
Platt’s successor to head the
school.

Kingsley took the reins on December 1, 1942, and set out, without delay, to rebuild. The
first task was to increase the enrollment of 112, then described as “dangerously low.”

Kingsley’s daughter, Anne Blake
Torrey, said in an interview for
this history that her father “had
to beg the board to let him take
over the school – and to keep it
open.”

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kingsley.

The school’s future immediately began to brighten. Only two weeks after he began,
Kingsley reported to the board that there might be sufficient interest to add a 9th grade
in the 1943-1944 school year. That optimism was borne out when the nine-grade school
opened in September 1943 with 175 students, representing a 56 percent increase in just
one year.
Within a year, the board had become believers. The October 12, 1943, minutes of the
board acknowledged Kingsley’s “skills, determination, and success,” and noted, “the faculty has been greatly strengthened and the high educational standards of the Academy
have been maintained and broadened. … [He has] demonstrated to the community that
a nine grade school is a sound educational unit.”

Elizabeth “Susie” Colt (later
Mrs. E. Perot Walker), who was
the headmaster’s secretary at
the time, recalled that the circumstances “led many to believe
that the school should close.
There was at least one person
standing in opposition to this
drastic plan: Robert Kingsley,”
she said.

A nine-grade school, however well it was received, was never the ultimate goal. The aim
was to re-establish CHA as a full 12-year college preparatory school.
Dr. Carl H. Delacato, who came to CHA as a teacher and administrator in 1945, said in
the Spring 2006 CHA News, “Everyone who was there when there was a Senior School
was unhappy when it was missing. There was a feeling that we were somehow not really
a school. The plan to rebuild the Senior School was to [first] build up the Junior School.
We knew that when we had enough kids, the Senior School would take care of itself. Bob
Kingsley was pushing the hardest.”

“Mr. Kingsley was convinced, and he convinced everyone else concerned,” Ruth
Parachini wrote in the school’s centennial history, “that what was left of the school was

A

only a few: Tom Ambler, Owen Boyer, John Brock, Dan Charles, Al Conkey, Barbara
Crawford (the first and, for many years, the only woman teaching in the upper grades,
having replaced her husband, Sam Feinstein, when he joined the Army in 1942), Betty
Cressman, Dick Cutler, Carl Delacato, Chris Donner, Madeleine Harper, Amelia Lodge,
Hal Parachini ‘33, Bill Pass, Dave Rutter, Frank Steel Sr. ’29, Percy Wales, Perot Walker,
Mary White, Harry Worrall, and Ted Wright.

s part of his rebuilding effort, Kingsley made innumerable phone calls and
visits to local families, urging them to send their boys to CHA. He started a
summer camp that attracted both students and faculty. He also initiated a
pre-school/kindergarten program that would become the source of many students in the
Junior School and, ultimately, in the Senior School as well.
His efforts resulted in a rapid growth during the 1940s. From an enrollment of 112 in
1942 and 175 in 1943, the school’s student body increased to 288 in 1946 (equaling the
school’s previous all-time record enrollment) and to 354 in 1950. In order to serve the
students’ needs, the faculty also grew, from 15 in 1942 to 31 in 1950.

Ambler, who taught science and Bible from 1943 until 1959, said in an interview for this
history, “Bob trusted and backed his faculty.” He also said that building back the Senior
School was something “we always had in mind. Building the school was fun.”
This enthusiasm for a shared goal gave many of the teachers the energy to take on
responsibilities for several different courses, as well as serve outside the classroom as
coaches and advisors. Music teacher Conkey, for example, taught, at one time or another,
English, Latin, history, and math as well as music. He also coached three sports and
conducted all the school’s music groups. Parachini, a faculty member since 1937, served
simultaneously as the school’s athletic director and business manager. He also taught
Spanish.

For the 1950-1951 school year there were not enough students returning after 8th grade
for the school to support a 9th grade. While the enrollment continued to grow overall,
for that one year the school was an eight-grade school. That’s the only time, other than
1942-1943, when CHA wasn’t at least a nine-grade institution.
Although Kingsley clearly was the leader and the primary force behind the school’s
growth, he always credited the faculty for creating an institution that appealed to an
increasingly large number of local families. It was the teachers who were responsible for
maintaining a quality academic program and providing “a friendly, informal and cooperative atmosphere where students and parents alike would feel at home without detracting
from the scholastic program.”

As with most boys’ schools, CHA was firmly committed to boys being educated by men
after the 3rd grade. Women, however, took a prominent role in other ways. On May 22,
1951, Mrs. Sydney (Jane) Lea, Mrs. George (Isabel) Reath, and Mrs. Floyd T. (May) Starr
became the first three women to serve as full members of CHA’s board of directors.

Many of the faculty who came to CHA during the Kingsley years would stay on throughout the years of expansion and, in some cases, beyond. Teachers who were instrumental in the transformation and are a part of many alumni memories include, to name
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The next year biology was added to the mix, the first of a three-year exposure to science,
followed by chemistry and physics. In Form IV (9th grade) ancient history was replaced
by modern European history, to be followed by two years of American and Pennsylvania
history.
After two years of algebra, the students learned geometry in Form V and solid geometry
and trigonometry their senior year. Their senior year also included a course entitled
“Problems of Democracy” and classes in public speaking.
In 1957, the school underwent one of the required evaluations by visiting committees
of both the Pennsylvania Association of Private Academic Schools and the Middle States
Association of Schools and Colleges. According to Kingsley, those evaluations included
“helpful criticism … and many commendations.”
One of those committees’ chairmen closed his report with these words:
The committee concludes its report in stating that Chestnut Hill Academy … represents independent education in its finest tradition, - (sic) academically, morally, and
spiritually. It preserves a happy balance between insistence on the intellectual disciplines and freedom to explore and experiment with what is new and sound.
As the boys grew and matured, the sports program grew with them. By their senior year,
the school once again had a varsity baseball team and several junior varsity programs
that would gain varsity status within a couple of years. Father and Son dinners were held
to honor individual and team successes and improvement.

Brigadoon, the Players’ first musical production.

As the school grew and the need for volunteers increased, a mothers’ committee, later
known as the Women’s Advisory Committee, was formed. Its first major project was
a fundraising dinner dance for the parents launched in 1945. Called Hey Day, it was a
major annual school event for more than 50 years.

The ‘56ers also revived the long dormant school publications: The Campus Lantern,
the student newspaper; and The Caerulean, the school yearbook. (The Wissahickon, the
school’s literary magazine, would reappear in 1958.)

Hey Day was only one of the many measures that were undertaken in an effort to establish a strong financial base. While there were still families whose generosity would help
sustain the school, wider support was sought. To that end, in 1950 CHA became one of
the first secondary schools to establish an annual giving program.

A drama group called the Players and many instrumental and vocal musical ensembles,
also returned. A student government was established. To leaven school life, school dances
were held during the year. When the Class of 1956 graduated, the basic elements of a
diverse academic, athletic, and extracurricular program were in place.

Talk about reestablishing the upper grades began at the board level in 1947. After two
years of discussion, a 1949 survey of the school’s parents was taken to see if there was
interest in CHA once again becoming a 12-grade institution. That survey’s results were
mixed, with many families preferring to send their sons to boarding schools rather than
take a chance on a school that had no track record with high school subjects and college
admissions.

For a school with no recent history with colleges, the academy’s first graduates in 14
years did extremely well: seven members of the 14-member class were accepted at and
attended Ivy League schools: five at Princeton, one at Harvard, and one at Yale. The others also went to highly respected institutions.
For the members of the Class of 1956 it was an exciting time. They were the school’s
senior class for an unprecedented four years. Clearly they were under a microscope; how
they did socially, academically, and athletically would set the bar for the classes to follow.

Two years later, however, a similar survey showed sufficient support for the move, and
on April 7, 1952, the board approved a plan to add a 10th grade in 1953, an 11th grade in
1954, and a 12th grade in 1955.
Costs for the expansion were figured at about $5,000 per year for three years. Five new faculty members would be needed: one the first year and two for each of the following years.
So it was done. The boys in second form (8th grade) at the time the decision was made
would become, in June 1956, the first class to graduate from CHA since 1942.
As described in that class’s 50th reunion reflection in the Spring 2006 CHA News, their
progress toward graduation posed major challenges for the school and its headmaster:
Leading and managing students over four years of completely new ground....
meant adding courses and faculty one grade at a time, reestablishing a halfdozen or more athletic teams and helping create extracurricular icons, such
as a school newspaper, where none existed.
and
[To] somehow convinc[e] the top colleges in the U.S. to look favorably on
the first class of students from a small new prep school which was almost
completely unknown to them.
CHA met all the challenges. The school needed, of course, to add academic courses
appropriate to the boys as they progressed through their high school years. Freshmen
studied English, algebra, Latin, French or Spanish, ancient history, art or shop, music,
and physical education.

Senior faculty in 1957 (l to r): (Back row) Mr. Ambler, Mr. Markiter, Mr. Walker, Mr. Brock,
Mr. Donner, Mr. Oliver, Mr. Wright, Mr. Pass, Mr. Rutter, Mr. Santa Maria, (Front row) Mr. Cutler,
Mr. Dunham, Mr. Wales, Mr. Parachini, Mr. Kingsley, Mr. Worall, Mr. Campbell, Mr. Charles, and
Mr. Conkey.

Wanted...

There has always been speculation, never proven, that this class was selected to be first
because it was, in ‘56er John Achenbach’s words, “A pretty good group of guys, pretty
balanced with no bad apples.”

Memorabilia, Memories

Still, another member of that pioneer class, John McDevitt, observed, “I don’t think
we looked at ourselves as [pacesetters]. It wasn’t impressed upon us that we had added
responsibility. We just were pretty normal teenagers working our way through our high
school years. I don’t think there was any pressure put on us.”

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SHARE?
If you have school memories or historical facts that you would like to share with us, please send
them to Clark Groome at cgroome@chestnuthillacademy.org. If you have old photos or memorabilia that you would like to donate to the school, please send them to Diane Drinker, assistant
director of Alumni Affairs, who oversees our archives.
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In 1961, CHA celebrated its 100th
anniversary with a gala Centennial
Ball, the publication of Ruth
Parachini’s centennial history, and
the school’s first full-fledged
production of a musical, Lerner and
Loewe’s Brigadoon.
In 1963 Mrs. T. Carrick Jordan
– Jane Lea’s mother and Mahlon
Kline’s sister – underwrote the
entire cost of the Jordan Primary
Building to house the school’s
youngest boys in Kindergarten and
1st and 2nd grades.
With the Jordan Building’s completion and the move of the running
track from the baseball field to the
football field on St. Martin’s Green,
the campus was in condition to
meet the student body’s needs.

The first improvement addressed was for additional athletic and locker
room space. Faculty member Perot Walker, in an oral history interview conducted in
1986, summed up the situation: “The old locker rooms were primitive. There was hardly
room for anybody in there to change their mind let alone their clothes.” New locker
rooms, with ample room for everyone to change clothes, were completed in 1956.

Bob Kingsley announced that he
planned to retire following the
1964-1965 school year. Celebrations of his time at CHA and of the extraordinary legacy
that he and his beloved wife, Dolly, would leave were numerous during his last year.
Reviewing Kingsley’s 42 years at the school and 23 as headmaster, Charlie Landreth
’29 summed up his importance to CHA. “Robert Kingsley,” he said, “was the savior of
Chestnut Hill Academy.”

The school also needed dedicated laboratory space for the more sophisticated science
courses being taught in the Upper School. C. Mahlon Kline, at the urging of his niece
Jane Lea, gave the school its science building, which opened in 1959.

Kingsley was the 1965 recipient of the Chestnut Hill Community Association’s Chestnut
Hill Award, the organization’s top honor. That was a fitting tribute because of Kingsley’s
belief, in 1942, that Chestnut Hill deserved a quality school for boys, and that CHA,
then in so much trouble, was an indispensable asset to the community.

The upper portion of the new gymnasium, a state-of-the-art basketball court with
bleachers seating 700, was completed in time for the school’s centennial in 1961.
Two other construction projects that were not part of the CHA campus would also affect
the school. The construction of the Wissahickon Skating Club on the westernmost part
of the school’s property in 1956 gave the school’s students additional athletic and recreational options.

The citation that accompanied the award said in part, “As Teacher, Athletic Coach and
Headmaster, Robert A. Kingsley has made an unparalleled contribution through the
disciplining of young minds and bodies to mature growth and potential service to this
and other communities.”

And what is likely the most important long-term development was Springside School’s construction, in 1957, of a new campus on Cherokee Street, a five-minute walk from CHA.

When Bob Kingsley ended his tenure on June 30, 1965, leaving with the title headmaster
emeritus, he left to his successor, Nathaniel Saltonstall II, a school that was strong and
healthy, with an enrollment of 480 and a 50-member faculty.

In what was a harbinger of the schools’ working together in the years ahead, CHA and
Springside launched a joint fundraising campaign. Its goal was to raise $700,000 for
Springside and $300,000 for CHA.

The years ahead, while not as difficult as those when Kingsley took over, would provide
the institution with a whole new set of challenges and opportunities. Bob Kingsley’s
example of how to deal with both would be an example and an inspiration for a new
generation of Chestnut Hill Academy leaders.

In a report to the community at the time of the academy’s centennial, Headmaster
Kingsley said, “Never before had two schools united their efforts in a common drive for
funds. The new Springside was built, and the expansion of Chestnut Hill Academy, its
facilities, and its programs was given a tremendous boost.”
The spirit of cooperation continued three years later when the two schools’ women’s
committees opened the Clothes Closet, a used-clothing store that is still going strong.
There would be more—much more—to come.

Enrollment Growth (Columns)

CHA’s academic philosophy during Kingsley’s time put the emphasis on the individual
student. That philosophy was succinctly described in a school prospectus printed in the
late 1940s:
General Educational Policy. Chestnut Hill Academy seeks to develop the mental,
moral, physical and aesthetic aspects of the personality of each pupil, with the idea
of creating a balanced and well-rounded individual conscious of his obligations to
society. Since the youth of today is destined to become the leader of tomorrow, we
seek to develop to the fullest the potentialities of each child.
We hold that all children are not similarly endowed, that each one must be encouraged to develop his talents to the fullest at his own best rate; that each child’s educational program can best be stimulated by the acquisition on his part of a free and
independent spirit of inquiry; that such acquisition will result in ever-increasing
ability to think for himself, and to marshall (sic) facts in orderly and logical sequence
before forming a conclusion.
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Faculty and Enrollment Growth during the Kingsley Years

By 1960 the school passed the 500-student mark for the first time. It was thriving athletically with most sports having returned to the Inter-Academic League. Football was
the last to rejoin, returning to the league in 1962. A crew program was added in 1962,
with wrestling beginning a year later.

1959

Susie Colt Walker, considered by many the glue that
held the growing Academy together.

Vietnam War escalates

It’s Not JustAcademic
CHA History: Celebrating 150 Years Chapter 5 by Clark Groome ’60

S

chools today can no longer offer only readin’, ‘ritin’, and ‘rithmetic, the traditional
“Three ‘R’s.” To be successful they have had to change the alphabet from those
three R’s to a more inclusive four A’s: academics, athletics, arts, and activities.
Chestnut Hill Academy has always held the academic program’s excellence as its highest priority. It is, after all, the quality of the classroom experience that forms a school’s
reputation, both as a draw for the best students and as preparation for education and life
after graduation.
With the increasing recognition that an education consists of much more than studying
the conventional subjects, however, Chestnut Hill Academy has, over time, expanded its
program to provide a wide diversity of experiences.
The school’s programs in athletics and arts, and its activities all have roots in curricular
requirements. CHA, as could be expected of a boys’ school, always included a physical
education program and a strong focus on competitive sports. One of CHA’s earliest headmasters, James Patterson, concluded a treatise on “Scholarship” by observing, “without a
sound body a highly trained mind is of comparatively slight service to the world.”
Classes in the arts began as “freehand drawing,” and “vocal music” for Lower and Middle
School students, then grew to full offerings of painting, print work, and pottery, instrumental training, orchestra playing, and music appreciation, theory, and literature.
Class trips, outdoor and service programs were required activities that were at times academically related and at others designed to provide “maturing experiences.”

1920s base

ball on wh

The three non-academic A’s—athletics, arts, and activities—give the student choices
based on his interests, either through participation in sports, elective courses, or other
extra-curricular activities.

Athletics

O

f all the non-academic pursuits in a boys’ school athletics is pre-eminent. From
its early years—when promotional literature featured the playing fields, gym,
and other sports facilities—to the present day, the school has asserted the
importance of the athletic programs in the CHA student’s development.
Athletics serve several purposes. At an elemental level they give the testosterone-driven
young men a release for their pent-up energy. On a more refined level, athletics have
many benefits.
Headmaster Frank Steel ’77 says, “Sports are important because they provide a framework and opportunity in which kids can grow as full human beings. You learn about
discipline. You learn teamwork.
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.

When the school again graduated a senior class in 1956, sports at the junior varsity and
varsity levels were re-established. Baseball was the first to field a varsity team. Over the
next few years basketball, track, and tennis rejoined the Inter-Ac, with the 1962 football
squad being the last to do so.
CHA’s relatively small enrollment long presented challenges to the sports program. In its
nascent years, there was frequent opining in the student publication over the lack of participants on various teams. The March 1908 Wissahickon lamented: “In a small school
like ours it is absolutely necessary that the greater part of the baseball team should be
on the track team, and vice versa, if either of them is to be successful. We feel sure that

“In team sports boys are given the opportunity to challenge themselves, to face failure
and sometimes, depending on the sport, face physical peril and conquer their fears.”
While football, basketball, track, and soccer were the only sports available in 1901, today
there are 14: football, soccer, and cross country in the fall; basketball, squash, ice hockey,
wrestling, and indoor track in the winter; and baseball, track, tennis, crew, golf, and
lacrosse in the spring.
The first really successful CHA team was the undefeated 1910 football team. In 1923
CHA joined the nation’s oldest inter-scholastic league: The Inter-Academic League, then
composed of five schools: Germantown Academy, Episcopal Academy, Penn Charter,
Haverford School, and St. Luke’s School.
In the 1920s and 1930s baseball was king, with the 1927 and 1929 teams Inter-Ac
champs and 1930’s team sharing the title. The 1941 football team, although not playing
in the Inter-Ac, was undefeated.
The athletic program changed radically in 1942 when the school eliminated its upper
four grades. During the next 14 years, sports were required of all boys from 3rd Grade
up. There was competition, some intra-mural and some with other schools. The success
of those programs is credited to Harold Parachini ’33, a faculty member and coach since
1937 who served as athletic director during the years without an Upper School.
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everybody with the tiniest spark of school spirit will agree with us when we say that,
unless a stude (sic) is physically incapable, there is no reason why every fellow in long
trousers should not try for the [track] team.”

More History Online

Over the last 50 years, new sports have come, some have gone, and some have come and
gone and come again.

Sports, music and drama performances, class trips, service projects, and other outside-

In 1962 CHA crew, under the direction of Frank Steel Sr. ’29, took to the Schuylkill for
the first time.

of the history is devoted to those aspects of the school’s program.

Riflery began in the early 1900s and became prominent leading up to and during World
War I. In more recent times it was either an inter-scholastic sport or a club activity. In
1999 it was closed down following the massacre at Colorado’s Columbine High School.

equivalent of the cutting-room floor. As a result, we have created special pages on

the-classroom activities are such a large part of what makes CHA unique that this chapter
With so much to cover, some teams, people, or activities may end up on the editorial
the Chestnut Hill Academy web site featuring the CHA Athletic Hall of Fame, critical
athletic milestones and all known team championships, and all dramatic productions

Ice Hockey first became a varsity sport in 1976, was dropped in 1984, and returned
in 2004. Talk about adding lacrosse began in the early 1970s, but it wasn’t until 2004,
when the school had grown sufficiently to support a team, that it was established.
Along the way, there have been bumps in the road. The biggest came in 1972 when
the varsity football team was very small. After several injuries to key players, the squad was
reduced to 18. The school physician, Charles T. “Chat” Lee h’77, recommended that the
season be suspended. It was, and the decision was made to take a leave of absence from the
Inter-Ac.
Five years later, playing an independent schedule that included Haverford School and
Episcopal Academy from the Inter-Ac, the school’s gridders had what may be their best
season ever. That 1977 squad was undefeated, outscoring its opponents 235 to 16.
CHA and some neighboring independent and small public schools formed the
Independence Football League in 1985. Between 1986 and 2005, when CHA football
rejoined the Inter-Ac, CHA won 10 IFL crowns.
During the period from 1956 to 2009, CHA has won numerous championships in many
sports. A sampling: soccer won seven consecutive Inter-Ac crowns from 1987 to 1994;
squash won six straight starting in 1998; tennis had a five-year run from 1994 through
1998; and track won seven league championships between 1989 and 2002. Golf was
league co-champion in 1988 and 1989.
Doubtless there have been dozens of memorable individual games. There is one, however, that more than any other has become legendary.

since the school’s drama group became known as The Players in 1935.
These pages, as well as PDFs of the chapters of this school history, can be found on the
school website under About CHA/School History.

Talbot h’81; 1920s and 1930s football, basketball, and baseball coach William E.
Shuttleworth h’38; and 1960s and 1970s basketball and baseball coach Robert
A.”Maje” McDonnell h’06, who spent more than 50 years as a Philadelphia Phillies
coach and member of the team’s community relations department.
Sports clearly have played a significant role in the school’s culture, serving as a rallying
point to spark school spirit and reinforce alumni pride and loyalty. CHA’s annual Blue
and Blue Day, with its iconic tug-of-war, has brought the whole school out onto the playing fields. Homecomings have been the occasion for student rallies around the bonfire
and alumni returning to campus.

Arts

Students who were not all that interested in sports have expressed themselves from time
to time. In 1969 a Curriculum Committee recommended an end to mandatory athletics outside of the school day hours, with an option to substitute an activity or project
“deemed valuable either to himself, the school—or both.”

On November 17, 1973, CHA played for the Inter-Ac soccer championship against
Episcopal Academy. The game was the last of the season and the last on Blue-WhiteBlue Day, for many years an annual event pitting all the CHA fall teams against all their
Episcopal counterparts.

More recently, a student wrote in a 2004 Campus Lantern, “Chestnut Hill Academy has
a ridiculous sports requirement” and went on to present numbers to show a disproportionate emphasis given the sports program over other activities, and even academic
classes. He observed that the Players are using “a retrofitted barn” (italics his). The arts
have always had their fans.

On what is now Talbot Field, an estimated 2,000 people watched CHA and Episcopal
play 70 minutes of soccer that ended with CHA’s last-minute goal giving them a 2-1
victory and with it their first Inter-Ac soccer championship. The win capped a 23-game
unbeaten streak that started during the 1972 season. For soccer coach Jim Talbot h’81 it
was “the most exciting athletic event I’ve ever been part of.”

In 1907, a drama club, The Sock and Buskin Club (the sock and buskin are symbols of
comedy and tragedy taken from Greek theater footwear), was established. The club’s first
two performances, Lodgings to Let and Pipkin’s Rustic Retreat, were received with much
hilarity, in great part due to the costumes and performances of the boys playing girls.

In the academy’s early years, coaches were exclusively teachers or administrators, many
of whom coached two or three seasons. In recent years the school has employed a combination of faculty and outside coaches. While, according to Headmaster Steel, “The
teacher/coach is still the preferred model,” it’s no longer realistic.
Stan Parker ‘68—CHA’s faculty dean, History Department chairman, varsity baseball
coach and, from 2000 to 2004, the school’s athletic director – says, “The reality is we
offer so many sports at so many different levels that we don’t have the personnel to do
it and do it well. Outside coaches bring with them another approach, a different philosophy, a different personality, which is good for the kids. Outside coaches can also bring a
knowledge of a different geographic area where the school might look for students.”
Of the thousands of CHA boys who have played for those coaches, several have gone
on to distinguish themselves in their sports. Charles R. “Monk” Meyer ’32 was an AllAmerica end at the United States Military Academy where he was also captain of the
basketball team and lettered in track and lacrosse.
Stanley W. Pearson ’36 was one of the country’s leading squash players in the 1940s and
1950s and has been inducted into the Squash Hall of Fame.
Figure skater Scott Cramer ’76 was an internationally ranked figure skater who represented the United States in many competitions and was a member of two Olympic teams.
His career continued on the professional level after he stopped competing as an amateur.
Former CHA rowers Adam Holland ’90 and Tom Paradiso ’98 went on to compete in the
Olympics. David Miller ’92 and Michael Koplove ‘95 went on to play professional baseball. Both spent time in “the show,” the major leagues.
To honor these and other CHA athletes, coaches, and teams, the Chestnut Hill Academy
Athletic Hall of Fame was founded in 2000. In the three ceremonies held so far, 37
players, six teams, and three coaches have been inducted. The coaches are soccer’s Jim
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Sock and Buskin disbanded in 1924. For the next decade, in addition to the occasional
Upper School performances and entertainments, the only regular dramatic productions were the annual Lower School pageants that marked the end of the school
year. Reflecting classroom work, themes included scenes relating to Robin Hood,
Charlemagne, and Teddyuscung.
In 1935 a theater group called The Players appeared and produced shows until 1942
when the school eliminated its upper four grades. The Players returned with the first
graduating class in 1956, no longer relying on boys in female roles. Girls from nearby
schools, principally Springside, trod the boards with the CHA boys.
Over the years The Players has done some demanding work, including several
Shakespeare plays and such heavyweight dramas as Chekhov’s The Cherry Orchard, Jean
Anouilh’s Becket, Arthur Miller’s The Crucible, Federico Garcia Lorca’s Blood Wedding, and
Moisés Kaufman’s The Laramie Project.
Since staging Lerner and Loewe’s Brigadoon in 1961, musicals have been a regular feature of The Players’ seasons. Among those produced were The Fantasticks, My Fair Lady,
Oliver!, Oklahoma, Guys and Dolls, The Sound of Music, Grease, and several Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas.
The performing arts endured less than ideal facilities for years. For the first three-quarters of the last century they used whatever space was available. The main venue was the
Woodward Gymnasium, already stretched to its limits. Finally, through the hard work of
students and faculty and a small budget, the old Recreation Building was converted into
a performing arts center. It opened January 17, 1974.
The musical groups of the early 20th century included a mandolin club, a quintet and a
choir. Ruth Parachini, in her centennial history, notes that the school’s glee club (sometimes known as the choir or the chorus) was the school’s oldest continuing organization.
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Shuttleworth Field dedicated
Wales/Charles Field dedicated

championship
Tennis wins first championship
Student Richard Brodhead’s
cantata Emanuel performed
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1974

Soccer wins first
championship

Three men have chaired the music program for 96 of the last 108 years: Charles Elwell
h’38 from 1902 to 1938; Albert B. Conkey h’66 from 1940 to 1978, with three years off
to serve in World War II; and Roland Woehr h’07 from 1985 to today.

service program to match student interests with appropriate organizations.

One of Conkey’s more memorable performances was the 1964 Christmas cantata
Emanuel. Richard Brodhead ‘65, then a senior, composed the piece. The librettist was
Doris Baizley, a 1963 Springside graduate. It was sung by the CHA and Springside glee
clubs, with solos by faculty members Henry Putsch and William Reeves ’53. The Chestnut
Hill Local reported it was “an evening as exciting as we have ever witnessed.

In its first year, the boys
participated in individual
and class projects, including an exchange program
with the Northern Home in
Roxborough and the first of
what would be several Special
Olympics for the United
Cerebral Palsy Association,
a program that is still going
strong.

When Conkey retired in 1978, the school’s performing arts center, that “retrofitted barn,”
was named in his honor.
Reeves founded The Chestnut Hill Academy Pipers in 1966. The Pipers, dressed in kilts,
frequently entertained with their bagpipes. Reeves left to teach at another school in
1972. The Pipers didn’t survive without him. Longer lasting, and joining the long-established chorus and orchestra, were musical groups established in the 1970s and 1980s:
The Boy Choir, Hilltones, and the Jazz Ensemble, which continue today.

Actors in the Sock and Buskin Club’s first production, Rooms to Let.

Unlike the relatively recent
appearance of trips and service activities, the history of the clubs and associations takes us back more than a century. By 1905 Chestnut Hill Academy had music and dramatic clubs and also its first student publication, The Wissahickon, which had been launched in 1903. Initially it served
as a literary magazine, a student newspaper, and a yearbook.

Even though the 1921 Quarter Century Review notes that in 1896 the boys spent half of
Thursday carving wood or modeling clay “in accordance with the views of Mr. J. Liberty
Tadd,” there is sparse evidence of a thriving art program until 1942 when, because of the
war, Barbara Crawford h’75 replaced her husband, Sam Feinstein, as CHA’s art teacher.

Crawford retired in 1990 as the longest-tenured faculty member in CHA’s history. The
studio moved into the new art wing when that was built in 2000. Its gallery was named
in Crawford’s honor.

The Caerulean began publication as a yearbook in 1911, and, except for the years
between 1943 and 1955, has been produced annually ever since. The Campus Lantern
assumed reportorial duties in 1927. This left The Wissahickon as a literary magazine.
While The Lantern has had, with the exception of that 1943-1955 period, an uninterrupted history, The Wissahickon has had an off-again, on-again existence, first disappearing in 1938 and not returning until the late 1950s.

In the fine arts program, painting, printmaking, etching, woodshop, metal shop, ceramics, photography, sculpture, digital art, filmmaking, and video production have, at varying times, been available to the students.

There were other activities in the early 20th century. In 1913, for instance, the school had
a debating group called the Franklin Society, presumably named after Ben, and a chess club.
For the most part, however, the boys were organized around music, drama, and publications.

In the Spring 1998 CHA News, Headmaster Richard Parker h’02 wrote about his doctoral
thesis on CHA students’ attitudes toward the arts. He found the boys took more credit
units beyond what is required than at other independent schools. He also believed that
the school’s positive feedback for their involvement in arts programs allowed students to
find that the arts fit into a view of masculinity within the school culture, even if not in
the larger culture. He concluded that, for many, “arts had become part of their identities,
and their continued participation is assured.”

Those three pursuits were readily reborn in the mid-1950s. There were also several additions.

Tucked away in the basement, she managed to bring light and inspiration to generations
of students, her “Cellar Rats,” whose efforts were exhibited on available wall space in the
hallways off the Exchange and elsewhere around the school.

A student government, in varying forms, has also been part of the Upper School’s program since at least 1926. On a roller coaster for many years through the 1970s and
1980s, it would periodically form with great promise and then fade away. Finally a more
respected organization was put into place in 1989.

It would be impossible to list, let alone describe, all of the extra-curricular activities
that have come and gone in the last 50 years, but a survey of the yearbooks gives some
idea of the variety. In 1960 there were property care, library, chapel and dance commitBarnaby Roberts h’90, CHA’s headmaster from 1979 to 1990, remembers that before a
football game at CHA, “here were these nine or 10 guys (the Hilltones) – some in football uni- tees; in 1968, English committee, curriculum committee, library committee, audiovisual
committee, Germantown Schools Community Council, chapel committee, senior and
forms, some in soccer uniforms, some in civilian clothes – singing the National Anthem.”
Headmaster Parker, recounting a similar experience, wrote in the winter 1997 CHA News junior dance committees, and business committee (charged with securing advertising for
that this was “emblematic of the way students of all ilks embrace the full CHA experience student publications); in 1980, in a curiously slim offering, the Student Advisory Board
and the curriculum committee alone are acknowledged; in 1990, student government,
and especially the arts.”
student guides, athletic association, assembly committee, curriculum committee, student service board, chess team; in 2000, discipline committee, student guide association,
chess club.
Extra-curricular activities in
The Upper School in 2009 offered the widest variety of activities ever. In addition to The
the Upper School were modCaerulean, Campus Lantern, Wissahickon, The Players, student government, and the chess
est before 1942. With the
club, there are The Blue Devil Investment Group, an eco club, a film club, a French club,
school’s revitalization in the
a gay-straight alliance, a mock trial team, a multicultural student association, a philoso1950s the opportunities to
phy group, a political debate group, a robotics program, student guides, a technology
pursue interests and activigroup, and a theoretical physics group.
ties beyond the classroom
Chestnut Hill Academy’s small school community, which could be seen as limiting the
expanded considerably.
availability of its non-academic programs, in fact came to be noted for the increased freeThe programs that take place
dom it allowed students to participate in a diversity of experiences.
outside the classroom, what
In the smaller setting there is less chance that a student will be pigeonholed as an athhas been called “The Other
lete, an artist, or a geek. As CHA’s late director of physical education Jack Plunkett h’92,
Curriculum,” or the “experiential education,” began in 1971 with the Junior School outobserved, “it gives [our students] an opportunity to know others who aren’t on the footdoor program and class trips to the Poconos and French Creek State Park.
ball team or aren’t just into drama or whatever. It makes our community stronger.”
Although intended primarily as science lessons on ecology, it was noted, “Other disciThe 1903 school catalog described an important component of the school’s educational
plines such as English, math, map making and surveying will also become a part of the
program: “The boys of Chestnut Hill Academy are encouraged to engage in various lines
program, as well as social and cultural history.”
of work outside of the regular curriculum … [which] broaden and enrich the school life
From this beginning, “the other curriculum” grew to include a rich variety of trips near
and promote manliness and self-reliance among the boys.”
(younger grades exploring the Wissahickon, class trips to local museums) and far (the 6th
In its current mission statement, CHA affirms that among its objectives is “To contribGrade’s exchange program with Collegio Williams in Mexico City during the 1970s, and
ute to physical and emotional development through various programs—athletic, outUpper School trips sponsored by the language department to France and Spain).
door, community service, and co-curricular—that promote participation, sportsmanship,
The “other curriculum” also came to include service to the community. Although seniors
and teamwork.”
had been required to perform social service projects beginning in 1967, and community
The language may differ, but the meaning is the same.
service had always been encouraged, it was not until 1987 that CHA launched a formal

Activities

1977

1986

1988

1989

1998

Track wins first
championship

Football wins first IFL
championship

2000

2006

Art gallery named for
Barbara Crawford

Football rejoins
Inter-Ac

Talbot Field dedicated
Athletic Hall of Fame
established
Ice Hockey wins Inter-County
League championship

Golf wins first
championship

Squash wins first
championship

12

2009
Football wins first Inter-Ac
championship
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Expanding and Engaging the Community:
1965-1979

N

at Saltonstall must know how John Adams felt.
Both men followed icons into office and both took over during tumultuous times.

Nathaniel Saltonstall II was born in Massachusetts in 1928, grew up in Hawaii, and graduated from
Yale with a B.A. in philosophy in 1950. After Yale he worked as a cattle farm manager in Coosawhatchie, S.C.
for two years. Saltonstall says that likely makes him the only prep-school headmaster who’s a graduate of the
Graham Scientific Breeding School.
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Chapter 6:
Expanding and Engaging the
Community 1965-1979

He began teaching and coaching in 1952. Over the next 10 years he gained experience in the classroom
and in administration, first at the Mooreland Hill School in New Britain, Conn., and then at the Kingsbury
School in West Harford. He also earned an M.A. in liberal studies from Wesleyan University.
In 1965, after three years as headmaster at the Lancaster (Pa.) Country Day School, CHA hired him. With
wife Betsy, daughters Karen and Susan, and sons Timothy and Stewart, he moved to Chestnut Hill to take
up the reins on July 1, 1965. At first they lived in the headmaster’s apartment in the east wing of the
Wissahickon Inn. In the spring of 1966 they moved across
the street into the Springfield Avenue house
that Charles B. Jennngs ’01’s widow had bequeathed to the
school.
The difficulty in following Robert Kingsley was not unexpected. Kingsley had led the school from a struggling
wartime grade school to a thriving college prep school.
“The overriding challenge,” Saltonstall says, “was ‘That’s
not the way Mr. Kingsley did it.’ I knew that was coming.
It was very clear that someone who had been there for
[40-plus] years had made a tremendous impact on the
school.”
Not only did the new headmaster have to establish his
own authority, he had to operate in the cultural climate
of the 1960s, a time when authority was increasingly
questioned.
During Saltonstall’s first year, CHA and neighboring
Early years of the Coordinate Program, which brough
t Upper School
Springside began serious conversations about opening
students from Springside School and CHA together for
the first time.
some Senior School courses to students from both institutions. In addition to the academic benefits, some major
benefactors believed that cooperation between the two was vital to their long-term health.
“In my first year I had a luncheon date with Charlie Woodward,” Saltonstall recalls. “He said, ‘Nat, neither
Springside nor Chestnut Hill Academy will receive another Woodward dollar until the schools take advantage
of each other’s strengths.’”
Continued on page

Grateful Alumnus Posthumously Endows CHA’s
First Distinguished Faculty Chairs

I

n April, Chestnut Hill Academy honored the first six recipients of the Cyrus H.

Chapter 7:
Growth and Tranquility
1979-2002

Nathan ‘30 Distinguished Faculty Chair Awards at a dinner hosted by board
trustee John McNiff and his wife, Evie, of Plymouth Meeting.

The endowed chairs were established in 2010 with a $2.2 million bequest from
CHA alumnus Cyrus H. Nathan `30, who wanted to establish a lasting legacy that
celebrated his experience at CHA and the faculty who taught him. The awards,
given to deserving faculty at both CHA and Springside School, are intended “to
promote and celebrate inspiring teachers – those educational leaders who are
effective in the classroom, respected by their peers, highly motivated to stay current, and who drive innovation and best educational practices within their fields.”
Continued on page _____
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Cyrus H. Nathan ’30 posthumously
honored outstanding faculty with six
endowed chairs

S

tives, some felt the changes were too much too soon. There was increasing tension
between the board and the headmaster. It came to a head during an ambitious $2.557
million capital funds drive.

altonstall sought to further broaden the student experience by developing a

more diverse student body. Eventually, with the support of the faculty and
board, CHA began to reach out beyond Chestnut Hill and its neighboring communities, whence it had drawn most if its students for years.

CHA had long been able to depend on a few donors to make up financial deficits or
fund new facilities or programs. Since these resources were no longer sufficient to
meet the school’s needs the Accent on Advancement Campaign was launched. It had
four components: $1 million for faculty salary endowment; $807,000 for renovations
to the Wissahickon Inn and relocating the dining room to the old swimming pool;
$500,000 for a performing arts center; and $250,000 for a new swimming pool.

In 1967 Saltonstall initiated the Senior Service Project, which he describes as “the
most meaningful thing that occurred during my time.” The plan was for seniors,
after hearing from colleges in the spring, “to drop out of school and drop into the
program that was restricted to service to the community.” The organizations at which
the seniors volunteered included the Coatesville Veterans Hospital, Community
Legal Services, Friends Neighborhood Guild, Haverford State Hospital’s physical and
occupational therapy department, Northwestern Mental Health Center, Philadelphia
General Hospital, and the Philadelphia Housing Authority.

After getting off to a good start, the campaign began to struggle. It became clear that
the performing arts center and the swimming pool would not be built.
Saltonstall addressed the board at length on January 12, 1971. He asked the board
to clarify its role in solving the ongoing issues facing the academy, most immediately
raising the money for the capital campaign.

“It is the consensus
of the seniors in this
social service project,”
Bob Chambers and
Tom Swain wrote in
the March 10, 1967,
Campus Lantern,
“that these experiences have not only
ameliorated their
social awareness but
also their general
education and background. These seniors
would like to display
their appreciation to
all those who have
[made] the social
service program possible.”
Nathaniel Saltonstall with his family, l to r: Betsy, Stewart ‘78, Karen, Susan, and
Timothy ‘70.

T

In what can only be characterized as a remarkably candid and courageous move, he
told them, “There remains the undeniable, overriding fact that no campaign of the
magnitude of ours can be successful without the total and complete and enthusiastic
support and activity of the Board of Trustees. In my honest opinion, this ingredient
has been lacking.”
His “honest opinion” led to an insurmountable rift. Saltonstall submitted his resignation on September 14, effective at the end of the 1971-1972 school year. In his resignation letter he wrote, “It is a difficult step which I take this evening, but one which
appears to be in the best common interest.”
Despite Saltonstall’s unraveling rapport with board members and his own assessment
that school morale was low, many faculty members were positive about him. Junior
School head Thomson F. Davis reports that “Nat always showed me tremendous support.”
Thomas A. Northrup, at the time a 4th grade teacher and varsity basketball coach
relates that the day after he told Saltonstall that a $300 dental bill was forcing him to
consider looking for a job outside of teaching, “I had a $300 check in my mailbox with
a note from Nat that said ‘This is not a loan, this is a gift. I hope you’ll stay in teaching.’” He did.

In spite of the success of many of
Saltonstall’s initia-

During Saltonstall’s last year the school continued to address issues of import to its
future.

he academic focus of Saltonstall’s final year was on the school’s youngest
students. Thom Davis saw that during their Junior School years many boys
– too many, he felt – had to repeat at some point. The issue was readiness.
He decided that a better foundation should be laid to prepare Kindergarten kids for “a
pretty tough, academically-oriented curriculum, in reading especially.”

The Home School Association had, since the school’s earliest days, offered topical programs for parents and organized parent/teacher nights.
WAC, founded in the early 1940s, ran the annual Hey Day dinner dance; managed,
with Springside’s women’s committee, the Clothes Closet; and coordinated the class
mothers whose responsibilities ranged from arranging class get-togethers to driving
on school trips.

Working with Anne J. Torrey, the school’s reading specialist, and Dr. Katharine E. Goddard,
CHA’s consulting child psychiatrist, Davis established the Pre-First year as a transition between
Kindergarten and 1st grade, noting that, “CHA was a pacesetter in that.”

CHAF, according to the April 1965 Alumni Parent Lantern, was formed “to encourage all fathers of students at CHA in the interest and support of all programs of the
Academy and, wherever appropriate, to offer constructive suggestions for improvement of same.”

Elizabeth Schmid, the first Pre-First teacher, says that even after being told that the
program would be a totally new experience for the boys some parents were concerned
that this really was just a repeat of Kindergarten. Later, Schmid says, many of the doubting parents came back to thank her when their sons were thriving in 3rd or 4th grade.

The new Parents Association’s by-laws required that either the president or the vicepresident be a father and the other a mother and that the secretary and treasurer also
be divided with one being a mother and the other a father. The president and vice
president were members of the school’s board, as the WAC and CHAF chairpersons
had been.

Another accomplishment in Saltonstall’s last year was the hiring of a full-time director
of development in December 1971, a time when schools and colleges nationwide were
establishing fundraising and public relations offices.
In addition to managing all fundraising, public relations, and publications, the
Development Office coordinated Alumni Association activities. (See accompanying article
on the Alumni Association.) In its first year the Development Office also oversaw the
merging of the Home School Association, the Women’s Advisory Committee (WAC),
and the Chestnut Hill Academy Fathers (CHAF) into the Chestnut Hill Academy Parents
Association.

1905
Alumni Association Founded

1921

Saltonstall, for all the difficulties he faced, left the school financially healthy. He had
hired strong faculty who would play a significant role going forward: Thom Davis, Ken
Dreyfuss, Clark Groome ’60, Dave Hoyler, Joyce Klinefelter, Mage McDonnell, Tom
Northrup, Liz Schmid, Ed Stainton, Jim Talbot, Frank Thomson, Gwen Young (CHA’s
first black teacher), and Mimi White among them.

1962

1935

Alumni Gold and Silver Medals established.
First recipients: William P. Wear, below left,
(Gold) and Samuel J. Randall, 3rd (Silver)

CHA Roll of Fame Award
first given to Nobel Laureate and alumnus Irving
Langmuir

First Alumni Association honorary
member inducted: Gilbert Haven
Fall H’35
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1965
Robert A. Kingsley retires
Nathaniel Saltonstall II
becomes headmaster
Blue-White-Blue Day
with Episcopal Academy
established

1966
Jennings House becomes
headmaster’s home
First coordinate courses
offered

He recognized that the times required a broader perspective and began the process
of moving CHA from its historic role as a community school to one as a significant
regional college prep school.
Gerrit M. Keator was chosen as Saltonstall’s successor. In one of those odd coincidences he was also a Yale graduate with ties to Hawaii, coming to CHA from his post
as assistant headmaster and dean of faculty at The Iolani School in Honolulu.
Born in Philadelphia in 1938, Keator grew up in Connecticut. He earned a B.A. in
American Studies at Yale in 1961. A year in the United States Air Force Air Police was
followed by eight months in a training program at Chubb & Sons, Inc., in New York
City.
He left Chubb to teach middle school math and English and coach varsity ice hockey
and lacrosse at Greenwich (Conn.) Country Day School. After two years he returned
to Yale, receiving an M.A.T. in history in 1965, after which Iolani hired him.
At Iolani he taught English, coached varsity soccer, served as assistant to the headmaster and director of development before taking on the responsibilities he held
when CHA lured him back to the Mainland.
When Gerrit, wife Marnie, and young sons William, Matthew, and Sam, arrived at
Jennings House in July 1972 one of the busiest periods in the school’s history began.
According to many, the Keators were just what the school needed. “Gerrit Keator has
hit Chestnut Hill Academy with an enthusiasm so great that it has affected almost
every member of the CHA community,” wrote George Strong and Stan Miller in a
December 20, 1972, Campus Lantern op-ed column entitled “100 Days of G.M.K.”
They went on to note that he seemed to be almost everywhere at once: attending
games and athletic practices, acknowledging individual student achievements, and
setting up an administration that “is working for the students and helping to build
Chestnut Hill Academy into a giant in education.”
Faculty from that time echo those students’ views. Junior School teacher Liz Schmid
said, “Gerrit seemed to be all over the place.” She added that he also “listened to the
women.” Veteran math teacher Frank Thomson noted, “Gerrit was a breath of fresh
air. He was the right guy at the right time.”
During his first two years, Keator made some significant administrative and faculty
appointments; approved and encouraged increased coordination with Springside;
encouraged major changes to the academic program in the Middle School; negotiated
the largest gift in the school’s history; oversaw the conversion of the old recreation
building into a performing arts center; endorsed the honoring of several iconic former
faculty members; and generally acted, in Tom Northup’s words, as the administration
and faculty’s head coach.
His first major decision came when the head of the Middle School left CHA days
after the Keators landed in Philadelphia. To replace him, he tapped Tom Northrup,
by 1972 the chairman of the Social Studies Department and still varsity basketball
coach. Prior to Keator’s arrival Science Department Chairman Owen A. Boyer had
been named head of the Senior School. Keator promoted David W. Hoyler to chair the
Science Department.
Hoyler’s appointment left a
vacancy for a Senior School science
teacher that was filled by Junior
School science teacher Miriam
“Mimi” White. White’s promotion
ended the tradition that only men
would teach in the Senior School.
Throughout the Kingsley and
Saltonstall years, the headmaster served as college counselor.
(Kingsley wrote all his recommendations in long hand.) But
as the headmaster’s responsibilities became increasingly complex
and colleges more demanding it
became apparent that a full-time
college counselor would make the
admissions process better.
Morris Llyod, Jr., board chair, congratulates Robert Kingsley, whose wife,
Dolly, seated, looks on.

1967

Keator agreed. Long-time faculty member Theodore C. Wright

Yale graduate Gerrit M. Keator, shown here with his wife, Marnie, was known for his hands-on approach and energetic
involvement in all aspects of school life. He served as headmaster from 1972-1978, a period that saw a strengthened academic
partnership with Springside, a focus on raising academic standards, and heightened involvement of parents and alumni.

assisted Keator in his first year. Wright then assumed the role of full-time college
counselor on July 1,1973.
Six years after it began, the coordinate program with Springside had grown substantially. Springside Headmistress Agathe K. Crouter wrote about it in the April 1973
Springside Bulletin: “Boys and girls share campuses, work with a larger faculty, have
new combinations of people in class, and choose from a wide range of courses in their
last two years of school.”
In science, she reported, 12 courses open to grades 10 through 12 were coordinate.
They included introductory and advanced biology, chemistry, organic chemistry, qualitative analysis, and physics as well as “Science, Technology and Man,” “Environmental
Concerns,” and “Science Fiction.”
The nine members of the English departments offered juniors and seniors a choice of
23 trimester electives, including “Milton,” “Hamlet and King Lear,” “The Short Story,”
“The Poem as Tale,” and “Great Letters.” Additional courses in history, music, filmmaking, art, and art history made a total of 92 coordinate courses available for the
1973-1974 school year.
“Increasing the number of advanced courses available to students without adding faculty … is a chief aim of coordination, but variety of opinion within the classroom is
another advantage of the program,” Crouter wrote.
She did have a caution, however. “Coordination is not without difficulties, and not all
classes turn out well. One teacher comments, ‘My class was dominated by the boys in
a most unproductive way.’”
Despite these problems, both Keator’s CHA and Crouter’s Springside were committed
to the program.
Both schools were also committed to maintaining single-sex education in the Junior
and Middle schools. Responding to the increasing knowledge of the needs of Middle
School boys, CHA instituted what Keator, in his Headmaster’s Letter in the July 1973
CHA News, described as a “new approach for C.H.A. in grade 7.
“The purpose of the program is twofold: 1) to provide a better understanding of the
strengths and weaknesses of each boy and subsequently to tailor the pace of the
program to meet his needs, and 2) to provide a transition between the homeroom
atmosphere of the sixth grade and the diversification of the teachers and subjects of
the Senior School.” A three-man team – the 7th grade’s homeroom masters – worked
together. They taught English, social studies, and math with the other subjects being
taught by “outside teachers” during the day.
The Keator years were also a time when the school’s alumni and parents became more
involved with the institution. Their events flourished.
As part of Homecoming in 1973, the school’s board decided to name its big gym in
honor of Headmaster Emeritus Robert A. Kingsley h’65. Within a year the varsity
baseball field honored William E. Shuttleworth h’38, a very popular and successful
master at the school from 1926 to 1938, and the field west of Shuttleworth Field was
named Wales/Charles Field in memory of long-time teachers and coaches Percy A.
Wales h’64 and Daniel W. Charles h’66.

1971

1969

1968

Springside consolidates entire
school on Cherokee Street
Campus

Senior Service Project
established

Huron Street between Willow
Grove and Springfield avenues
removed from city plan,
becomes part of CHA campus

Wissahickon Inn renovated/Dining
Room moved to former

Gerrit M. Keator
becomes headmaster

Swimming pool/Arcade built

Chestnut Hill
Academy Fathers
(CHAF) and Womens
Advisory Committee
(WAC) merge to form
Parents Association

Development Office opens

Apollo XI Moon Landing

1972

Varsity football season suspended
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Pre-First added

The school’s board voted on November 13, 1973, to name the soon-to-be-opened
performing arts center in the school’s old Recreation Building Baird Hall to honor the
generosity of Frank B. Baird, Jr. ’21. Over the years Baird had given the school hundreds of thousands of dollars, much of it for the library or the arts. He would soon
pledge $1 million, the largest single gift in school history. This gift was designated for
the science and math departments for equipment, books, and some physical improvements to the Kline Science Building.
As renovation of the Rec neared completion and the performing arts center’s opening
approached, Baird changed his mind about having the center named in his honor. His
focus was on science now, he told the headmaster. He thought the Rec’s name should
celebrate someone with a closer attachment to the arts. As a result in May 1978 it was
named for Albert B. Conkey h’66, who was retiring after 38 years as music teacher,
coach, advisor, and the local community’s “music man.”
Other aspects of Keator’s administration were less pleasant. The size of the faculty
was reduced in order to help the school’s finances. Some of the reductions were
accomplished through attrition but some teachers’ contracts were not renewed.
Academic requirements were raised. Marginal students were not retained.
Admissions standards were tightened. Nevertheless, enrollment actually grew from
447 in 1972 to 460 in 1979.
A school’s growth can also be measured by the financial support it receives. In the
time that Keator led CHA, annual giving grew from $28,200 in 1972 to $68,933 in
1979. The number of donors increased from 655 in 1973 (the first year that statistic
is available) to 1,112 in 1979.
During that same period a modest capital campaign to renovate the Rec raised close
to $250,000. In 1976 the Chestnut Hill Academy/Springside Foundation was created.
Charles H. Woodward ’21, being true to the promise he made to Nat Saltonstall a
decade earlier, made the $100,000 gift that inaugurated the foundation.
In 1977 plans were drawn up for a $1 million capital funds drive. The curiously
named Forward Thrust Campaign earmarked $232,500 for physical improvements
with the remaining money going to faculty salary endowment. In 18 months the campaign raised $1.652 million, substantially more than the original goal.
For many faculty members and administrators the Keator years were busy and
intense. They were also, reportedly, fun. The Keators loved to entertain. There were
several faculty and/or board parties held at Jennings House every year.
The people who mentioned the parties almost always talked about what became
known as “Marnie’s Menagerie.” Jennings House, in addition to its five human inhabitants, was also home to four dogs, two cats, a goat, and a pony. The interplay among
the guests and the pets was often hilarious.

Longtime faculty member, Ted Wright, was tapped by Gerrit Geator to take on CHA’s first full-time college counseling role in 1973.

His legacy included a stable financial institution. The students’ experience had
expanded and improved. The faculty had been strengthened with the addition of,
among many, Marty Baumberger, Pat Bradley, Joseph “Jody” Dobson, Bob Fles, Bill
Gallagher, Joanna “Dodie” Carver Holland, Steve Hyson, Bill Kleinfelder ‘68, Ron
Lanzalotti, Joanna Lewis, John Marcy, Stan Parker ’68, and Margaret Ann Young. Faculty
members, parents, students, and alumni were engaged and supportive of the school.
During the 15 years after Bob Kingsley retired CHA weathered societal and internal
storms. It survived the Sixties and emerged a healthier, happier institution with a better
image in the community. It was adapting to a new philanthropic environment. The academic program continued to be strong. An efficient administration was in place.
CHA still faced challenges. The student body was smaller than expected. The endowment was lower than it was at many comparable schools. The buildings faced some
long-overdue maintenance. New and upgraded art and athletic facilities were needed.
Taking the academic program to the next level was also a priority.
Building on a strong foundation while addressing those issues would be the job for
Keator’s successors.

At school there were also several events that lightened the load for the faculty while
bringing enjoyment to students and parents. Late in the spring of 1974 the faculty
produced Frank Loesser’s How
To Succeed in Business without
Really Trying. It was the second production in the newly
renovated Rec and was a smash,
although most of the faculty
actors on stage were encouraged
to keep their day jobs.

Author’s Note
It’s full disclosure time.
In early 1969 I was invited to join CHA’s Alumni Association Executive Board. Shortly
thereafter I chaired the committee formed to rewrite the association’s by-laws, a
need that grew out of the alumni’s desire to become a more integral and contributing part of CHA’s life.
It was then that the school’s board of directors and Headmaster Nat Saltonstall

On November 1, 1974, alumni,
faculty members, and parents
joined forces to participate in a
donkey basketball game in the
Kingsley Gym. The headmaster
and Director of Athletics Jim
McGlinn were responsible for
maintaining a pristine playing
surface.

Following a last-minute decision by alumnus and major donor
Frank Baird to focus his future financial support on science, the
newly renovated performing arts center, affectionately known
as the “Rec,” was dedicated in honor of retiring music teacher,
Albert Conkey.

Roe v. Wade gives women choice
about abortions

Shuttleworth Field
dedicated

College Counseling Office opens

Performing Arts
Center opens in
old Recreation
building

New gymnasium named for
obert A. Kingsley
Frank B. Baird Jr. ’21 gives
$1 million to science department

required to meet them. As the resulting capital campaign, Accent on Advancement,
wound down, the need for a fulltime director of development became apparent.
I was the lucky person hired, beginning the gig on December 1, 1971, and serving
until June 30, 1978. Nat hired me during his last year as headmaster. Three months
later, Gerrit Keator was chosen to be Nat’s successor.
Chapter Six deals with the period when Nat and Gerrit were at the helm. I played
a role in some of what happened, supported by the dedicated work of the faculty,

On October 10, 1978, Keator
told the board that he had
accepted the call to become
headmaster at Pomfret School
in Connecticut. With his
announcement the search for
his successor began.

1974

1973

were engaged in planning for the school’s physical needs and the financial support

some extraordinary volunteers, and a peerless administration.
As a participant in those years, I am delighted with their successes. As an historian, I
have made every effort to be as objective as possible. That was not always easy, but
editors and colleagues have helped by keeping me focused and by supplying other
views about the period.

1975

1976

United States leaves Vietnam

American Bicentennial
Chestnut Hill Academy/
Springside Foundation
formed

Performing Arts Center
named for Albert B. Conkey

Barnaby
J. Roberts
becomes
headmaster
CHA rejoins
Cum Laude
Society after 37-year
absence

First Alumnus of
the Year honored, Henry H. Meigs ‘42
Wales/Charles Field dedicated

1979

1978
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History of The Chestnut Hill Academy
Alumni Association
For hundreds of Chestnut Hill Academy’s alumni the school remains an important
part of their lives. The school’s Alumni Association was founded to give those former
students an opportunity to maintain contact with the school and each other.
It also recognizes the achievements of students, graduates, faculty, and other members of the CHA community. Its members support CHA financially and serve the
school on boards and committees. It is a booster and promoter.
The Alumni Association’s early years are chronicled in its own 1921 publication, The
Quarter Century Review of the Chestnut Hill Academy. In it Hamilton Disston ’04
reported that the association was formed on June 13, 1905, but later he also notes
that its 20th annual dinner was held in 1921. (You do the math.) Disston observed,
“While the membership at first was small … the members showed a deep interest in
furthering the aims and activities of the school.”
The Quarter Century Review reports, “The Alumni gathered at least twice each year to
play baseball and football against the School teams and to attend an annual banquet.”
Sports have always been a part of CHA’s alumni programs. At various times alumni
teams have gathered to play football, basketball, squash, golf, baseball, hockey, or
softball, either intramurally or against CHA teams or outside opponents.
In December 1912 the association presented the school with Headmaster James L.
Patterson’s portrait. Painted by W.W. Gilchrist ’99, the Patterson portrait still hangs in
the Exchange.
By 1921 more was being asked. Dr. Patterson, speaking at the annual dinner, suggested that an endowment be raised, to which the association replied by referring the request to its executive
committee.
During these early years the alumni group presented
prizes to a senior and to a student in the other three
Senior School classes with the highest scholastic average.

was not a requirement for membership in the Alumni Association. It is
open to all graduates and former students. Indeed, of the 507 members
listed for the classes up to 1920, over
half were non-graduates. Because
there were no graduates from 1943
to 1955, many active members have
been and are non-graduates.
As the school again included the
upper grades, renewed efforts to
engage the alumni were undertaken.
A newsletter, another Volume 1,
Number 1, appeared in 1954, with
news of association and school activities, and class notes. The Alumni
Day dinner was revived in the fall of
1957. CHA’s 1961 Centennial was
a signature event that the Alumni
Association enthusiastically promoted.

In order to celebrate its own, the
Chestnut Hill Academy Roll of Fame
was created in 1962 to honor alumni who had particularly distinguished careers. The
first member of the Roll of Fame was Irving Langmuir ’99, a 1932 Nobel Prize laureate in chemistry who attended CHA for one year at the age of 16. Since then seven
others have been added to the Roll.
For many years the association solicited its members for annual dues, in large measure to pay for the social and athletic get-togethers, all of
which, it would seem, required refreshments of various
kinds. Before the school initiated an annual giving program the dues seemed appropriate and necessary.
Dues were dropped in the early 1970s when the association was completely reorganized. Alumni class agents,
and other alums, were thereafter part of the school’s
annual giving and other fundraising programs.

The Alumni Gold and Silvers Medals replaced those
awards in 1921. Originally given in honor of CHA boys
who died in World War I, the deed was later changed to
honor all alumni who have lost their lives fighting for
their country.
The medals (The Gold is always presented to a senior;
the Silver to an Upper Schooler below the 12th grade)
are the highest honor a student can receive. The alumni
present them, after consultation with faculty and students, to the boy who “best exemplifies those characteristics of leadership, academic standing, character and
service.” The first Gold Medal recipient was William P.
Wear ’21; the first Silver Medal winner was Samuel J.
Randall III ’22.

CHA’s long tradition of legacy and multigenerational attachment to the
school is reflected in this graduation from 1976 photo showing William
Kleinfelder, CHA Board Chair, congratulating his son John ‘76 as older
brother and alum, William ‘68, applauds.

The Alumnus of the Year Award for service to the school
was inaugurated in 1974. The first recipient was Henry
H. Meigs ’42 who was chosen for his efforts to raise the
money needed to convert the Rec into the school’s longneeded performing arts center.

Getting together for an after-work pick-up game or for more formal sports
competitions has long been an important aspect of the CHA alumni community experience.

The Alumni Bulletin’s Volume 1, Number 1 was published October 15, 1935, with the
organization’s president outlining the year’s activities: a political rally, the fall meeting and dinner, a football rally followed by dinner, a library drive, the alumni basketball team competition, and the spring frolic.

The central focus of the Alumni Association has always
been to attract alums back to their alma mater and to
engage their time, talent, and treasure in support of
CHA.

Since the early 1980s – in addition to the traditional
fall homecoming – spring reunions have been held for
classes celebrating five-year anniversaries.
The Alumni Association has also sponsored career nights for students, a career
network for students and alumni, luncheons at Center City Philadelphia locations,
forums, and other activities designed to involve alumni in the school’s life.

In 1935 the association began recognizing non-alumni when it elected headmaster
and longtime teacher Gilbert Haven Fall and school physician John F. McCloskey to
honorary membership.

In recent years the alumni office has taken its show on the road with alumni events
taking place in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Florida, Hanover, N.H., Los Angeles, New
York City, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C.

That tradition has continued ever since with many faculty, staff, and other school
supporters inducted into honorary membership, a process that in one instance was
the cause of controversy.

Wherever CHA alumni meet, the purpose is the same it has always been: to acknowledge
and involve those whose lives have been shaped by and now bring honor to their school.

In 1972 Jane Jordan Lea O’Neill was nominated to be an honorary alumnus. A parent of three CHA students and a longtime board member whose family had given the
Kline Science Building and the Jordan Primary Building, Mrs. O’Neill was one of the
school’s wisest and most
generous contributors. But
there was a problem. “How,”
some asked, “could a girl be
an alumnus? Wasn’t that a
male noun?”

For complete lists of Alumni Gold and Silver Medal winners, members of the Roll of Fame,
Association presidents, Alumnus of the Year honorees, and the Association’s honorary members visit the CHA History page on the CHA Web site www.chestnuthillacademy.org

Following some heated discussion it was decided that
henceforth anyone inducted
into the Alumni Association
would be known as an “honorary member of the Alumni
Association.” Mrs. O’Neill
was the first woman member.
There have been many since.
Homecoming Parade of Alumni circa 1970s.

According to The Quarter
Century Review graduation
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The CHA Story: Celebrating 150 Years Chapter 7 by Clark Groome ’60

Growth and Tranquility:

1979-2002

Chestnut Hill Academy from 1965 to 1979 had its share of unrest and transition. As the 1980s approached, a more

W

tranquil, but still vital, period began.
ith Gerrit Keator’s announcement that he would be leaving in June 1979,
the search committee’s priority was to find a headmaster who would build
on the academic program he had put in place. Committee secretary Alice
W. Harrison noted, “We also wanted to continue the kind of affirming morale building that Gerrit had done.”
Their choice was Barnaby John Roberts, assistant headmaster at St. Stephen’s School
in Alexandria, Virginia.
Born in Trowbridge, Wiltshire, England in 1942, Roberts attended St. Edward’s
School in Oxford. He read history at Selwyn College, Cambridge, earning a B.A. with
honours in 1964. A year at Barclay’s Bank as a management trainee was followed by a
year as an English teacher and soccer coach at St. Christopher’s School in Richmond,
Virginia.

“After six months,” Roberts says, “We started to
look at how kids and faculty members were doing.”
He discovered that while most of the boys were
doing well, some were out of their depth academically. Neither the struggling student, who would
be better served in another school, nor the
school benefited.
Roberts, his division heads, and the faculty
worked closely with the parents to make the transitions as smooth as possible. Many boys left CHA at the
natural breaks between Junior and Middle Schools (after
5th grade) or between Middle and Senior Schools (after 8th
grade).

He returned to England where he worked towards his diploma in education at Oxford
University’s Trinity College. In 1967 he returned to the United States, again teaching
and coaching at St. Christopher’s, where he remained until 1970. In 1968 he married
Betsy Mathewson.

To further strengthen the student body, the admissions program
was tightened, the area from which students were recruited widened, and the academic requirements for attendance became
more rigorous. Joseph P. “Jody” Dobson, then admissions
director, says, “During the period from 1976 to 1993 the school
became a harder place to get into.”

In 1970 Roberts moved to St. Stephen’s where he taught English and served at various times as assistant college counselor, development director, and assistant headmaster. Barnaby, Betsy, son Adam, 7, and daughter Amanda, 3, moved to Chestnut
Hill July 1, 1979.
As a first step he set out to know the school, its traditions, and its students. Dean of
Faculty Stan Parker ’68 notes that Roberts took on many staff jobs, learning firsthand
what it was like to hand out athletic equipment in the gym, answer phones on the switchboard, and wash dishes in the kitchen.

Having settled into his position, Roberts addressed the school
community in the Spring 1981 CHA News. He noted that “CHA now
enrolls students from the widest area since our years as a boarding school” with 58
different zip codes represented compared with 36 zip codes in 1970. He went on to comment on “the changing world around us” and urged openness to change while preserving
“ideals that will never change.”

H

important in a child’s education. … Skilled teachers and small classes provide each
student individual attention and sufficient practice to master basic skills.”

“With the change of the nickname from ‘The Hillers’ to ‘The Blue Devils,’” Roberts
said, “CHA would be perceived as less a Chestnut Hill school and more a school serving a broad area,” which was the reality.

Middle School educators are presented with unique challenges. As Dobson notes, “You
start with the fact that there is no three- or four-year period in human development,
other than right out of the womb, where there are more changes to a human being
than there are between the ages of 11 to 14 or 15. It’s an enormously cataclysmic time
of change physiologically, physically, neurologically.

aving written that the school was serving its largest geographic area in
years, Roberts was very receptive to the pleas of students – led by Paul
Bocchini ’82 and Owen Morris ’83 – that CHA ditch its long-time monikers
“Hillers” and “Big Blue” for a somewhat more menacing nickname. After almost a year
of planning, CHA became the Blue Devils in 1982. A mascot costume was designed
and the Hillers were now the Devils, much to the kids’ delight and the headmaster’s
approval.

In his early years Roberts appointed new Junior and Middle Schools heads. Joan C.
Frank followed retiring Margaret Ann Young in the Junior School. Faculty member
Dobson replaced the Middle School’s Thomas A. Northrup h’81, who left to head the
Hill School in Virginia. With Frank and Dobson in place, the two divisions continued
to develop their programs. Both received positive reviews in the 1984 Pennsylvania
Association of Private Academic Schools (PAPAS) evaluation.

“To assume you can do the same things with or for a 6th grader that you can do for an
8th grader is to make as big a mistake as it is to say you can do the same thing with a
one-year old as you can with a five-year old.”

Roberts, by his own admission, was not as familiar with Junior School as he was with
the other two divisions. Nevertheless, as former Junior School teacher Liz Schmid
explains and Frank confirms, he took time to learn about that division’s operations
and took interest in and supported Frank during her years at the helm.
An informational brochure from the mid-‘80s described the Junior School’s program.
Class by class, it explained how the school approached the first years, the “most

1979

Frank reported to the board In March 1988 that the Junior School’s strengths are “a
structured environment with warmth and appreciation of individual effort; a program
that allows for hands-on activities; an enriched curriculum; and an excellent early
education pupil-teacher ratio.”

CHA dealt with these tumultuous Middle School years by having different approaches
in the Middle School’s three grades: 6th was a homeroom environment, similar to the
Junior School program; 7th provided a “modified homeroom” – the “core program”
established during Gerrit Keator’s second year – with the boys leaving the homeroom
for certain classes; and 8th grade had a homeroom base where English and social
studies classes were taught, but the boys moved around the school for the rest of
their subjects, similar to what they would encounter in Senior School.

1981

1983

1985

Music wing damaged by
arson fire

Wissahickon Inn roof
replaced, returned to original
red color

Football joins Independence
Football League

Wissahickon Inn designated
National Historic Landmark

1986

Alumnus Steve Kampmann ’65’s
Stealing Home filmed at CHA

Football wins first IFL
championship
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1987

Once those boys reached Senior School, they were offered “a rigorous traditional, college-preparatory program.” In the last two years, after certain requirements were met,
there were opportunities for course choices, advanced-level classes, and independent
study. Participation in athletics, activities, and the arts was required.
Senior Schoolers would also gradually begin to share classrooms with girls from
Springside School. The Coordinate Program, “rare in the entire country,” continued
to grow during the Roberts years. While some may have thought that the United
Kingdom had taken over the two Chestnut Hill schools when Roberts, a Brit, was
hired in 1979, and Eleanor Kingsbury, a Scot, was chosen to lead Springside a year
later, the schools’ character remained unchanged: two single-sex schools that worked
together to give the older students what became known locally and, according to a
Harvard report, nationally as “the best of both worlds.”
Technology was an increasing presence throughout the school. As early as 1981 the
board noted that making students familiar with computers was a priority. By the
spring of 1983 the CHA News described a computer curriculum that began with
games in Kindergarten through 2nd grade. It continued through to the upper grades
where students could elect classes in Basic (a computer language) programming and
a one-year course in structured language “to prepare for a new AP exam in computer
science to start in the spring of 1984.”
The faculty was also being strengthened. Jody Dobson, remarking on the school’s
improving academic reputation, observes that CHA became more competitive in
attracting high-caliber teachers. In addition to Dobson’s promotion and Frank’s
appointment, Roberts hired Jeff Clark, Ron Colston, Steve Coopersmith, Ann
Dimond, Rob Ervin, Ralph Flood, Peggy Freeman, Janet Giovinazzo, Paul Hines,
David Joy, Betsy Longstreth, John McArdle ’73, Susan MacBride, Bob Newman, Jack
Plunkett, Frank Steel ’77, Eva Stehle R.N., Wes Winant, and Roland Woehr.
While each of these would play an important part in the school’s life going forward,
one was especially significant.
In 1982 there was an opening in the history department. Alumnus and recent Yale
graduate Frank Steel ’77 – whose father, a member of the class of 1929, had taught
at CHA from 1955 to 1977 – was looking for a job. His brother-in-law, CHA’s athletic
director Jim Talbot, suggested he apply. He did.
After the normal round of interviews, Roberts and Senior School Head Owen Boyer
decided Steel was their choice. They needed to get in touch with him as quickly as
possible; school would start soon and a decision had to be made.

Steven Kampmann ‘65, a successful actor and director, returned to school in 1987 to film what would become one of the
iconic baseball films—Stealing Home —on CHA’s campus.

but also a sign that says the school is aware of its roots and is working to preserve its history and traditions.”
In order to pay for the roof, a new fund raising campaign, The Campaign for Enduring
Excellence, was launched. It would also help pay for renovations to the creative arts
space and a Middle School which was “the least attractive and functional area of the
school” where the students, at a time of “a testy period of adjustment, function in
small classrooms that are not well placed. In the words of Headmaster Roberts, ‘the
Middle School area must have been the section of the less expensive rooms in the
Inn.’” An additional $1 million would be designated for endowment.
The Campaign exceeded its $2.1 million goal in less than a year.

Steel – both he and Roberts tell the story the same way – was playing tennis at the
Philadelphia Cricket Club. Boyer and Roberts walked across Willow Grove Avenue and
told Steel that they would like him to join the faculty. Steel’s puckish reaction was,
“Can’t you see I’m busy?” Thrilled with the offer, he accepted it minutes later.

Another physical improvement was the result of a tragic accident. In the winter of
1988 student Andrew Bender was seriously injured on a skiing trip, leaving him paralyzed. The injury led to the school becoming handicap accessible, including the installation of an elevator, which was in place early in the next school year.

In addition to the academic improvements, the buildings also demanded attention.
The roof, leaking like a sieve, caused the most concern, but its repair was delayed
when a fire damaged the music wing on
June 5, 1981. It was quickly controlled
and no one was injured, but the wing
would have to be completely rebuilt.
That was accomplished within six
months. An investigation later discovered that a student had set the fire.

Amid the ongoing efforts to provide a quality education and environment for the boys
there was the distraction that Hollywood brought to CHA in the summer of 1987.

Attention returned to the roof. Old roof
tiles showed that it had originally been
a deep red. For years it had been a dull
grayish color, the result, former business
manager Charles H. Landreth ’29 reported, of being able to buy surplus gray paint
inexpensively from the United States
Navy after World War II ended.
It was agreed to bring the roof back to
its original appearance. Completed in
1983, the result was stunning

Barnaby Roberts, hailing originally from England, joined CHA in
1979 as headmaster.

1988

In the Spring 1985 CHA News Roberts
wrote about what the “new look” roof
meant to the school. “My fellow Heads
at other schools cannot understand my
enthusiasm for a roof, and an expensive
roof at that. But I see it as a sign to everybody who sees the school; a sign that says
that the school is thriving and established,

1989

Alumnus Steven Kampmann ’65, an actor, writer, and director living in Los Angeles,
had made a national name for himself as Kirk Devane on CBS’ Bob Newhart Show.
Kampmann and Will Aldis wrote the screenplay for Stealing Home. The movie stars
Mark Harmon (with CHA’s Thacher Goodwin as the Harmon character’s younger version), Blair Brown, Jonathan Silverman, and Jodie Foster. Much of it takes place at
the fictional Carlton Academy. Kampmann worked with CHA so that the film could
be made in Chestnut Hill and use not only the CHA campus and its buildings but also
some of its students and faculty as extras.
Even though it occurred when school was out, there were times when the filming
needs and those of the school came into conflict. Roberts reported to the board in
October 1987 that he was “happy to speak of the filming of the movie Stealing Home
… in the past tense.” A year later he had mellowed: “In the long run, I’m glad we did
it. The experience of the boys was the best part of it.” As for the hassles: “Everybody
goes along with them because movies are fun.”
In addition to Roberts’ focus on academics, tending the building, and accommodating the entertainment business, it was on his watch that the Chestnut Hill Academy
archives was established; ice hockey was dropped as a varsity sport because of costs and
– this is true – lack of a goalie; and CHA formed, with some neighboring schools, the
Independence Football League in which CHA would soon win a string of championships.
Roberts announced in September 1989 that he was resigning to become headmaster
of Oklahoma City’s Casady School July 1, 1990.
Earl J. Ball, headmaster at the William Penn Charter School from 1976 until his
retirement in 2007, has a unique perspective on his neighboring friendly rival.
“I see Barnaby,” Ball says, “as key to the Chestnut Hill Academy we know [today]. He
was focused on the total school. He was clearly focused on making the educational
program as strong as it could be.”

1991

1990

Golf wins first
championship

Indoor track becomes varsity sport

Elevator installed in
Wissahickon Inn

Landreth Field dedicated

Chestnut Hill Academy “hooked into the
Internet”

Richard L. Parker becomes headmaster

Track wins first championship

Persian Gulf War begins
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1995

As soon as Roberts announced his plans, the search for his successor began.
Coincidentally Eleanor Kingsbury also announced her resignation. With both CHA
and Springside needing new leadership, there was some thought that the two schools
might join together and look for one person to head both schools. That idea, clearly
ahead of its time, was quickly dropped.
CHA’s search was concluded on April 18, 1990, when Richard L. Parker – assistant
headmaster and dean of students at the Proctor Academy in Andover, Massachusetts
– was selected to be the school’s new headmaster.
Born in Connecticut in 1954, he attended Greenwich Country Day School, graduating
from Suffield Academy in 1972. After earning B.A.s in English and religious studies at
Middlebury College in February 1977, he began teaching at Proctor that fall.
He taught English and religion and coached ice hockey, skiing, bicycling, and rock
climbing. Several years in various administrative roles led him, in 1983, to the positions he held when he was tapped to lead CHA seven years later.
Married to Philadelphian Laurie Smith and father of daughters Story and Ellie, the
Parkers moved to Chestnut Hill July 1, 1990. In an interview shortly after he arrived
at CHA he told the Chestnut Hill Local: “I think that kids today are being bombarded
by a lot of mixed messages coming from television and movies and politicians and,
probably, educators. I really want to fight for traditional values.”
One of Parker’s goals was to make the school more diverse. While diversity had been a priority since Nat Saltonstall was headmaster in the 1960s, Parker gave it renewed emphasis.
Soon after he began, he announced in the Spring/Summer 1991 CHA News that
the school would undertake a Multi-Cultural Assessment Plan. A Northwest
Neighborhood Scholarship Program for students of color in grades four through seven
was established. In August 1993 a grant from the DeWitt Wallace-Readers Digest
Fund to increase students and faculty of color through a collaborative venture with
Springside was announced. A parent forum on
multiculturism followed in November.
In addition to seeking to develop a more
heterogeneous student body, he wanted to
similarly affect the curriculum “to acknowledge voices that had previously been excluded
or neglected: voices from historians and
authors of color and from women. One of the
great things about the Coordinate Program
[is] that students were able to benefit from
Springside’s attention to female authors.”
Another element in increasing diversity was
attracting families that previously had no
independent school experience. To that end he
decided, not without controversy, to eliminate
any reference to Forms I to VI, the traditional
designation of 7th to 12th grades.
“In the ’60s, ’70s, and ’80s,” Parker says,
reflecting on his 1993 decision, “indepenRichard Parker, CHA’s 16th headmaster, arrived in 1990.
dent schools really worked hard to bring new
people in.” The use of traditional private
school designations “seemed elitist and were unfamiliar to many prospective families.”
Educational consultants recommended the change and Parker made it. Many alumni
were miffed but the headmaster says “it was a relatively easy thing in my mind to give
up a little tradition to gain clarity for people considering independent schools for the
first time.”
In order to be consistent with Springside, he also changed the designations of the
three divisions from “Junior, Middle, and Senior” to “Lower, Middle, and Upper.”
At the very beginning of his stewardship, Parker made long-range planning a priority.
With a mission statement in place by the summer of 1992, the plan was completed
in 1993. It’s goals were listed as: (1) Evaluating and improving curriculum, teaching
techniques, and use of technology; (2) Increasing diversity of student, faculty, board,
and administration; (3) raising additional non-tuition revenue; (4) providing competitive faculty compensation; (5) maintaining the plant and providing additional facilities; (6) supporting relations with alumni and the community at large.
The school was mindful of the need to stay current with the quickly advancing field of
computer use. By the 1996-1997 school year it was reported that a technology committee was “aggressively improving educational technology” through additions of hardware,
software, and training. Computers became commonplace in the classrooms as aids for
teachers in preparing lessons and dealing with what Peter G. Randall ’69, the school’s current director of information systems and technology, calls “administrivia:” writing reports;

1996
1996 – CHA/Springside
Foundation funds installation
of coaxial cable between the
campuses

1998

preparing tests; and communicating with colleagues, parents,
and students.
Also in 1996 the CHA2020 campaign was launched with a $5
million goal to be used for a new
art wing, completed in 2000;
expanding the Junior School’s
Balis Library, realized in 1997;
and adding $1 million to the
endowment. CHA2020 raised
close to $5.5 million. It became
the third consecutive capital
campaign to exceed its goal.

The 1996 capital campaign, CHA20/20, raised money for a new art wing, expansion
of the Junior School’s Balis Library, and adding $1 million to the endowment.

The year after the CHA2020
campaign closed, another $5.5 million was raised: $4 million for building and athletic
field improvements (basically deferred maintenance); $1 million for faculty salary
support; and the remainder to endow maintenance of the Wissahickon Inn.
By the end of the 20th century, planning and capital fundraising had become ongoing
efforts, no longer the occasional, project-specific programs they had previously been.
Parker’s tenure was marked by a major milestone in CHA’s history. In 1998, the school
held a yearlong celebration commemorating 100 years in the Wissahickon Inn. A special edition of the CHA News, tours of and displays about the Inn’s history, and a gala
dinner highlighted the year.
Robert Chambers ’67, who was board chairman from 1993 to 1998, recalls that
Parker, while headmaster, was also pursuing a doctorate in education. It was completed in 1998 with a dissertation on art and music education in an all-boys school.
Although there is nothing to suggest that it resulted in any changes to the school’s curriculum, his dissertation, and many articles he wrote about his findings in the CHA News,
reinforced his belief about the important role the arts play in a boy’s education.
Wanting to return to teaching fulltime, Parker informed the board that he would be
leaving CHA at the end of the 2001-2002 school year.
As he was ending his tenure, CHA still had a wish list: a new commons/dining room,
new athletic facilities, and a new science building. However, an unexpected opportunity for an exciting project suddenly presented itself.
Springside, having committed to building a new Upper School wing, needed temporary
housing for its students while the construction was underway. After considering several
alternatives, Springside and CHA decided to renovate the Inn’s long-unused third floor.
Initially the renovated space – realized in an amazingly short five months – became
the temporary home of Springside’s Upper School in the fall of 2002. After the girls
moved into their new quarters CHA was then able to use the renovated space as home
for its Middle School.
The schools decided to pay for the renovations with almost $1 million from the
Chestnut Hill Academy/Springside Foundation. This was the second major project
funded by the foundation, which had been established in 1976 by long-term benefactor Charles Woodward ’21. The first was wiring the two campuses during the 19951996 school year for the blossoming technology.
As the third floor renovations began, Parker prepared to leave.
Admittedly “an introvert and a very private person,” some found Parker to be less
accessible and seemingly more distant than his predecessors. All agree, however,
that his time was one of tremendous advances at the school, not only in terms of the
physical plant but also in enrollment and in the amount of money raised each year by
annual giving, two prime indicators of the confidence parents and other constituents
have in the school.
In Parker’s last year, enrollment stood at 557, almost 14 percent higher than the 489
in school when he arrived in 1990.
During that same period, unrestricted annual giving rose from $187,068 to $476,896,
an astounding 155 percent increase during a time when close to $12 million was also
raised in capital funds.
Parker remembers his headmastership, from start to finish, as “sunny times. I always
felt I had the support when I needed it at every turn. It was a good time.”
The world-changing events of September 11 took place just as his final year as headmaster began. During that year, as the search committee worked to find Parker’s successor, there was an optimism about CHA’s future that not even the aftermath of the
terrorist attacks could dampen.

2001

2000

Squash wins first championship

Pre-Kindergarten added

Chestnut Hill Academy celebrates
100 years in the Wissahickon Inn

On September 11 terrorists attach
New York’s World Trade Center and
the Pentagon in Washington, D.C.
Talbot Field dedicated
New art wing opens/Art gallery
named for Barbara Crawford
Athletic Hall of Fame established
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United States wages war on terrorists in Afghanistan
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Francis P. Steel Jr. ’77 becomes headmaster
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A School for the Future: 2002by Clark Groome ’60

W

hen Richard Parker announced his intention to leave Chestnut Hill Academy after the 2001-2002
school year so he could return to teaching, little did anyone imagine that the next headmaster
would preside over the most eventful decade in the school’s history.

Francis P. Steel, Jr. ’77, the assistant headmaster, immediately made it known that he was interested in succeeding Parker. The search committee considered the benefits of promoting from within or conducting a
national search. On the consultant’s recommendation, Steel was given the opportunity to make his case.
He did. Steel, the first CHA graduate to assume the school’s top job (Charles Platt, Jr. ’21, headmaster from
1939 to 1942, was an alumnus but not a graduate), was chosen October 11, 2001.

Sports Wrap

9

Class Notes

10

In Memoriam			

12

The school is in Steel’s blood. His father, Frank Steel, Sr. ’29, taught in the Junior School for 22 years. Young
Frankie, born in 1959, joined the four-year-old Kindergarten in 1963. A fine student and athlete, Steel graduated in 1977, the same year his father retired.
After CHA he went to Yale, graduating in 1981 with a B.A. in American Studies. After a year off, he began
teaching at CHA. In 1989 he earned an M.A. in history at the University of Pennsylvania.
During his time on the faculty he primarily taught United States history while also offering courses in economics and psychology. Over the years he coached soccer, ice hockey, squash, baseball, golf, and tennis. He led
the tennis squad to six Inter-Academic League championships.

Profile: Robert Gordon Chambers ’67

When Owen Boyer ended his 20-year tenure as Upper School head in 1992, Steel succeeded him, adding the
assistant headmastership to his résumé in 2000.
Already part of the administration, the headmaster-designate was able to oversee the planning for the renovations to the Wissahickon Inn’s third floor as temporary housing for Springside’s Upper School while its new
wing was being built.
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When Parker officially passed Steel the torch on July 1, 2002, the school was thriving.
The years following Steel’s move into Jennings House with wife, Betsy; daughter,
Hadley; and son, Penn, would present opportunities and challenges unexpected when
he was appointed.
Steel began his tenure with the goal of improving CHA’s
understanding of how best to educate boys and also of
developing and implementing a strategic plan.

$500,000 Gift to Support
Infusion of New Technologies in
Engineering and Robotics
Curriculum
1

To improve the school’s approach to educating boys,
CHA joined with other schools committed to, in Steel’s
words, “working together to understand what’s working
in our schools, the issues that we’re facing, the common
themes.” His commitment to boys’ education has been
enthusiastic and ongoing.
Frank Steel as a young faculty member (bottom)
and in his first year as headmaster (top).

Continued on page 5

School Receives Large Gift to Support Engineering

Commencement 2011

2

S

pringside Chestnut Hill Academy has received $500,000
from an anonymous donor in support of the school’s new
Engineering and Robotics Department. The gift supports
a new endowment called The Gizmo Fund, which will fund the
purchase, maintenance, repair, and replacement of the equipment and technology used by engineering and robotics students
throughout the school. The gift helps assure the sustainability of
a young but rapidly growing signature program now serving all
grade levels.
“The Engineering and Robotics Department is extremely grateful
to the creators of The Gizmo Fund,” says department chair Peter
Randall ’69. “They have provided for the continued growth and
enhancement of this vanguard, project-based learning program by
enabling us to purchase the necessary materials and tools that will
keep us current in a field where technologies advance rapidly.”

21

Two current student projects include a
high-altitude balloon-launched glider
that will gather atmospheric data for
physics classes from over 100,000
feet and then fly itself home and a
four-propeller self-stabilizing minihelicopter with attached camera to
video the school’s athletic competitions from the air. “Without the
resources from The Gizmo Fund,
our students wouldn’t have the
state-of-the-art microchip technology and other materials
necessary to build devices
like the glider or quad copter,” Randall says.

A School for the Future: 2002-

Chapter 8 by Clark Groome ’60

Continued from page 1

The strategic plan had, Steel reported, “Three legs. The
first is program and culture where we’re looking at everything that has to do with daily school life, from academic
program to facilities to faculty compensation.
“The second leg is communication and service... we want to
make sure that what we’re doing is communicating as well
as possible. The service part reflects the idea of enhancing
and raising the level of professionalism all around.

major recognition and the first Philadelphia-area school
building to be so honored.
The solid and growing enrollment CHA enjoyed during the
21st century’s first few years also allowed the school to add
two sports to its lineup.

Growing out of that strategic plan was a list of the school’s
physical priorities: a new dining/commons room, new athletic facilities, and a new science/technology center.

Ice hockey, which had been a varsity sport from 1976 to
1984, was reinstated in 2004. Lacrosse, discussed since the
1970s, also joined the school’s athletic offerings that year.
It had never been added because of concern it might draw
players from the other spring sports. By 2003 CHA was
large enough to accommodate the new sport, which was
projected to be an asset when recruiting boys to the school.

Two months into Steel’s first year as headmaster, an offcampus incident occurred that led to the expulsion of a
12th grader, a decision that caused the boy’s parents to sue
the school. Steel had to weather a storm of media attention. He was both supported and criticized.

In 2006, the board’s athletic committee examined returning the football team to the Inter-Academic League.
Football hadn’t played an Inter-Ac schedule since 1972
when the team’s season was suspended after injuries decimated an already tiny squad.

Steel reflected on that experience in an interview in the
Winter 2004 CHA News:

CHA’s 20-year domination of the Independence Football
League led many to believe that the time had come to
rejoin the Inter-Ac, which CHA did in 2006. It shared the
league crown in 2009.

“The last area is financial strength.”

I learned a lot about being a headmaster from that
event. … A true crisis … is a … significant experience
for the school and for the head.

Wales, it was expected that the “mechanical brain” would
be used in science and math classes and for computing
class averages. “It works this way: a student types his query
on the teletype—or on tape which can be fed into it—
which then transmits it instantaneously to the computer
center [in Bala Cynwyd]. Answers come back via the same
route in a matter of minutes. Much like the news Teletype,
the machine prints the answers electronically on a paper
role (sic) that moves through it automatically.”

While certainly there were various opinions on what
happened, for the most part I was tremendously comforted by the amount of positive feedback about what
this meant for the school and how people felt about my
leadership.

A Wang computer, bought in 1973, was housed in the
math-science resource center. The faculty used it to demonstrate, to experiment, and to present material.

It was definitely not something you would choose to go
through but … I feel very good about how this school
and how the administrative team worked with me to
bring the school through a tough time.
Elsewhere the school was continuing to plan for its future.
The third floor space vacated by Springside in 2004
allowed the Middle School to relocate to new and improved
quarters, in turn creating additional space for the Lower
and Upper Schools. Eventually the previously cramped and
nomadic archives would find a spacious home on the third
floor.
The school’s growth precipitated the implementation of
the strategic plan’s proposed physical changes. Enrollment
was 532 in 2002 and 551 a year later. The dining room and
gyms were bursting at the seams. Something needed to be
done.
The final decision, taking into account the requirements
of the historically certified campus, was to expand the
commons/dining room and raze the old Woodward
Gymnasium and replace it with a new one, also named for
the Woodwards. That work was completed in 2006.
Construction to replace the aging and decrepit Kline
Science Building began almost immediately. The Rorer
Center for Science and Technology opened in 2008. In
keeping with the school’s commitment to having as green
a campus as possible, the Rorer Center includes many environmentally friendly elements. It was LEED (Leadership
for Energy and Environmental Design) certified gold, a

1948
Talk about
“amalgamation”
of Chestnut Hill
Academy with
Springside

1954

Upper School students work with a solvent beneath one of the state-of-theart vacuums that are one of the environmental classroom features in the
new Rorer Center for Science and Technology, completed in 2008.

“Starting in the late ’80s and early ’90s we saw the advent
of the computer lab as a destination for kids to work on
projects of one kind or another,” Peter Randall ’69, the
school’s new chairman of Engineering and Robotics and
former director of information systems and technology,
explains.

The 2009 varsity football team, which secured the first football
Inter-Ac title for the school.

In the early years of Steel’s administration CHA’s academic
program and curriculum felt the impact of the increasing
role that computers and the Internet played in daily life,
both in and out of school.
Computers had been around the school for decades, beginning, according to Ruth Parachini’s centennial history, in
1961: “Chestnut Hill Academy boys have always liked to
build things. They have always liked to found new clubs.
As the academy began the celebration of its Centennial
Year in February 1961, a group of Senior School students
established a Computor (sic) Club. The purpose of the club
members was to build a digital computor which could be
used by mathematics and science classes.”
Their results are not documented but computers, spelled
the modern way, actually began to become a part of the
school’s programs in the late 1960s.
The lead article in the October 1969 CHA News reported
“The computer age has come to C.H.A.” Obtained through
a Trustees Fellowship grant to physics instructor Steve

1957

1960

Joint Chestnut Hill Academy/
Springside capital campaign

Springside moves 5th to 12th
grades to Cherokee Street
Joint musical and theatrical productions begin

Clothes Closet
begins operations
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Initially, Randall reports, the individual computers
deployed to faculty members in the late 1990s “were not
teaching tools. They were the facilitators of the administrivia of being a teacher. They were effective at that.” It
was when SMART Boards were installed in the classrooms
in 2003 that the computer became a classroom tool for
both teachers and students.
The overarching question about new technology is: “Does
the curriculum serve the computer or does the computer
serve the curriculum?” The faculty believes, Randall says,
“[The] computer has resolved itself into the role of a pencil
or pen. It’s simply a tool the kids use to do their job.”
Some of the ways that computers play a role in the classroom include:
•

In the sciences, students can use computers in
every lab because there’s a wealth of probes.
Students can simulate an electric circuit, for
instance.

•

In English, technology has made it easier for students who come across something unfamiliar in a

1961

1966

Talk of merging with Springside

First coordinate courses offered

Technology) World Championships. In 2003 CHA placed
2nd out of about 1,500 schools. In 2009 they were 3rd out of
about 2,500 competitors.
Throughout CHA’s history, one issue has often defined a
headmaster’s tenure.
In 1897, James Patterson needed to find his growing
school additional space, something he accomplished when
CHA moved into the Wissahickon Inn.
Bob Kingsley’s time focused on rebuilding the school after
its Senior School was eliminated in 1942 as the result
of financial woes created by the Great Depression and
America’s entry into World War II.
The school’s one-to-one laptop program provides each student beginning in 8th grade with a personal laptop. Access to such powerful
technology in the classroom has created exciting new opportunities for
teaching and connecting globally.

text. They can go to the computer, put in a search
term, and come up with information very quickly.
•

In a history course about the 1960s, for example, students can view, thanks to YouTube, the
1960 Nixon/Kennedy debate or scenes from the
Vietnam War.

•

With Skype, fourth graders can connect with children at a school in Uganda.

•

Students can create and present multimedia presentations.

•

Homework assignments, teachers’ notes and commentary, and other resources are now available
online, enabling students to access this information both during class and at home.

•

In the arts, students can examine great paintings
or listen to great performances without going to a
museum or a concert. While they are still required
to do that, the richness of the courses is enhanced
by material from the Internet. Students can also
use the computer to create art or compose music.

For Frank Steel, it will likely be CHA’s relationship with
Springside. While this issue would reach an unexpected
and some would say sudden resolution in 2010, the relationship between the two schools has actually been a subject of discussion and conjecture since 1948.
In the board minutes for April 17, 1948, there is the mention of the “possibility of an amalgamation of Chestnut
Hill Academy with Springside School, the idea being to
have a joint school with both boys and girls running from
the sixth, seventh and eighth grades, and with the boys’
school and the girls’ school operated as separate institutions thereafter.”
Nothing came of that idea, and there appears to have
been no further consideration of joining forces until the
mid 1950s when the schools launched a joint campaign
to raise $700,000 for Springside and $300,000 for CHA.
Springside’s money was used to build its campus on
Cherokee Street, a five-minute walk from CHA.

Classes 50 years apart reflect the longtime commitment of both
Chestnut Hill Academy and Springside to including a coeducational
experience as part of their students’ school journey.

After Springside’s 5th to 12th grades were relocated just
down the street in 1957 (the rest of the school would move
there in 1969), CHA and Springside had an informal relationship in the performing arts, with boys and girls from
both schools joining for plays and concerts.

The Upper School robotics group competes annually in
the FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and

Springside consolidates
entire school on Cherokee
Street Campus

1971
Proposal to merge
Chestnut Hill Academy,
Springside, and
Stevens School into “one
school community”

Later in 1971, Stevens came to CHA and Springside for
help. It was planning to close and wanted to find a new
home for its Senior School girls. In June 1972, CHA and
Springside agreed to accept the Stevens girls into the coordinate program. The two schools shared their tuition and
Springside managed their schedules and homeroom assignments.
Throughout the coordinate program’s early years, there
were times when CHA considered becoming coed, at least
in the Senior School. It was concluded, as a January 24,
1972, board minute states, “If C.H.A. were to take girls
into their Senior School at this time, it would split the
community.”
Over the next two decades, CHA and Springside found
ways to refine their relationship. That relationship was
given a huge boost in 1976 when Charles H. Woodward ’21
gave $100,000 to establish the Chestnut Hill Academy/
Springside Foundation, adding impetus to those who
believed that the more the two schools worked together
the better it was for both.

As the cooperation between the two schools matured, the
governing boards would invite representatives from the
other school to participate in discussions about how the
schools could improve their academic programs and their
operational efficiency. Several joint board meetings were
held in the 1990s and early 2000s. In 2006, the Springside
and CHA board chairpersons became full members of the
other school’s board.

“Now, with Google, you type in ‘Symbolism in Animal
Farm,’ and you get a chart. [Students] don’t have to figure
anything out. So you ask different questions.” As an example, the teacher might ask the student to read two different
papers on the book’s symbolism and write about which he
prefers, based on his reading and research.

1969

His idea was that there would be one campus and one
board. The proposal didn’t gain much traction in large
measure because CHA and Springside were happy with the
coordinate relationship that already existed.

The two schools also actively promoted the coordinate program as part of their admissions efforts. In the early 1970s
a joint public relations committee created identical brochures entitled What It’s Like to Go to an All-Boys School with
Girls (and vice versa) for CHA and What It’s Like to Go to an
All-Girls School with Boys (and vice versa) for Springside.

“Twenty years ago that was an excellent assignment
because in the process of doing the research you were
going to learn about Soviet Russia, for example. There was
a learning process that was part of the research and the
research was part of the learning process.

Now back to Parachini’s point that CHA boys like to build
things and form clubs: Since 2002 CHA has had a robotics
program. In it students design and build robots that can
perform multiple tasks. The classroom courses include programming and introduction to engineering.

In 1971, CHA’s board president Tom Fleming ’44 proposed
“The formation of an Educational Consortium to be called
‘The Chestnut Hill Schools’ and [to] be composed of the
Academy, Springside, and Stevens [School].” (Stevens was
another girls’ school in Chestnut Hill. It faced severe financial difficulties.)

From 1973 to 1975, CHA and Springside significantly
expanded the scope and number of coordinate classes.
Those courses were offered mostly to juniors and seniors,
although some science and most arts courses were open to
9th and 10th graders.

The availability of so much easily accessible information
often requires teachers to change their approach. Patrick
Hourigan, former director of educational technology, draws
a sharp distinction between “a kid knowing something versus a kid knowing how to find out something.” He gave the
example of a student assigned to write a paper on the symbolism of the characters in George Orwell’s Animal Farm.

In the lowest grades, the boys first learn how to use a computer and become familiar with the mouse, the keyboard,
the monitor, and the printer. As they advance through
Lower School computer usage becomes more and more
integral to their classroom experiences. Middle Schoolers
have access to computers and labs.

In the mid 1960s, discussions between the schools heated
up, leading to the offering of two coordinate courses in
1966: art history taught by Elaine Weinstone at Springside
and physics taught by Florence Kleckner at CHA.

1996

1976
Chestnut Hill Academy/
Springside School Foundation
formed

CHA/Springside Foundation
funds installation of coaxial
cable between the campuses
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It was also at this time that the schools formed CHASS,
described in the public announcement as “an agreement
that strengthens an already solid partnership, one in
which the schools retain their individual identities yet
together create a whole that is more than the sum of their
two impressive parts.” The CHASS agreement created a
foundation—the successor to the Chestnut Hill Academy/
Springside Foundation founded in 1976—designed to
oversee all future partnership activities.
As that agreement took root, the two boards continued
to discuss, individually and jointly, ways to create an even
stronger academic program and a more efficient administrative structure. Their work became more urgent when
the United States economy tanked in the 2008 recession.

2002
Francis P. Steel, Jr. ’77 becomes
headmaster
Third floor renovated
as temporary home
for Springside’s
Upper School;
project funded
by CHA/
Springside
Foundation

2003
Iraq War begins

2004
Middle School
moves to renovated
third floor
Ice hockey becomes varsity
sport

Even before CHASS was adopted, maintenance, security,
and purchasing were handled jointly. Admissions open
houses and advertisements were coordinated. The crew
teams rowed together. The Players had been a coordinate
activity for more than two decades.
By the beginning of the 2009-2010 school year, a consultant was on board to investigate the possibility of a CHA/
Springside merger. Frank Steel noted that during the process, “There was a sense of frustration of year after year
saying we should do more things together, agreeing that
it’s a really good idea, then the next year having the exact
same conversation. There was a little bit of ‘Are we actually
going to do anything or not?’”
The first concrete step was merging the Upper School
academic departments. That was a difficult undertaking
because where there had been two department heads now
there would be one. Its benefits, according to Steel, were
“to have [the Middle and Upper School] curriculum be a
much more streamlined and continuous program between
the two schools.”
These academic moves led the boards, in February 2010,
to agree in principle to what has variously been called “an
integration” or “a strategic partnership.”
In a letter to the schools’ constituents later that month,
the two board chairmen and school heads announced, “We
agree and have determined that our Lower and Middle
Schools will remain single gender. … We will be combining
the two high schools over the next three years.
“In addition, we will also combine administrative positions
as needed so that our families receive one message about
program and our students begin to see both schools as
their home.”
The announcement also included the decision to form one
board.
For many this announcement was totally unexpected and
raised more questions than it answered about what the
future would hold. While it said “we remain committed to
retaining the traditions that we hold dear so they remain
part of each home school experience,” many doubted that
could happen.
The reaction, as is typical for these kinds of changes, was
mixed. Some were pleased and noted, “It’s about time.”
Others felt that what had been working for more than four
decades didn’t need to be changed, just refined. Others
were angry about the move and what it might mean in the
years ahead.
As a result, Priscilla G. Sands, Ed.D., Springside’s head of
school, and Frank Steel held many meetings for parents
and alumni to explain what was going on and to alleviate
fears about what it all meant for their institution. Many of
the ultimate details were, three years out, not known.

Evidence was, both heads said, that most parents and students shopping for independent high schools were looking
for coeducational institutions.
For all the controversy surrounding the merger (the one
word that for a long time neither school used), Sands says,
“The real driver of this has been the children, the students,
and their education. Education for the 21st century has
changed. If we are educating our students for our past and
not their future we are going to miss the boat.”
John McNiff, CHA’s board chairman, says, “As the two
schools do more together they’ll be able to offer more for
the kids. It’s all about education.

Dick Hayne, Springside chairman, says, “We had to do this
to remain competitive, not just on a financial basis but in
terms of training the kids for what they’ll need to know for
their future lives.”
On June 19, 2010, both boards approved a resolution that
created one board for what has since been described as
“one school, five divisions.” During the year that followed,
the merged board and the administration worked on the
details, with all knowing that even when the two Upper
Schools become one in the fall of 2012 there would still be
much to be ironed out.
Some decisions—like what existing traditions will be maintained, what new traditions will appear, whether there will
be one graduation ceremony or two, and whether there will
be one yearbook, to cite a few—will ultimately be made by
the students.
Decisions about the use of the campus facilities; new building, if any; curriculum; and the consolidation of the nonacademic departments like development, business, college
counseling, and admissions will be made by the faculty,
administration, and board.
What is already decided, effective July 1, 2011, is
the school’s name and top administrative structure.
“Springside Chestnut Hill Academy” (SCH) is the joint
institution’s new name.
Under the new administrative structure, Sands serves as
the SCH president “in order,” a letter to the constituents
reports, “to better streamline the new, more singular
administration. Concurrently, under the leadership of
Priscilla, Frank Steel will assume the role of Head of School
of SCH, primarily overseeing day-to-day academic operations.”
The merged SCH will be a school of about 1,150 students
on a 62-acre campus with 16 buildings, 8 athletic fields
(with two more off-site), 8 tennis courts, and 10 squash
courts.
While all the heavy lifting in preparation for the two
schools’ merger was taking place, CHA was having a yearlong party to celebrate its 150th anniversary.

CHA’s Sesquicentennial Gala dinner attracted more than 650
alumni, parents, and friends who came together to celebrate the
school’s long and distinguished history.

2005
Lacrosse added as
inter-scholastic sport
Hurricane Katrina
devastates Gulf Coast
states; New
Orleans
flooded

2006
Chestnut Hill Academy and
Springside board heads become full voting members
of other’s board
New Commons/
dining room
opens
New Woodward
Gym opens
Football rejoins
Inter-Ac

Parent Ambassadors from Springside School and Chestnut Hill Academy
participated in several meetings with a consultant during the 2009-2010
school year to explore how the two schools might better promote their
unique brand of education.

“Unless we did something now,” McNiff continues, “We’d
be talking about this for the next 25 years. We know that
this is the best thing in the long-term interest of the two
schools.”

Co-chaired by Melen Boothby and Laine Jacoby, the CHA
sesquicentennial’s highlights included this history’s commissioning; the induction of the Chestnut Hill Academy
Athletic Hall of Fame’s fourth class; the Players’ 75th anniversary production (a remounting of Alan Jay Lerner and
Frederick Loewe’s Brigadoon, the first musical the Players
ever produced, in 1961 as part of CHA’s centennial); composition of a new musical piece, CHA Music Department
Chairman Roland Woehr h’07’s setting of the 150th Psalm,
Laudate Dominum; and—with the help of alumnus Michael
Strange ’76, president of Bassetts Ice Cream—the creation
of a special ice cream flavor, “Devil’s Delight,” made up of

2007

2008

vanilla ice cream, caramel swirl, chocolate fudge, and light
and dark blue M&Ms.
The largest event was the May gala. More than 800 people
attended, including four of the five living headmasters,
many board chairmen, trustees, current and former faculty
members, parents and former parents, alumni, and friends
of the school.
As the sesquicentennial celebration concluded, CHA
embarked on the latest in a series of new beginnings.
Those beginnings were:
•

1851: Presbyterian minister Roger Owen and his
brother, Joshua, opened a Chestnut Hill Academy
designed “to afford facilities for acquiring a thorough
… education.” That institution seemed to disappear.

•

1861: Chestnut Hill Academy was incorporated. That
incorporation has marked CHA’s “official” beginning.

•

1895: Chestnut Hill Academy was reincorporated.
That, many believe, is the beginning of the school we
know today.

•

1900: CHA moves into the Wissahickon Inn.

•

1934: The school drops its boarding department and
becomes a country day school for boys.

•

1942: CHA eliminates its Senior School. Under new
headmaster Bob Kingsley’s leadership the school
immediately began to rebuild.

•

1956: For the first time in 14 years, CHA has a graduating class.

•

1966: CHA and neighboring Springside School initiate
coordinate classes.

That’s eight beginnings. What makes CHA’s story so compelling is that even during the toughest times the school
found the right people, made the right decisions, and
always emerged stronger than it was before.
While many have said that the merger with Springside, a
ninth new beginning, is the end of CHA as we know it, it
needn’t be. The Wissahickon Inn, the dedicated faculty,
the strong academic program, the loyal alumni body, and
the remarkable history remain. They add up to a hopeful
future.
CHA, while taking a different turn July 1, 2011, will continue in its latest incarnation. Its story is nowhere near
concluded. To wrap up this history as Ruth Parachini did
hers in 1961, that story is

2009

“ to be continued...”

2010

CHA/Springside Foundation
strengthened, rechristened
CHASS

CHA and Springside Parents’ groups sponsor joint
fundraiser

Schools announce
full integration of
Upper Schools

First joint CHA/Springside
directory (Finding List) issued

Football wins first Inter-Ac
championship

Boards of Chestnut
Hill Academy and
Springside School
merge

Commons Room
named for
Henry F. “Nick”
Harris ‘47

The Rorer Center for Science
and Technology opens
United States and global
economies face worst crisis
since the Great Depression
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2011
May - CHA celebrates its
sesquicentennial gala
July - Merged institution
changes name to Springside Chestnut Hill
Academy
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The Campus Lantern, The Caerulean, various alumni newsletters, The CHA News, and CHAnnels.
To flesh out that skeleton, close to 100 members of the
CHA family were interviewed.
With some of the prime players in the school’s history no
longer with us, an oral history conducted by CHA faculty
member Paul Hines h’03 in 1986 provides a treasure trove
of information that helps fill the gap.
Hines interviewed alumni and faculty members, exploring the history of the school from the 1920s through the
1980s. The central person in that project was Charlie
Landreth ’29, an active alumnus and parent who served as
business manager from 1962 to 1978 and then as archivist
until he retired in 1989. Others whom Hines interviewed
were Owen Boyer h’74, Monty Haines ’31, Gerry Koch
’69, Woody Miller h’76, Perot Walker h’73, and Susie Colt
Walker.
Most of all, it was the people I interviewed who made
this project come to life. First and foremost were the five
living headmasters, all of whom were interviewed many
times: Nat Saltonstall h’72, Gerrit Keator h’79, Barnaby
Roberts h’90, Richard Parker h’02, and Frank Steel ’77.
They brought a unique perspective. Each was also candid
and direct when dealing with issues that were, on occasion,
controversial or difficult.
The school’s board leaders—Tom Fleming ’44, Mickey
Lloyd ’56, Chat Lee Jr. h’77, Karl Spaeth, Morris Cheston
’55, Clay von Seldeneck, Randy Gray, Bob Chambers ’67,
Ted Rorer ’61, Steve Miller ’75, and John McNiff—were
equally candid and helpful, as was Dick Hayne, for years
Springside School’s board head who, after the boards
merged, shared the combined board’s chairmanship with
John McNiff.

???

??

?

Mystery Photo

from the CHA Archives

Springside heads Eleanor Kingsbury and Priscilla Sands
were critical to my understanding the evolving relationship
between CHA and Springside, as were former Springside
faculty members Deborah Dempsey and Sarah Heckscher.
Two long-term members of the CHA faculty deserve special
thanks: Stan Parker ’68 and Jim Talbot h’81. Both gave countless interviews. Their experience and wisdom brought insight
to the school’s last four decades.
One of the most vivid impressions I’m left with is the number of people who have served CHA in a variety of capacities. One example: Board Chairman Ted Rorer ’61 taught
at CHA for several years after college, was active in the
Alumni Association, and then went on to lead the board
during Richard Parker’s term as headmaster.
The following alumni faculty members shared their student and faculty memories: Richard Brodhead ’65, Mark
Burke ’86, Syd Lea ’60, James Martin ’99, John McArdle
’73, John O’Neill ’80, Matt Paul ’94, Peter Randall ’69, Sam
Tatnall ’56, and Dud Warwick ’59.
Other members of the faculty who sat for interviews were
Tom Ambler, Marty Baumberger h’02, Dan Brewer h’10,
John Cardosa h’96, Peggy Conver h’09, Thom Davis,
Jody Dobson h’94, Rob Ervin h’08, Bob Fles h’02, Ralph
Flood h’01, Joan Frank h’92, Bill Gallagher, Jackie Gwyn,
Patrick Hourigan, Dave Hoyler, Steve Hyson h’04, Florence
Kleckner, Joyce Klinefelter, John Marcy h’86, Tom
Northrup h’81, Jack Plunkett h’92, Liz Schmid h’00, Kim
Sivick, Lee Smith h’03, Ed Stainton h’91, Philip Stevens,
Debbie Melcher Stout h’96, Frank Thomson h’87, Anne
Kingsley, Blake Torrey, Woody von Seldeneck, Mimi White
h’95, and Roland Woehr h’07.
These alums, many of whom also served on the CHA
board, gave a very helpful perspective on their time at
CHA and the school’s history since: Rick Ballard ’59, Scott
Cramer ’76, Tony Hitschler ’56, Chas Landreth ’66, John
McDevitt ’56, Pat Meehan ’74, Ed Sheppard ’42, Winston
Sheppard ’33, Peter Stanley ’60, Morrie Stout ’42, and Tom
White ’60.
In addition, former board members Alice Harrison and
Pem Hutchinson brought clarity to the search that led to
Barnaby Roberts’ election as headmaster. Alice Conkey,
widow of long-time faculty member Al Conkey, shared her
memories of the Kingsley years.

Four of CHA’s headmasters returned for the school’s 150th Gala Event.
From l to r: Richard Parker h’02 (1990-2002), Barnaby Roberts h’90
(1979-1990), Frank Steel ‘77 (2002-2011), and Nathaniel Saltonstall
h’72 (1965-1972). Missing: Gerit Keator h’79 (1972-1979).

Tom Utescher, for almost four decades the Chestnut Hill
Local’s sportswriter, gave an outside perspective on CHA’s
athletic program and the athletes who played in it.
To help put CHA’s history in a wider perspective, local
historian David Contosta’s Suburb in the City: Chestnut
Hill, Philadelphia, 1850-1990 and A Philadelphia Family: The
Houstons and Woodwards of Chestnut Hill were invaluable
resources. Also useful were two volumes in the Arcadia
Publishing Company’s series “Images of America”: Chestnut
Hill by Thomas H. Keels and Elizabeth Farmer Jarvis, and
Jarvis’ Chestnut Hill Revisited.
A special thanks goes to Earl Ball, from 1976 to 2007
headmaster of the William Penn Charter School, CHA’s
neighboring friendly rival. His perspective on the local
community and its many fine schools and his understanding of what schools need to do to succeed helped to put the
challenges and accomplishments CHA experienced during
his time at Penn Charter into a larger context.
I am also in debt to Gail Simmonds h’09 and Monica
Schardt, Frank Steel’s administrative assistants. They
pointed me toward the information needed and often
helped track it down.
Everyone in the school’s Development Office—Betsy
Longstreth h’01, Tom Evans ’87, Mary Cardona, Diane
Drinker, and Sue Toomey—were totally supportive of the
history project and always, even in the midst of all else
they had on their plates, willing to take time to make sure I
had the help I needed.
Communications Director Deidra Lyngard turned the final
copy into the attractive articles that appeared in CHAnnels.

Mystery Solved: Last Issue’s Photo

Retired Germantown Friends School associate head for
finance and development Dick Goldman made spot-on suggestions about style and consistency.

Contributed by Winston Sheppard ‘33
“The picture is of the Lower School Pageant presented in either
spring or fall. It took place in the glen at the bottom of the hill just
NE of where the Skating Club driveway enters onto Springfield Ave.
The area is now pretty well filled in. The pageant represented either
history or industry. One year I was a Pilgrim. Another year I carried
a model boat in a parade representing the ship-building industry in
Philadelphia. I can’t recognize anybody in the picture; it is too faint.
The year is about 1924 or 1925. I hope that is some help. Best to all
of you. (The 150th was great!)” WCS

This history would not have been possible without the
work, help, and knowledge of the school’s archivist,
Linda Stanley. Not only did she shepherd me through the
archives, she made suggestions about the approach each
article took, sometimes found additional material I had
missed, was each chapter’s first reader, searched out the
illustrations and photos included in the various chapters,
and generally helped make sure that what was published
was as clear, accurate, informative, and entertaining as
possible. She was and is an invaluable colleague.

??

Contributed by Jack Holton ‘34
The Lower School held a pageant every year on the theme of a
classical tale. This one celebrated King Arthur and the Knights of the
Round Table. I played Guinevere, King Arthur’s queen consort.

To all those noted above, and to the many others who less
formally made contributions to this history, I am forever in
your debt.
Finally, if it weren’t for the school’s thousands of students,
parents, faculty, alumni, and friends, CHA’s history would
not have been as exciting and as interesting as it is. To all:
this is your story. I feel honored to have been entrusted to
tell it.
Clark Groome ’60
Philadelphia
August 2011

Help us find a home for this photo in our archives. If you
recognize any of the people in this picture, can tell us
where and when it was taken or what is going on, you
can be our next Mystery Photo winner. Any stories or
memories you may have that go along with the picture
are also welcome. Contact Diane Drinker at ddrinker@
sch.org or 215-247-4700, ext. 1113.
First to respond wins a free CHA T-shirt!
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CHESTNUT HILL ACADEMY TIMELINE
1851-2010
1851 – Roger and Joshua Owen open frst Chestnut Hill Academy
1854 – Railroad begins serving Chestnut Hill’s east side
1856-1861 – No record of CHA
1861 – New Chestnut Hill Academy chartered
– “Mr. Buckingham,” headmaster
– Civil War begins
1863-1870 – Henry W. Scott serves as headmaster
1865 – Civil War ends
1870 – Reginald H. Chase manages CHA
1880s-early 1890s – CHA an “infant school,” Miss Josephine Chamberlain
in charge
1884 – Wissahickon Inn opens
– Pennsylvania Railroad opens spur to Chestnut Hill’s west side
1895 – Chestnut Hill Academy rechartered; moves to 8030 Germantown
Avenue
– Frederick Reed, headmaster
1896 – C. Hanford Henderson, headmaster
1897 – Dr. James L. Patterson becomes headmaster
1898 – CHA moves to Wissahickon Inn for school year, Inn continues in
summer
1900 – Wissahickon Inn becomes CHA’s full-time home
1903 – Wissahickon begins publication
– Current baseball feld created surrounded by a track
1905 – Alumni Association Founded
– Swimming Pool enclosed
– Gymnasium built
– Inn ballroom converted to chapel
1906 – Inn dining room becomes Charles Wolcott Henry Library
1907 – Sock and Buskin drama club established
1908 – First Light Blue/Dark Blue contests held
1911 – Caerulean begins publication
1917 – United States enters World War I
1921 – Alumni Gold and Silver Medals established
1923 – Theophilus Hyde becomes headmaster
– CHA joins Inter-Academic League
1924 – Sock and Buskin disbands

1927 – Campus Lantern begins publication
– Baseball wins frst championship
1929 – Stock market crash; Great Depression begins
1930 – Gilbert Haven Fall becomes headmaster
1932 – Basketball wins frst championship
1934 – Boarding department closed
1935 – Chestnut Hill Academy Players established
– First Alumni Association Honorary Members inducted
1936 – Frederic E. Camp becomes headmaster
1939 – Charles Platt Jr. ’21 becomes headmaster
1940 – Houston Estate transfers deeds to buildings and campus to CHA
1941 – Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor; United States enters World War II in
Asia and Europe
1942 – Upper four grades closed
– Robert A. Kingsley becomes headmaster
– Barbara Crawford joins faculty
1945 – World War II ends
– Wissahickon Badminton Club moves into Rec
1948 – Talk about “amalgamation” of Chestnut Hill Academy with
Springside School
1950 – Korean War begins
1952 – Reestablishment of Upper School begins
– Gymnasium named The Woodward Gymnasium
1953 – Half of Rec collapses
1954 – Joint Chestnut Hill Academy/Springside capital campaign launched
1956 – Forrest Pearson ’33 Tennis Courts completed
– First graduating class since 1942
– Lower level of new gymnasium opens
– Golf becomes varsity sport
– Chestnut Hill Academy Players reestablished
– Wissahickon Skating Club opens
1957 – Springside moves 5th - 12th grades to Cherokee Street
– Russia launches Sputnik I
– Joint musical and theatrical productions begin
1959 – Kline Science Building opens
– Balis Library opens
1960 – Clothes Closet begins operations
1961 – Talk of merging with Springside
– CHA Celebrates Centennial
– Ruth Parachini centennial history published
– Upper level of new gymnasium opens
– Players produce frst musical, Brigadoon

1962 – Crew becomes varsity sport
1962 – CHA Roll of Fame frst given
1963 – Jordan Primary Building opens
– President Kennedy assassinated
1964 – Tennis wins frst championship
– Gulf of Tonkin Resolution passed by United States Congress;
Vietnam War escalates
– Student Richard Brodhead’s cantata Emanuel performed
1965 – Robert A. Kingsley retires
– Nathaniel Saltonstall II becomes headmaster
– Blue-White-Blue Day with Episcopal Academy established
1966 – Chestnut Hill Academy Pipers founded
– Jennings House becomes headmaster’s home
– First coordinate courses offered
1967 – Senior Service Project established
1968 – Squash courts open
– Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert F. Kennedy assassinated
– Cross Country becomes varsity sport
1969 – Springside consolidates entire school on Cherokee Street Campus
– Huron Street between Willow Grove and Springfeld avenues
removed from city plan, becomes part of CHA campus
– Apollo XI Moon Landing
1971 – Wissahickon Inn renovated/Dining Room moved to former
swimming pool/arcade built
– Development Offce opens
– Proposal to merge Chestnut Hill Academy, Springside, and
Stevens School into “one school community”
1972 – Gerrit M. Keator becomes headmaster
– Chestnut Hill Academy Fathers (CHAF) and Womens Advisory
Committee (WAC) merge to form Parents Association
– Watergate break-in
– Varsity football season suspended
– Pre-First added
1973 – Roe v. Wade gives women choice about abortions
– College Counseling Offce opens
– New gymnasium named for Robert A. Kingsley
– Varsity soccer wins frst championship
– Frank B. Baird Jr. ’21 gives $1 million to science department
1974 – Performing Arts Center opens in old Recreation building
– Shuttleworth Field dedicated
– First Alumnus of the Year honored
– Richard M. Nixon resigns presidency

– Wales/Charles Field dedicated
1975 – United States leaves Vietnam
1976 – American Bicentennial
– Chestnut Hill Academy/Springside Foundation formed
1977 – Ice Hockey wins Inter-County League championship
1978 – Performing Arts Center named for Albert B. Conkey
1979 – Wissahickon Inn designated National Historic Landmark
– Barnaby J. Roberts becomes headmaster
– CHA rejoins Cum Laude Society after 37-year absence
1981 – Music wing damaged by arson fre
1983-1984 – Wissahickon Inn roof replaced, returned to original red color
1985 – Football joins Independence Football League
1986 – Football wins frst IFL championship
1987 – Alumnus Steve Kampmann ’65’s Stealing Home flmed at CHA
1988 – Golf wins frst championship
– Elevator installed in Wissahickon Inn
1989 – Track wins frst championship
1990 – Indoor track becomes varsity sport
– Richard L. Parker becomes headmaster
– Landreth Field dedicated
1991 – Persian Gulf War begins
1995 – Chestnut Hill Academy “hooked into the Internet”
1996 – CHA/Springside Foundation funds installation of coaxial cable
between the campuses
1998 – Squash wins frst championship
– Chestnut Hill Academy celebrates 100 years in the Wissahickon
Inn
2000 – Talbot Field dedicated
– New art wing opens/Art gallery named for Barbara Crawford
– Athletic Hall of Fame established
2001 – Pre-Kindergarten added
– On September 11 terrorists attach New York’s World Trade
Center and the Pentagon in Washington, D.C.
2002 – Francis P. Steel Jr. ’77 becomes headmaster
– Third foor renovated as temporary home for Springside’s
Upper School; project funded by CHA/Springside Foundation
2003 – Iraq War begins
2004 – Middle School moves to renovated third foor
– Ice Hockey reinstated as varsity sport
2005 – Lacrosse added as inter-scholastic sport
– Hurricane Katrina devastates Gulf Coast states; New Orleans
fooded

2006 – Chestnut Hill Academy and Springside board heads become full
voting members of other’s board
– New Commons/dining room opens
– New Woodward Gym opens
– Football rejoins Inter-Ac
2007 – CHA/Springside Foundation strengthened, rechristened CHASS
– First joint CHA/Springside directory (Finding List) issued
– Commons Room named for Henry F. “Nick” Harris ‘47
2008 – The Rorer Center for Science and Technology opens
– United States and global economies face worst crisis since the
Great Depression
2009 – CHA and Springside Parents’ groups sponsor joint fundraiser
– Football wins frst Inter-Ac championship
2010 – Schools announce full integration of upper schools
– Boards of Chestnut Hill Academy and Springside School merge
2010-2011 – CHA celebrates its sesquicentennial
2011 – Merged institution changes name to Springside Chestnut Hill
Academy
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CHESTNUT HILL ACADEMY HEADMASTERS
1851-1855: The Rev. Roger Owen
1855-circa 1859: Joshua Owen
1861-1862: Mr. Buckingham
1863-1870: Henry W. Scott
1870-circa 1880: Reginald H. Chase
circa 1880-1895: An “infant school” run by Miss Josephine Chamberlain
1895-1896: Frederick Reed
1896-1897: C. Hanford Henderson
1897-1923: James L. Patterson
1923-1930: Theophilus Rogers Hyde
1930-1936: Gilbert Haven Fall H’35
1936-1939: Frederic E. Camp
1939-1942: Charles Platt Jr. ‘21
1942-1965: Robert A. Kingsley H’65
1965-1972: Nathaniel Saltonstall II H’72
1972-1979: Gerrit M. Keator H’79
1979-1990: Barnaby J. Roberts H’90
1990-2002: Richard L. Parker H ’02
2002: Francis P. Steel Jr. ‘77

Appendix C

CHESTNUT HILL ACADEMY
FACULTY AND STAFF
WITH AT LEAST TEN YEARS SERVICE
CHRONOLOGICALLY
1897-1927: James L. Patterson
1898-1921: Edwin Calvin Durfee
1901-1930: Jonathan Bailey Browder
1902-1938: Charles Henry Elwell H’38
1904-1916: Sarah Allen Dickson
1904-1917: Sylvan Myron Stocking
1905-1915: Joseph Victor Blanchet
1905-1942: Gilbert Haven Fall H’35
1906-1937: Martha Watkins Bangs
1908-1923: Mary Barbara MacIntyre
1909-1912; 1915-1927: Melville Espe Hitchcock
1911-1933: Adella May Boutwell
1923-1925; 1927-1965: Robert A. Kingsley H’65
1925-1936: Samuel Kneall Bell
1925-1942: Harvey Rowland Buck
1925-1939: Maude Alice Johnston
1925-1935: Harry Edward Oppenlander
1926-1938: William Edward Shuttleworth H’38
1927-1938: Florence Hull Candor
1927-1937: Yvonne Rosel LeRoux
1927-1939: Haral Stanton Merwin
1927-1942: Fred Henry Robinson
1930-1942; 1951-1970: Florence Shaeffer
1937-1939; 1941-1942; 1946-1958: Christopher S. Donner
1937-1960: Harold C. Parachini ‘33
1938-1964: Elizabeth “Susie” Colt Walker
1940-1942; 1945-1978: Albert B. Conkey H’66
1942-1990: Barbara Crawford H’’75
1943-1949; 1963-2000: Deborah D. Melcher Stout H’96
1943-1959: Thomas Sayre Ambler
1943-1973: Daniel Webster Charles H’66
1945-1965: Carl Henry Delacato
1944-1968: Richard P. Cutler H’68
1945-1964: Percy A. Wales H’64
1945-1963: Mrs. Albert Tyler
1945-1955: Mary S. White RN
1947-1970: J. Harrison Worrall H’70
1948-1978: E. Perot Walker H’73
1949-1951; 1967-1990: Anne Jennings Torrey
1950-1967: William E. Kershaw
1952-1964: Elizabeth P. Carnwarth
1952-1977: David M. Rutter H’75
1950-1968: John Brock H’68

1953-1963; 1974-1977; 1978-1989; Suzanne Van Leer Nolde
1953-1967: Helen Montgomery “Bobbie” Coates
1955-1972: Amelia M. Lodge
1955-1967: Clarence W. Rhoda Jr.
1955-1977: Francis Penn Steel ‘29
1955-1972: Anne B. Swain
1956-1978: Elizabeth B. Cressman RN H’74
1956-1983: Theodore C. Wright H’73
1956-1969: Virginia H. Engels
1957-1967: Katherine B. Roper
1957-1968: Zygmunt Wardzinski
1957-1974: Charlotte W, Osgood
1958-1974: Alexander M. Dowbenko H’74
1958-1977: Horace L. Witman H’75
1960-1980: Patricia B. Inch
1960-1961; 1964-1977: Mary Ellison “Ellie” Hastings
1961-1984: George L. “Woody” Miller Jr. H’76
1962-1977: Margaret K. “Anne” Blake (Torrey)
1962-1992: Owen A. Boyer H’74
1962-1990: Charles H. Landreth ‘29
1962-1979: James F. McGlinn H’76
1963-1984: Jonathan W. French H’77
1966-2000: James M. Talbot II H’81
1967-1981: Katharine Evans Goddard M.D.
1967-1997: Miriam R. White H’95
1968-1981: Thomas A. Northrup H’81
1969-1980: David W. Hoyler
1969-1996: Joyce Jordan Klinefelter
1969-1987: Eileen B. Nice
1969-2007: Elisabeth M. Schmid H’00
1969-2002: Leonard F. Morrow H’93
1970-1980: Charles M. Cadwell
1970-1998: Frank L. Thomson H’87
1970-1989: Barbara D. Wiley H’89
1970-1985: Gwendolyn S. Trafford
1970-1983: Elizabeth M. Wardzinski
1971-1981: Eugene S. Patton
1972-1986: Georgia L. Humphrey
1972-1991: Edward C. Stainton H’91
1973: D. Stanley Parker ‘68
1974-2001: Ronald K. Lanzalotti H’00
1975-1986: Agatha Hughes
1975-1995: Florence K. Kleckner
1975-1985: Joanna O. Lewis
1975-1985: Anne Lyons
1976-1997: Patricia C. Bradley H’97
1976-1993: Joseph P. Dobson H’94
1977: Joanna “Dodie” Carver Holland H’05
1977-2002: 2004-2009: Robert A. Fles H’02
1978: Steven E. Hyson H’04
1978-1994: Gerard P. Koch ‘69
1978-2006: Leland L. Smith H’03
1978-1998: Sally Coxe

1979-2001: Frederick T. Barber H’01
1979: Martin H. Baumberger H’02
1979-1997: Anne S. Hall
1979-1994: Ruth S. Kaplan
1979-1990: Barnaby J. Roberts H’90
1979-1997: Emily P. Wolf H’05
1979-1997: Vivian H. Dikeman
1979-1996: Mary Ann Piechoski
1979-1992: Susan Urian
1980-2009: John M. Cardoso H’96
1980-2001: Ralph Flood H’01
1980-2010: John J. “Jack” Plunkett H’92
1980: Eva J. Stehle RN
1980-1997: Jack Matlack
1981-2000: Marjorie C. Baker H’00
1981-1993; 1994: Janet Bonnie Giovinazzo H’01
1981-2001: Jacquelyn G. Gwyn
1981: William M. Haines H’02
1981-1992: Sybil Holland
1981: John E. McArdle ‘73
1982-2009: Ann G. Dimond H’01
1982: Francis P. Steel Jr. ‘77
1982-1994: Joan V. Whiting
1982: Ronald H. Colston Sr. H’99
1983-2000: Timothy R. Bazemore H’00
1983: Jeffrey R. Clark H’09
1983: W. Wesley Winant II H’10
1984: Elizabeth S. Longstreth H’01
1984-1999: Robert S. Newman H’99
1984-2010: Lawrence G. Theuer H’10
1984-2010: James A. Wise
1985: Roland Woehr H’07
1985-2002: Lucy Pope
1985-1996: Mary C. Wood
1986-2002: David Joy
1986-1997: Ronald D. Larentowicz
1986-1996: Susan C. Lloyd
1986: Jane Rotay
1988: John Cipparone
1988-2008: Steven Coopersmith H’04
1988: William Dorner
1988-2010: Margaret D. Freeman H’04
1988-1999: 2000-2001: Roger L. Jones ‘76
1988-1997: Dona Marler
1988: Susan L. Rogers
1989: George L. Birch
1989: Daniel R. Brewer H’10
1989: Robert L. Ervin Jr. H’08
1989-2006: Susan R. MacBride H’06
1990-2002: Richard L. Parker H’02
1990: David Roberts
1991: Mimmi W. Lowry
1992: Susan Toomey

1993:
1994:
1994-2008:
1994-2004:
1995:
1995-2009:
1995:
1995-2006:
1996:
1996-2010:
1996:
1996-2007:
1996-2010:
1996-2007:
1996-2006:
1996:
1997:
1997:
1997-2009:
1997-2008:
1997:
1998-2010:
1998:
1998:
1999:
1999:
1999:
1999:
1999
:
2000:
2001:
2001:
2001:
2001:
2001:
2001:
2001:
2001:

Robert A. St. George
Stacey M. MacBride
Elizabeth C. Nutt H’08
Barbara Wybar
Maurice A. Boyle
Margaret M. Conver H’09
Sheri Melcher
John M. O’Neill ‘80
Diane Drinker
Michael R. Huber
Roo-Mei Jackson
Lainé M. Jacoby
Patti Mootz H’10
Jennifer M. O’Neil
Elizabeth D. Pearson
Felice Kruse
F. Mark Daugherty
Jeanne P. Hillinck
Marlene A. Lally
Andrew T. Weller
Lisa Hoag
Silke Juliane Brunner Susanin
Kevin T. Engelmen
Monica Schardt
Carla P. Childs
Thomas Cockill
Laura J. Huber
James R. Huffaker
Anne J. Anspach
Mary T. Cardona
Geraldine Allen
Rene DeBerardinis
Brian Grow
Philip Holmes
Sally Johnson
Marta Navarro
Dirk D. Parker
Philip G. Stevens
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CHESTNUT HILL ACADEMY FACULTY AND STAFF
WITH AT LEAST TEN YEARS SERVICE (ALPHA)
2001: Geraldine Allen
1943-1959: Thomas Sayre Ambler
1999
: Anne J. Anspach
1981-2000:
1906-1937:
1979-2001:
1979:
1983-2000:
1925-1936:
1989 –
:
1962-1977:
1905-1915:
1911-1933:
1962-1992:
1995:
1976-1997:
1989:
1950-1968:
1901-1930:
1925-1942:

Marjorie C. Baker H’00
Martha Watkins Bangs
Frederick T. Barber H’01
Martin H. Baumberger H’02
Timothy R. Bazemore H’00
Samuel Kneall Bell
George L. Birch
Margaret K. “Anne” Blake (Torrey)
Joseph Victor Blanchet
Adella May Boutwell
Owen A. Boyer H’74
Maurice A. Boyle
Patricia C. Bradley H’97
Daniel R. Brewer H’10
John Brock H’68
Jonathan Bailey Browder
Harvey Rowland Buck

1970-1980: Charles M. Cadwell
1927-1938: Florence Hull Candor
2000: Mary T. Cardona
1980-2009: John M. Cardoso H’96
1952-1964: Elizabeth P. Carnwarth
1943-1973: Daniel Webster Charles H’66
1999: Carla P. Childs
1988: John Cipparone
1983: Jeffrey R. Clark H’09
1953-1967: Helen Montgomery “Bobbie” Coates
1999: Thomas Cockill
1982: Ronald H. Colston Sr. H’99
1940-1942; 1945-1978: Albert B. Conkey H’66
1995-2009: Margaret M. Conver H’09
1988-2008: Steven Coopersmith H’04
1978-1998: Sally Coxe

1942-1990: Barbara Crawford H’’75
1956-1978: Elizabeth B. Cressman RN H’74
1944-1968: Richard P. Cutler H’68
1997: F. Mark Daugherty
2001: Rene DeBerardinis
1945-1965: Carl Henry Delacato
1904-1916: Sarah Allen Dickson
1979-1997: Vivian H. Dikeman
1982-2009: Ann G. Dimond H’01
1976-1993: Joseph P. Dobson H’94
1937-1939; 1941-1942; 1946-1958: Christopher S. Donner
1988: William Dorner
1958-1974: Alexander M. Dowbenko H’74
1996: Diane Drinker
1898-1921: Edwin Calvin Durfee
1902-1938:
1998:
1956-1969:
1989:

Charles Henry Elwell H’38
Kevin T. Engelmen
Virginia H. Engels
Robert L. Ervin Jr. H’08

1905-1942: Gilbert Haven Fall H’35
1977-2002; 2004-2009: Robert A. Fles H’02
1980-2001: Ralph Flood H’01
1988-2010: Margaret D. Freeman H’04
1963-1984: Jonathan W. French H’77
1981-1993; 1994: Janet Bonnie Giovinazzo H’01
1967-1981: Katharine Evans Goddard M.D.
2001: Brian Grow
1981-2001: Jacquelyn G. Gwyn
1981: William M. Haines H’02
1979-1997: Anne S. Hall
1960-1961; 1964-1977: Mary Ellison “Ellie” Hastings
1997: Jeanne P. Hillinck
1909-1912; 1915-1927: Melville Espe Hitchcock
1997: Lisa Hoag
1977: Joanna “Dodie” Carver Holland H’05
1981-1992: Sybil Holland
2001: Philip Holmes
1969-1980: David W. Hoyler

1999:
1996-2010:
1999:
1975-1986:
1972-1986:
1978:

Laura J. Huber
Michael R. Huber
James R. Huffaker
Agatha Hughes
Georgia L. Humphrey
Steven E. Hyson H’04

1960-1980: Patricia B. Inch
1996:
1996-2007:
2001:
1925-1939:
1988-1999:
1986-2002:

Roo-Mei Jackson
Lainé M. Jacoby
Sally Johnson
Maude Alice Johnston
2000-2001: Roger L. Jones ‘76
David Joy

1979-1994: Ruth S. Kaplan
1950-1967: William E. Kershaw
1923-1925; 1927-1965: Robert A. Kingsley H’65
1975-1995: Florence K. Kleckner
1969-1996: Joyce Jordan Klinefelter
1978-1994: Gerard P. Koch ‘69
1996: Felice Kruse
1997-2009:
1962-1990:
1974-2001:
1986-1997:
1927-1937:
1975-1985:
1986-1996:
1955-1972:
1984:
1991:
1975-1985:

Marlene A. Lally
Charles H. Landreth ‘29
Ronald K. Lanzalotti H’00
Ronald D. Larentowicz
Yvonne Rosel LeRoux
Joanna O. Lewis
Susan C. Lloyd
Amelia M. Lodge
Elizabeth S. Longstreth H’01
Mimmi W. Lowry
Anne Lyons

1994:
1989-2006:
1908-1923:
1988-1997:
1980-1997:
1981:
1962-1979:

Stacey M. MacBride
Susan R. MacBride H’06
Mary Barbara MacIntyre
Dona Marler
Jack Matlack
John E. McArdle ‘73
James F. McGlinn H’76

1995:
1927-1939:
1961-1984:
1996-2010:
1969-2002:

Sheri Melcher
Haral Stanton Merwin
George L. “Woody” Miller Jr. H’76
Patti Mootz H’10
Leonard F. Morrow H’93

2001: Marta Navarro
1984-1999: Robert S. Newman H’99
1969-1987: Eileen B. Nice
1953-1963; 1974-1977; 1978-1989; Suzanne Van Leer Nolde
1968-1981: Thomas A. Northrup H’81
1994-2008: Elizabeth C. Nutt H’08
1996-2007:
1995-2006:
1925-1935:
1957-1974:

Jennifer M. O’Neil
John M. O’Neill ‘80
Harry Edward Oppenlander
Charlotte W, Osgood

1937-1960:
2001:
1973:
1990-2002:
1897-1927:
1971-1981:
1996-2006:
1979-1996:
1980-2010:
1985-2002:

Harold C. Parachini ‘33
Durk D. Parker
D. Stanley Parker ‘68
Richard L. Parker H’02
James L. Patterson
Eugene S. Patton
Elizabeth D. Pearson
Mary Ann Piechoski
John J. “Jack” Plunkett H’92
Lucy Pope

1955-1967:
1979-1990:
1990:
1927-1942:
1988:
1957-1967:
1986:
1952-1977:

Clarence W. Rhoda Jr.
Barnaby J. Roberts H’90
David Roberts
Fred Henry Robinson
Susan L. Rogers
Katherine B. Roper
Jane Rotay
David M. Rutter H’75

1998: Monica Schardt
1969-2007: Elisabeth M. Schmid H’00
1930-1942; 1951-1970: Florence Shaeffer
1926-1938: William Edward Shuttleworth H’38
1978-2006: Leland L. Smith H’03

1993: Robert A. St. George
1972-1991: Edward C. Stainton H’91
1955-1977: Francis Penn Steel ‘29
1982: Francis P. Steel Jr. ‘77
1980: Eva J. Stehle RN
2001: Philip G. Stevens
1904-1917: Sylvan Myron Stocking
1943-1949; 1963-2000: Deborah D. Melcher Stout H’96
1998-2010: Silke Juliane Brunner Susanin
1955-1972: Anne B. Swain
1966-2000: James M. Talbot II H’81
1984-2010: Lawrence G. Theuer H’10
1970-1998: Frank L. Thomson H’87
1992: Susan Toomey
1949-1951; 1967-1990: Anne Jennings Torrey
1970-1985: Gwendolyn S. Trafford
1945-1963: Mrs. Albert Tyler
1979-1992: Susan Urian
1945-1964:
1948-1978:
1938-1964:
1970-1983:
1957-1968:
1997-2008:
1945-1955:
1967-1997:
1982-1994:
1970-1989:
1983:
1984-2010:
1958-1977:
1985:
1979-1997:
1985-1996:
1947-1970:
1956-1983:
1994-2004:

Percy A. Wales H’64
E. Perot Walker H’73
Elizabeth “Susie” Colt Walker
Elizabeth M. Wardzinski
Zygmunt Wardzinski
Andrew T. Weller
Mary S. White RN
Miriam R. White H’95
Joan V. Whiting
Barbara D. Wiley H’89
W. Wesley Winant II H’10
James A. Wise
Horace L. Witman H’75
Roland Woehr H’07
Emily P. Wolf H’05
Mary C. Wood
J. Harrison Worrall H’70
Theodore C. Wright H’73
Barbara Wybar
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CHESTNUT HILL ACADEMY
BOARD PRESIDENTS (1895-1983) OR
BOARD CHAIRMEN (AFTER 1983)
1895-1901:
1901-1904:
1904-1911:
1911
:
1911-1930:
1930-1935:
1935-1941:
1941-1944:
1944-1947:
1947-1949:
1949-1951:
1951-1953:
1953-1954:
1954-1957:
1957-1961:
1961-1964:
1964-1967:
1967-1972:
1972-1976:
1976-1978:
1978-1982:
1982-1986:
1986-1990:
1990-1993:
1993-1998:
1998-2003:
2003-2005:
2005-2009:
2009:

John C. Sims
J. Levering Jones
The Right Reverend Ozi W. Whitaker
The Right Reverend Alexander Mackay Smith
The Right Reverend Philip M. Rhinelander
Schofeld Andrews
Lewis N. Lukens Jr.
P. Blair Lee
Francis Boyer
Gordon Crouter
D. Alexander Wieland
Richard K. Stevens
Louis H. Bieler
Frederick L. Ballard ‘35
William S. Rawls
Gerald F. Rorer
Alfred W. Putnam
Thomas T. Fleming ‘44
Morris Lloyd Jr. ‘56
Charles T. Lee Jr. H’77
Karl H. Spaeth
Morris Cheston Jr. ‘55
G. Clay von Seldeneck
P. Randolph Gray
Robert G. Chambers ‘67
Edward C. Rorer ‘61
Joseph L. Castle II ‘50
Steven F. Miller ‘75
John P. McNiff

Appendix E

HONORARY TRUSTEES
*Ballard, Frederic L. ‘35
*Boyer, Owen A. H’74
*Chambers, Robert G. ‘67
Cheston, Morris Jr. ‘55
*Jordan, Mrs. T. Carrick
*Goodrich, Herbert F.
Lloyd, Morris Jr. ‘56
Longstreth, Peter S. ‘62
*Meigs, Henry H. ‘42
*Miller, Walter P. Jr. H’73
*O’Neill, Jane Jordan (Mrs. Bertram L.) H’72
*Pearson, Corning ‘30
*Putnam, Alfred W.
*Rawls, William S. H’73
Rorer, Edward C. ‘61
*Rorer, Gerald F.
*Stevens, Richard K.
*Woodward, Charles H. ‘21
*Deceased

Appendix F

THE CHESTNUT HILL ACADEMY
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
For hundreds of Chestnut Hill Academy’s alumni the school remains an
important part of their lives. The school’s Alumni Association was founded to
give those former students an opportunity to maintain contact with the school
and each other.
It also recognizes the achievements of students, graduates, faculty, and other
members of the CHA community. Its members support CHA fnancially and
serve the school on boards and committees. It is a booster and promoter.
The Alumni Association’s early years are chronicled in its own 1921 publication,
The Quarter Century Review of the Chestnut Hill Academy. In it Hamilton Disston
’04 reported that the association was formed on June 13, 1905, but later he also
notes that its 20th annual dinner was held in 1921. (You do the math.) Disston
observed, “While the membership at frst was small … the members showed a
deep interest in furthering the aims and activities of the school.”
The Quarter Century Review reports, “The Alumni gathered at least twice each
year to play baseball and football against the School teams and to attend an
annual banquet.”
Sports have always been a part of CHA’s alumni programs. At various times
alumni teams have gathered to play football, basketball, squash, golf, baseball,
hockey, or softball, either intramurally or against CHA teams or outside
opponents.
In December 1912 the association presented the school with Headmaster James L.
Patterson’s portrait. Painted by W.W. Gilchrist ’99, the Patterson portrait still
hangs in the Exchange.
By 1921 more was being asked. Dr. Patterson, speaking at the annual dinner,
suggested that an endowment be raised, to which the association replied by
referring the request to its executive committee.
During these early years the alumni group presented prizes to a senior and to a
student in the other three Senior School classes with the highest scholastic
average.
The Alumni Gold and Silvers Medals replaced those awards in 1921. Originally
given in honor of CHA boys who died in World War I, the deed was later
changed to honor all alumni who have lost their lives fghting for their country.
The medals (The Gold is always presented to a senior; the Silver to an Upper
Schooler below the 12th grade) are the highest honor a student can receive. The

alumni present them, after consultation with faculty and students, to the boy
who “best exemplifes those characteristics of leadership, academic standing,
character and service.” The frst Gold Medal recipient was William P. Wear ’21;
the frst Silver Medal winner was Samuel J. Randall III ’22.
The Alumni Bulletin’s Volume 1, Number 1 was published October 15, 1935, with
the organization’s president outlining the year’s activities: a political rally, the
fall meeting and dinner, a football rally followed by dinner, a library drive, the
alumni basketball team competition, and the spring frolic.
In 1935 the association began recognizing non-alumni when it elected
headmaster and longtime teacher Gilbert Haven Fall and school physician John
F. McCloskey to honorary membership.
That tradition has continued ever since with many faculty, staff, and other school
supporters inducted into honorary membership, a process that in one instance
was the cause of controversy.
In 1972 Jane Jordan Lea O’Neill was nominated to be an honorary alumnus. A
parent of three CHA students and a longtime board member whose family had
given the Kline Science Building and the Jordan Primary Building, Mrs. O’Neill
was one of the school’s wisest and most generous contributors. But there was a
problem. “How,” some asked, “could a girl be an alumnus? Wasn’t that a male
noun?”
Following some heated discussion it was decided that henceforth anyone
inducted into the Alumni Association would be known as an “honorary member
of the Alumni Association.” Mrs. O’Neill was the frst woman member. There
have been many since.
According to The Quarter Century Review graduation was not a requirement for
membership in the Alumni Association. It is open to all graduates and former
students. Indeed, of the 507 members listed for the classes up to 1920, over half
were non-graduates. Because there were no graduates from 1943 to 1955, many
active members have been and are non-graduates.
As the school again included the upper grades, renewed efforts to engage the
alumni were undertaken. A newsletter, another Volume 1, Number 1, appeared
in 1954, with news of association and school activities, and class notes. The
Alumni Day dinner was revived in the fall of 1957. CHA’s 1961 Centennial was a
signature event that the Alumni Association enthusiastically promoted.
In order to celebrate its own, the Chestnut Hill Academy Roll of Fame was
created in 1962 to honor alumni who had particularly distinguished careers. The
frst member of the Roll of Fame was Irving Langmuir ’99, a 1932 Nobel Prize
laureate in chemistry who attended CHA for one year at the age of 16. Since then
seven others have been added to the Roll.

For many years the association solicited its members for annual dues, in large
measure to pay for the social and athletic get-togethers, all of which, it would
seem, required refreshments of various kinds. Before the school initiated an
annual giving program the dues seemed appropriate and necessary.
Dues were dropped in the early 1970s when the association was completely
reorganized. Alumni class agents, and other alums, were thereafter part of the
school’s annual giving and other fundraising programs.
The Alumnus of the Year Award for service to the school was inaugurated in
1974. The frst recipient was Henry H. Meigs ’42 who was chosen for his efforts
to raise the money needed to convert the Rec into the school’s long-needed
performing arts center.
The central focus of the Alumni Association has always been to attract alums
back to their alma mater and to engage their time, talent, and treasure in support
of CHA.
Since the early 1980s – in addition to the traditional fall homecoming – spring
reunions have been held for classes celebrating fve-year anniversaries.
The Alumni Association has also sponsored career nights for students, a career
network for students and alumni, luncheons at Center City Philadelphia
locations, forums, and other activities designed to involve alumni in the school’s
life.
In recent years the alumni offce has taken its show on the road with alumni
events taking place in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Florida, Hanover, N.H., Los
Angeles, New York City, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C.
Wherever CHA alumni meet, the purpose is the same it has always been: to
acknowledge and involve those whose lives have been shaped by and now bring
honor to their school.

Appendix G

CHESTNUT HILL ACADEMY
ALUMNI PRESIDENTS
1905-1909:
1909-1913:
1913-1930:
1920-1921:
1921-1922:
1922-1924:
1924-1926:
1926-1929:
1929-1932:
1932-1934:
1934-1936:
1936-1938:
1938-1939:
1939-1940:
1940-1942:
1942-1948:
1948-1951:
1951-1954:
1954-1955:
1955-1957:
1957-1959:
1959-1963:
1963-1966:
1966-1970:
1970-1972:
1972-1976:
1976-1978:
1978-1982:
1982-1986:
1986-1990:
1990-1993:
1993-1998:
1998-2002:
2002-2004:
2004-2006:
2006-2008:
2008:

Alexander H. Scott ‘02
Edward B. Robinette ‘05
Edward W. Clark III ‘02
Albert S. Faught ‘99
John Graham Jr. ‘07
Allan Hunter Jr. ‘07
Alfred R. Hunter ‘16
Frederick H. Strawbridge Jr. ‘16
Roy Stewart ‘16
Edward W. Taylor Jr. ‘16
Franklin D. Sauveur ‘11
Charles H. Landreth ‘29
John H. Zane ‘18
William P. Wear ‘21
Theodore E. Eckfeldt ‘25
R. Montgomery Haines ‘31
John M. Holton Jr. ‘34
Corning Pearson ‘30
Abram S. Valentine ‘30
R. Montgomery Haines ‘31
Winston C. Sheppard ‘33
Theodore Clattenburg ‘27
Frederic S. Claghorn ‘45
Paul B. Kurtz ‘36
Alfred R. Hunter Jr. ‘45
Edgar M. Sheppard Jr. ‘42
Charles B. Landreth ‘66
Thomas R. White ‘60
William McC. Kleinfelder ‘68
J. Stockton Stallings ‘65
Robert G, Chambers ‘67
Stephen Pearson Jr. ‘69
Bradley K. Moss ‘76
Steven F. Miller ‘75
Thomas G. Kessler ‘88
Mark B. Greenberg ‘93
Jonathan R. MacBride ‘85

Appendix H

ALUMNI GOLD MEDAL
Given in memory of Chestnut Hill Academy boys who have lost their lives fghting for their
country. Presented to a member of the Sixth Form who, in the judgment of the Alumni
Association, after consultation with the faculty and students, best exemplifes those
characteristics of leadership, academic standing, character and service to Chestnut Hill Academy.
1921:
1922:
1923:
1924:
1925:
1926:
1927:
1928:
1929:
1930:
1931:
1932:
1933:
1934:
1935:
1936:
1937:
1938:
1939:
1940:

William P. Wear
Samuel J. Randall III
William T. Moffy Jr.
Francis A. Bartow
Theodore E. Eckfeldt
Endsley P. Fairman
Paul A. Pullam
Edward F. Vreeland
Frank B. Laverell
Victor C. Dixon
Bryant M. Harroun
Charles K. Bugbee
Harold C. Parachini
Cornelius Bodine Jr.
Samuel W. Madeira
Stanley W. Pearson Jr.
William F. Bodine
Richard T. Nalle Jr.
Remson Crego
William H. Jones Jr.
Horace D. Nalle
1941: Robert A. Kingsley Jr.
1942: David Nalle
1943-1955: No award
1956: John J. McDevitt IV
1957: John L. Randall
1958: Clarence Z. Wurts
1959: Frederick L. Ballard III
Jesse D. J. Dickson
1960: Herbert F. Goodrich Jr.
1961: Edwin E. McCook
1962: Peter L. Longstreth
1963: William P. Woolston
1964: Samuel W. Madeira Jr.
1965: No award
1966: Charles A. White III
1967: Porter Shimer
1968: Steven E. Yarrow
1969: Geoffrey K. Blake
1970: G. Clayton Kyle Jr.
1971: William R. Levy
1972: Peter B. von Hemert
1973: Carl Henry Delacato Jr.

1974:
1975:
1976:
1977:
1978:
1979:
1980:
1981:
1982:
1983:
1984:
1985:
1986:
1987:
1988:
1989:
1990:
1991:
1992:
1993:
1994:
1995:
1996:
1997:
1998:
1999:
2000:
2001:
2002:
2003:
2004:
2005:
2006:
2007:
2008:
2009:
2010:
2011:

Stanton B. Miller
Ted S. Lodge
Christopher M. Register
John McC. Kleinfelder
Edmund A. Bateman III
Joseph H. Shuttleworth III
Thomas J. Trullinger
Charles S. Wright
J. Tucker Moodey
Glen R. Holmberg
James A. Burke
Wendell K. Chestnut
Philip D. Harrison
Thomas M. Welsh
Rodney J. Taylor
Edward L. Freeman
Stephen T. Skillman
Joshua T. Jennings
Samuel D. MacBride
John N. Nutt IV
Read M. Goodwin
Ted O. Matozzo
Jonathan C. Freeman
Stephen L. Belmonte
Thomas B. Grant
Michael J. Injaychock
David Lukens Nutt
Rehan Hasan
Jason Matthew White
Michael L. Santore
Eric M. White
James D. Baumberger
Edward L. Glassman
Thomas Lewin
John David Cella
Adam C. Klotz
Samuel M. Gilbert
Robert H. Goldman
Anthony C. Cardona
Rashad I. Campbell
Matthew J. Flannery
Ibraheim M. Campbell
Daniel A. Dilulio
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ALUMNI SILVER MEDAL
Given in memory of Chestnut Hill Academy boys who have lost their lives fghting for
their country. Presented to a member of the Senior School below the Sixth Form who, in
the judgment of the Alumni Association, after consultation with the faculty and
students, best exemplifes those characteristics of leadership, academic standing,
character and service to Chestnut Hill Academy.
1921: Samuel J. Randall III
1922: William T. Moffy Jr.
1923: Horace C. Disston
1924: Theodore E. Eckfeldt
1925: Endsley P. Fairman
1926: Edward F. Vreeland
1927: Edward F. Vreeland
1928: Frank B. Laverell
1929: John F. Blanchard II
1930: Joseph N. Connors Jr.
1931: Harold C. Parachini
1932: Harold C. Parachini
1933: John M. Holton Jr.
1934: Samuel W. Madeira
1935: Stanley W. Pearson Jr.
1936: Richard G. Mallery
1937: Richard T. Nalle Jr.
1938: Sanders S. Sims
1939: Horace D. Nalle
1940: Robert A. Kingsley Jr.
1941: David Nalle
1942: William G. Killhour
1943: David McLean
1944-1946: No award
1947: Joseph L. Castle II
1948: Paulding Phelps
1949: Hollingshead T. Knight
1950: Harry J. Nesbitt Jr.
1951: No award
1952: Seth Smith
1953-1954: No award

1955:
1956:
1957:
1958:
1959:
1960:
1961:
1962:
1963:
1964:
1965:
1966:
1967:
1968:
1969:
1970:
1971:
1972:
1973:
1974:
1975:
1976:
1977:
1978:
1979:
1980:
1981:
1982:
1983:
1984:

John J. McDevitt IV
John L. Randall
Clarence Z. Wurts
Frederic L. Ballard III
Herbert F. Goodrich Jr.
Edwin E. McCook
Peter S. Longstreth
William P. Woolston
Samuel W. Madeira Jr.
Thomas J. Hogan III
Charles A. White III
Porter Shimer
Steven E. Yarrow
Geoffrey K. Blake
G. Clayton Kyle Jr.
William R. Levy
Robert W. Hassold Jr.
Carl Henry Delacato Jr.
George V. Strong III
Mark A. Harrington
Mark A. Harrington
John McC. Kleinfelder
Edward L. Bateman III
Alexander C. Pearson
Alexander VB. Nalle
No award
J. Tucker Moodey
Glen R. Holmberg
James A. Burke
Wendell K. Chestnut
Philip D. Harrison

1985: Thomas M. Welsh
1986: Rodney J. Taylor
Julian C. Willis
1987: Stephen T, Skillman
1988: Stephen T. Skillman
Corey J. Willis
1989: Joshua T. Jennings
1990: William H. Freeman
1991: Joshua H. Atkins
James N. Nutt IV
1992: Read M. Goodwin
Ted O. Matozzo
1993: Matthew C. Paul
1994: Stephen L. Belmonte
1995: Nathaniel T. Massari
Benjamin David Mathes
1996: David Lukens Nutt
1997: Rehan Hasan
1998: Jason Matthew White
1999: Toussaint G. Losier
Peter R. MacBride
2000: S. Sean Hasan
Eric M. White
2001: James D. Baumberger
2002: Arthur P. Fritzinger
Thomas D. Lewin
2003: John David Cella
2004: Adam C. Klotz
2005: Samuel M. Gilbert
Robert H. Goldman
2006: Anthony C. Cardona
2007: F. Taylor Agate
Thomas C. Culp
2008: Michael W. Rhoads
2009: Ibraheim M. Campbell
2010: Daniel A. Dilulio
2011: Dustin M. Wilson
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CHESTNUT HILL ACADEMY ROLL OF FAME
Irving Langmuir
1881-1957
Class of 1899
Nobel Prize in Chemistry, 1932
At the General Electric Research Laboratory, Schenectady, N.Y., he made many
signifcant contributions to scientifc knowledge of great beneft to mankind, including
the development of the Mazda Lamp.
Erected November 2, 1962
------------Thomas Sovereign Gates ’24
Secretary of the Navy 1957-1959
Secretary of Defense 1959- 1961
Life Trustee of the University of Pennsylvania
Chairman of the Board, Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York
Public servant and banker, he has increased the measure of security of this nation and
devoted himself to the welfare and education of his fellow citizens.
Erected November 10, 1967
---------Corning Pearson ‘30
President of the Alumni Association 1951-1954
Treasurer of Chestnut Hill Academy
Outstanding student, athlete, active alumnus, lifelong supporter of his school and his
community.
Erected October 22, 1971
---------Henry Lee Willet ‘18
Chairman, Willet Stained Glass Studios
As an artist and designer, he has signifcantly improved his art and profession. Through
his art, he has brought beauty into the world and brought people closer to each other
and closer to their God.
Erected October 4, 1974
----------

Granville Klink Jr. ‘31
Chief Engineer
Engineering Consultant for Radio and Television
He received his amateur radio license in 1927 and his FCC license in 1932. He was
technician for many of President Roosevelt’s Fireside Chats. In 1984 he celebrated 50
years in the broadcast industry, mostly with CBS. His technical contributions to the
industry are manifold.
Erected May 19, 1989
---------Robert M. Peck ‘70
Natural Sciences
Fellow of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
Member of the Royal Geographical Society
Member of the Explorers Club
Published author and celebrated photographer
Inducted 2001
---------John S. Wolf ‘66
President of the Eisenhower Fellowship.
Former assistant secretary of state for non-proliferation; chief, United States
Coordination and Monitoring Mission of the Middle East;
Former United States ambassador to Malaysia and ambassador to
The Asia-Pacifc Economic Cooperation
Inducted 2006
---------Patrick L. Meehan ‘74
District Attorney for Delaware County, 1996-2001
United States Attorney for Eastern Pennsylvania, 2001-2008
Inducted 2007

Appendix K

Chestnut Hill Academy
Alumnus of the Year
1974:
1975:
1976:
1977:
1978:
1979:
1980:
1981:
1982:
1983:
1984:
1986:
1987:
1989:
1991:
1992:
1993:
1994:
1996:
1997:
1999:
2000:
2001:
2003:
2006:
2007:
2008:
2009:
2011:

Henry H. Meigs ‘42
Charles H. Landreth ‘29
Morris Lloyd Jr. ‘56
R. Montgomery Haines ‘31
Clark Groome ‘60
Winston C. Sheppard ‘33
Peter G. Stanley ‘60
Corning Pearson ‘30
Thomas R. White ‘60
Clifford H. Swain ‘59
Joseph L. Castle II ‘50
Edward H. Bonsall III ‘48
Morris Cheston Jr. ‘55
Joseph R. Ingersoll ‘58
Thomas A. Fernley III ‘59
John E. McArdle ‘73
D. Stanley Parker ‘68
Robert G. Chambers ‘67
R. Bruce Glendinning ‘78
Paul B. Kurtz ‘36
Peter S. Longstreth ‘62
James M. Talbot II H’81
Edward C. Rorer ‘61
Bradley K. Moss ‘76
Morris A. Stout III ‘42
Mark B. Greenberg ‘93
Richard C. Boothby ‘66
Steven H. Miller ‘75
Elizabeth S. Longstreth H’01
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
HONORARY MEMBERS
CHRONOLOGICALLY
*Fall, Gilbert Haven H’35
*McCloskey, John F. H’35
*Elwell, Charles H. H’38
*Shuttleworth, William E. H’38
*Dickens, Frederick W. H’61
*Shoemaker, R. Preston H’61
*Wales, Percy A. H’64
*Claghorn, John W. H’65
*Kingsley, Robert A. H’65
*Charles, Daniel W. H’66
*Conkey, Albert B. H’66
*Brock, John H’68
*Cutler, Richard P. H’68
*Worrall, J. Harrison H’70
*McClenahan, William U. H’72
*O’Neill, Jane Jordan H’72
Saltonstall, Nathaniel II H’72
*Miller, Walter P. Jr. H’73
*Rawls, William S. H’73
*Walker, E. Perot H’73
Wright, Theodore C. H’73
*Boyer, Owen A. H’74
*Cressman, Elizabeth B. H’74
*Dowbenko, Alexander M. H’74
*Crawford, Barbara H’75
*Kleinfelder, William H’75
*Rutter, David M. H’75
*Witman, Horace L. H’75
*McGlinn, James F. H’76
*Miller, George L “Woody” Jr. H’76
*French, Jonathan W. H’77
Lee, Charles T. Jr. H’77

Keator, Gerrit M. H’79
*Longstreth, W. Thacher H’79
Northrup, Thomas A. H’81
Talbot, James M. II H’81
Marcy, John F. H’86
Thomson, Frank L. H’87
*Wiley, Barbara D. H’89
Roberts, Barnaby J, H’90
Stainton, Edward C. H’91
Frank, Joan C. H’92
*Plunkett, John J. H’92
Morrow, Leonard F. H’93
Dobson, Joseph P. H’94
White, Miriam “Mimi” H’95
Cardoso, John M. H’96
Stout, Deborah M. H’96
Bradley, Patricia C. H’97
Colston, Ronald H. Sr. H’99
Newman, Robert S. H’99
Baker, Marjorie C. H’00
Bazemore, Timothy R. H’00
*Lanzalotti, Ronald K. H’00
Schmid, Elisabeth M. H’00
Barber, Frederick T. H’01
Dimond, Ann G. H’01
Flood, Ralph H’01
Giovinazzo, Janet B. H’01
Guidi, Gene F. H’01
Longstreth, Elizabeth S. H’01
Baumberger, Martin H. H’02
Fles, Robert A. H’02
Haines, William M. H’02

Parker, Richard L. H’02
Hines, Paul K. H’03
Smith, Leland L. H’03
Coopersmith, Steven H’04
Freeman, Margaret D. H’04
Hays, Donna M. H’04
Hyson, Steven E. H’04
Holland, Joanna T. H’05
Wolf, Emily P. H’05
MacBride, Susan R. H’06
Magliano, Robert H’06
*McDonnell, Robert A. “Maje” H’06
Gemmill, Lisa M. H’07
Undercuffler, Robert H’07
Woehr, Roland Jr. H’07
Carlsson, Winifred H’08
Ervin, Robert L. Jr. H’08
Nutt, Elizabeth C. H’08
Clark, Jeffrey R. H’09
Conver, Margaret M. H’09
Simmonds, Gail B. H’09
Brewer, Daniel R. H’10
Mootz, Patricia M. H’10
Theuer. Lawrence G. H’10
Winant, W. Wesley II H’10
Jane Rotay H’11
Robert A. St. George h’11
Mary T. Cardona H’12
Dona Marler-Odell H’12
Margaret Wright Steele H’12

*Deceased
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
HONORARY MEMBERS
ALPHABETICALLY
Baker, Marjorie C. H’00
Barber, Frederick T. H’01
Baumberger, Martin H. H’02
Bazemore, Timothy R. H’00
*Boyer, Owen A. H’74
Bradley, Patricia C. H’97
Brewer, Daniel R. H’10
*Brock, John H’68
Cardona, Mary T. H’12
Cardoso, John M. H’96
Carlsson, Winifred H’08
*Charles, Daniel W. H’66
*Claghorn, John W. H’65
Clark, Jeffrey R. H’09
Colston, Ronald H. Sr. H’99
*Conkey, Albert B. H’66
Conver, Margaret M. H’09
Coopersmith, Steven H’04
*Crawford, Barbara H’75
*Cressman, Elizabeth B. H’74
*Cutler, Richard P. H’68
*Dickens, Frederick W. H’61
Dimond, Ann G. H’01
Dobson, Joseph P. H’94
*Dowbenko, Alexander M. H’74
*Elwell, Charles H. H’38
Ervin, Robert L. Jr. H’08
*Fall, Gilbert Haven H’35
Fles, Robert A. H’02
Flood, Ralph H’01
Frank, Joan C. H’92
Freeman, Margaret D. H’04
*French, Jonathan W. H’77
Gemmill, Lisa M. H’07
Giovinazzo, Janet B. H’01

Guidi, Gene F. H’01
Haines, William M. H’02
Hays, Donna M. H’04
Hines, Paul K. H’03
Holland, Joanna T. H’05
Hyson, Steven E. H’04
Keator, Gerrit M. H’79
*Kingsley, Robert A. H’65
*Kleinfelder, William H’75
*Lanzalotti, Ronald K. H’00
Lee, Charles T. Jr. H’77
Longstreth, Elizabeth S. H’01
*Longstreth, W. Thacher H’79
MacBride, Susan R. H’06
Magliano, Robert H’06
Marcy, John F. H’86
Marler-Odell, Dona H’12
*McClenahan, William U. H’72
*McCloskey, John F. H’35
*McDonnell, Robert A. “Maje” H’06
*McGlinn, James F. H’76
*Miller, George L “Woody” Jr. H’76
*Miller, Walter P. Jr. H’73
Mootz, Patricia M. H’10
Morrow, Leonard F. H’93
Newman, Robert S. H’99
Northrup, Thomas A. H’81
Nutt, Elizabeth C. H’08
*O’Neill, Jane Jordan H’72
Parker, Richard L. H’02
*Plunkett, John J. H’92
*Rawls, William S. H’73
Roberts, Barnaby J, H’90
Rotay, Jane H’11
*Rutter, David M. H’75

St. George, Robert A. H’11
Saltonstall, Nathaniel II H’72
Schmid, Elisabeth M. H’00
*Shoemaker, R. Preston H’61
*Shuttleworth, William E. H’38
Simmonds, Gail B. H’09
Smith, Leland L. H’03
Stainton, Edward C. H’91
Steele, Margaret Wright H’12
Stout, Deborah M. H’96
Talbot, James M. II H’81
Theuer. Lawrence G. H’10
Thomson, Frank L. H’87
Undercuffler, Robert H’07
*Wales, Percy A. H’64
*Walker, E. Perot H’73
White, Miriam “Mimi” H’95
*Wiley, Barbara D. H’89
Winant, W. Wesley II H’10
*Witman, Horace L. H’75
Wolf, Emily P. H’05
Woehr, Roland Jr. H’07
*Worrall, J. Harrison H’70
Wright, Theodore C. H’73
*Deceased

Appendix M

PARENTS ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS
1972-1973:
1973-1974:
1974-1975:
1975-1976:
1976-1979:
1979-1980:
1980-1981:
1981-1982:
1982-1983:
1983-1984:
1984-1985:
1985-1987:
1987-1988:
1988-1989:
1989-1990:
1990-1991:
1991-1992:
1992-1993:
1993-1994:
1994-1995:
1995-1996:
1996-1997:
1997-1998:
1998-1999:
1999-2000:
2000-2001:
2001-2002:
2002-2003:
2003-2004:
2004-2005:
2005-2006:
2006-2007:
2007-2008:
2008-2009:
2009-2010:
2010-2011:
2011- :

Robert L. Banse
Judi (Mrs. Charles I. Jr.) Thompson
John M. Register
Carrie (Mrs. Charles T. Jr.) Lee
Richard C. Smith Jr.
Eugie (Mrs. Herman A. Jr.) Affel
Robert M. Hanson
Susan (Mrs. James R.) MacBride
David T. Sykes
Robert A. Lukens
Patsy (Mrs. Clifford H.) Swain
Allen Harberg
Betsy (Mrs. James N. II) Nutt
Jill (Mrs. Robert A.) Greenberg
Eileen (Mrs. Ronald A.) Javers
Mary (Mrs. Frederick S. Jr.) Claghorn
Stacey (Mrs. J. Douglas) MacBride
Liz (Mrs. John J. IV) Hosey
Patty (Mrs. Charles F.) Murphy
Fran (Mrs. Robert B.) Buchman
Sue (Mrs. Louis X.) Santore
Janice (Mrs. Gene F.) Guidi
Donna (Mrs. Daniel T.) Hays
Martha Shelbe (Mrs. William J. Jr.) Agate
Chris (Mrs. Thomas R. IV) Rorer
Anne (Mrs. David H. Jr.) Hilton
Lori Snodgrass
Linda G. (Mrs. Richard E.) O’Brien
Patricia (Mrs. Michael A.) Fernandez
Carol DeLancey (Mrs. Walt) Lichmira
Connie W. (Mrs. Robert A.) Zagerman
Joy (Mrs. Joseph T.) Stapleton
George Blake
Dianne (Mrs. Eric S.) Miller
Suzie (Mrs. Michael T.) Bown
Kathleen (Mrs. Eugene J.) Dorff
Susan Klauder

Appendix N

Athletic Hall of Fame
PAUL T. AGUIRRE ’90: Paul was a standout three-year football star and track athlete at CHA.
During his senior year he was named the school’s outstanding football player after setting the
CHA single-season scoring and rushing records. In his junior and senior years Paul led the city in
rushing yards. In his final game at CHA he broke the all-time rushing record for both Philadelphia
and Southeastern, Pa. In addition to being named first-team All-City his senior year, Paul was
honored by the Daily News by being named to the All-City decade football team. Paul’s football
career at Lehigh University was ended prematurely by a knee injury.
GEORGE W. BAILEY ’79: George was a multi-sport athlete at CHA. He won 11 letters in
football, basketball, and track. In his senior year he co-captained all three sports. He received the
William C. Harper Award three times for outstanding contributions to the track team and the A. L.
Dowbenko Award as the most improved basketball player. He spearheaded the undefeated 1977
football team and in his senior year won the award for the outstanding football player as well the
J. L. Patterson Cup for best athlete in his class. George was twice named to the Daily News AllCity football team. He won the Maxwell Award and played in the Philadelphia All-Star football
game.
JOHN D. BAIZLEY '66: In 1961 Jack was an All-American quarterback on the Little Quakers’
undefeated Holiday Bowl Championship football team. At CHA he was an all-around athlete. For
three years he was an outstanding catcher on the baseball team, leading the 1966 baseball team to
the Inter-Ac championship. He also was the quarterback on the football team and point guard on
the basketball team. His senior year he was awarded the coveted Patterson Cup. At Washington
and Lee University Jack was the quarterback and record holding place-kicker, making AllConference in 1969 as well as catching every inning for four years for the baseball team. After
college Jack was a nationally ranked squash player, number six in the Open Division, number
three in the Forty-Plus Division, and holder of numerous Philadelphia “A” League
championships, as well as a League All Star in the N.A.B.A. Thirty-Plus Baseball League, where
he continued as catcher into his 50s.
STEPHEN L. BELMONTE ’95: Steve earned 11 Varsity letters at CHA in soccer, football,
basketball, baseball, and track. He was co-captain and All-Inter-Ac in soccer, basketball, and
baseball, as well as All-League in football as the kicker. Steve was a winner of the J. L. Patterson
Cup as well as the Lawrence Mallery Scholar-Athlete Award. He was named the Lawrence
Gibbons Number One Scholar-Athlete in Philadelphia and the William Ferguson Outstanding
Scholar-basketball player in the Inter-Ac. Steve was also the recipient of the prestigious Alumni
Gold and Silver Medals. At Princeton University Steve was a three-year starter on the soccer team
and named to All-Ivy League and All-New Jersey soccer teams.
CHRISTOPHER BRASSELL '89: At CHA Chris excelled in football, basketball, and baseball,
captaining the football and basketball teams. He was named the most valuable player in all three
sports and made the All-Inter-Ac teams in basketball and baseball. In football he won AllIndependence League honors, was an All-City defensive back, and was captain and most valuable
player in the Daily News City All-Star game. In basketball Chris won the Markward Award and
was selected to the Keystone State Games team. Winner of CHA’s Patterson Cup, he was a
finalist for the Daily News City Athlete of the Year and a finalist for the WIP Scholar-Athlete of
the Year. At the University of Pennsylvania Chris was an outstanding two-year All-Ivy League

wide receiver; he won the Maxwell Award as Collegiate Player of the Month and led his team to
an Ivy-League championship.
MARK A. BURKE ’86: Mark was an outstanding athlete at CHA, winning twelve letters and the
prestigious Patterson Cup. In basketball he was a two-time captain, winner of the Markward
Award, and twice winner of the Landreth Award as the most valuable basketball player. He was
also the captain of the football team, winner of the Maxwell Award, named to the AllIndependence League team, as well as a winner of CHA’s Kleinfelder Award and the Edward B.
Lawless Award. At Moravian College he was the captain of the basketball team winning four
letters and setting school records for number of assists and the highest shooting percentage for
single-season and career three-point shots. Mark continued his interest in basketball as a
successful intercollegiate coach.
PAUL J. BURKE ’91: Paul was a three-sport captain and standout athlete at CHA. He was
named to the All-City basketball, football, and baseball teams and was All-State in football and
basketball. He set a school scoring record of 1,363 points in basketball, won the Markward
Award, and made All-Inter-Ac first team. He captained the football team and led them to the
Independence Football League championship. A Maxwell Award winner, Paul was named IFL
Player of the Year, and to the IFL first team offense and defense. He won the Patterson Cup as the
best athlete in his class and went on to be a four-year starter and captain of the LaSalle University
basketball team and to play professional basketball in Europe.
WENDELL K. CHESTNUT ’84: Wendell earned eleven letters playing squash, tennis, and
soccer at CHA. He was All-Inter-Ac in squash and captain of the squash and tennis teams.
Nationally ranked as a junior squash player, he was recognized as the best all-around athlete in
his class and awarded the Patterson Cup. He received numerous awards while at CHA, including
the prestigious Alumni Gold and Silver Medals. At Williams College he continued to be
nationally recognized as a squash player and was featured in Sports Illustrated. He was named
All-American in squash and was the first African American to receive that honor.
SCOTT R. CRAMER ’76: One of CHA’s hardest working and most dedicated athletes, Scott
won many local, regional, and national ice-skating titles while at CHA. Scott went on to gain
national prominence and achieve international acclaim. During his skating career, Scott won the
1980 World Professional Skating Championship, seven national medals, the 1978 Olympic
Festival, the 1976 Prague Skate, the 1978 Ennia Cup of Holland, and the 1981 United States
Open Professional Championship. Scott was a member of two World Amateur teams and two
Olympic teams.
BRIAN T. DERBY ’99: Brian led the CHA track team to an Inter-Ac championship his senior
year while setting school and league records in the 110, 300 and 400 hurdles. As a senior, Derby
ranked fifth among 400 hurdlers nationwide. He captained Penn State’s track team in his junior
and senior years. He was an All-America hurdler in 2001. He turned pro in 2003 and competed in
15 countries. He competed at both the 2004 and 2008 Olympic team trials.
ANDRÉ L. DIXON ’94: André received nine varsity letters at CHA in football, basketball, crew
and track. In his senior year he captained the Independence League champion football team and
the Inter-Ac champion track team. He was first team All-Atlantic 10 and first team All-New
England as a college football player at Northeastern University. He played in the NFL for the
Detroit Lions.

MICHAEL A. GIZZI ’94: Michael received nine varsity letters in football, basketball and track.
He was co-captain of both the IFL-champion football team and the Inter-Ac basketball teams his
senior year and a member of that year’s Inter-Ac champion track team. Gizzi earned a basketball
scholarship to LaSalle University where he captained the team his junior and senior years, scoring
1,362 career points. He played professionally for 12 years in the United States and in Europe.
READ M. GOODWIN ’93: Read was a four-year letterman in soccer, basketball and baseball
and was the 1993 recipient of the J.L. Patterson Cup as the senior class’ outstanding athlete.
Goodwin captained the soccer and basketball teams his senior year and played on five Inter-Ac
championship teams. He played four years of varsity soccer at the University of Pennsylvania
where he was the team’s captain his junior and senior years. He was selected All-Ivy and AllAcademic Ivy and was named to Penn’s 1990-1999 All-Decade Team.
LARRY H. HAAS ’71: Larry, a Pop Warner Football All-American, won twelve letters in
football, basketball, baseball, and track at CHA. He co-captained the football and baseball teams.
In football he set the CHA single-season rushing record, earned First Team All-Inter-Ac and AllCity honors, the Bernie Dallas MVP Award, as well as started in the Philadelphia vs. Suburban
All-Star Classic football game. In baseball Larry started four years at shortstop, leading the team
in batting for three years. While at CHA he was named the Lawrence Mallery Scholar Athlete and
the Philadelphia Bulletin scholar-athlete winner. At Trinity College Larry earned six letters as a
three-year standout on the football and baseball teams.
JAMES A.HAUZE ’32: Jim was a four-sport athlete at CHA playing football, basketball,
baseball, and track. He excelled in football and earned All-Inter-Ac honors as a center. He was the
leading scorer on an Inter-Ac co-championship basketball team. Jim captained the Notre Dame
freshmen football team before transferring to the University of Pennsylvania where he was an
outstanding football and baseball player. In 1935 he won the Varsity Football Award for
excellence and made the Associated Press All-Eastern football team. In 1936 he was named to the
All-American football team. As a shortstop on the University of Pennsylvania baseball team, he
initiated the first triple play ever in the history of the Eastern Intercollegiate League. In 1946 Jim
was named to the American Bowling Congress Hall of Fame.
THOMAS J. HOGAN ’65: Tom was an outstanding athlete and leader at CHA. He won twelve
letters in football, basketball, and baseball. His leadership capabilities were recognized when he
won the coveted Silver Medal in his junior year. In football he captained the team and was named
to the All-Inter-Ac football team. In basketball he was a two-time captain and in his senior year
named to the All-Inter-Ac basketball team. In baseball he captained the team and won two CHA
batting championships and was again named to the All-Inter-Ac team. Tom’s high school career
was capped with the winning of The Crowell Award as the best all-around athlete in
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware.
J. ADAM HOLLAND ’90: An outstanding scholar and athlete at CHA, Adam was an All-InterAc wrestler, an Inter-Ac MVP in cross country, and won third place in the 1989 Schoolboy
Rowing Nationals. While at CHA he was a member of the Cum Laude Society and was named
the Lawrence Mallery Scholar Athlete. In 1990 he won two gold medals at the Junior National
Rowing Championships. At Harvard, he was a gold and silver medalist at the Collegiate
Nationals. From 1994-1999 he was a member of the United States National Rowing team,
winning numerous silver and gold medals in international competitions. A member of the 1996
United States Olympic team, he came in second in the men’s pair at the U. S. Olympic trials in
2000.

ALAN T. HOM ’88: Alan was an exceptional soccer player and athlete at CHA. He captained
the soccer team for two years and was named Inter-Ac most valuable player. He also
distinguished himself by being named to the following teams: All-Inter-Ac for four years, AllCity for two years, All-State for two years, and All-Region for two years. He captained CHA’s
baseball team and was named to the Philadelphia Phillies Carpenter Cup team for two years. He
earned eleven varsity letters in soccer, basketball, and baseball and was awarded the Patterson
Cup. At Carnegie Mellon University Alan was named Most Valuable UAA Player of the Year. He
won All-University Athletic Association (UAA) honors for four years, All-Region for two years,
All-American, and was named to the NCAA Pennsylvania All-Star team. After college Alan
played professional soccer for the Pittsburgh Stingers in the Continental Indoor Soccer League.
W. GERALD HOWARD ’92: Gerald was an outstanding track and field athlete at CHA. He still
holds CHA records in the 100-meter, 200-meter, and high jump. He was the Inter-Ac Champion
in the long jump, three-time 100 meter and high jump champion, and four-time 200-meter
champion, as well as a three-time winner of the George Greenwood Award for scoring the most
points in the Inter-Ac championship meet. At the University of Virginia, he was a three-time
captain of the track and field team and named most valuable player in 1995. Gerald placed in
numerous 100 meter and 200-meter I.C.4.A., A.C.C. and N.C.A.A. championships. He was
named to the First-Team All-A.C.C. He still holds University of Virginia records in the indoor and
outdoor 100 meter and 200 meters.
BRENDAN J. KILFEATHER ’90: Brendan won nine letters for football, basketball, and
baseball and captained the football team at CHA. A standout linebacker and offensive lineman in
football, Brendan received CHA’s Outstanding Player Award. He was named to the All-League,
All-City, All Southeast Pennsylvania, and All-State teams as well as being invited to the Big 33
game. The Daily News honored him as offensive lineman of the year and placed him on its AllCity Decade Team. In baseball he was named All-Inter Ac and All-City Carpenter Cup first team.
Brendan was a winner of the J. L. Patterson Cup as the best athlete in his class and went on to
make many contributions to the University of Virginia football team where he earned four letters
and competed in four bowl games.
DAVID M. KLEINFELDER ’71: David was a CHA senior wrestling captain with a five-year
record of 92-9-2. He was a National Prep School Tournament All-American, three-time Episcopal
Invitational and Germantown Academy Tournament champion. He was a two-time Germantown
Academy Tournament MVP and CHA Tournament MVP, Light Blue captain, baseball and soccer
letterman and J. L. Patterson Cup recipient for best athlete in his senior class. At Ithaca College
David was a four-year soccer and wrestling letterman, All-Conference and captain in both. As a
high school soccer coach in South Carolina, David has successfully led his teams to more than
330 victories.
WILLIAM M. KLEINFELDER ’68: Bill excelled in four sports at CHA. Bill played football,
baseball, wrestled and captained the track team at CHA. In his senior year he won the Episcopal
Invitation Tournament after capturing second place the prior year. A Patterson Cup winner, Bill
once scored four touchdowns versus Inter-Ac rival Haverford. He continued his intense interest
and prowess at Ithaca College. Bill lettered in football, wrestling, and lacrosse, setting a school
scoring record in football and was recognized as one of the top athletes in his class.
MICHAEL P. KOPLOVE ’95: Michael was a two-time All Inter-Ac pitcher; first team All-City;
and a member of the 30-year All Inter-Ac All-Star Team. In 1998, Koplove helped lead the
University of Delaware to the America East Conference baseball championship after which the
Arizona Diamondbacks drafted him. He was a member of the Diamondbacks’ 2001 World Series

championship team and the next year was named the team’s Rookie of the Year. In 2008 Koplove
was named to the United States Olympic baseball team that won a bronze medal in Beijing. He
was the only American pitcher not to give up a hit, going 5 1/3 scoreless innings in four
appearances.
G. CLAYTON KYLE JR. ’70: Clayton was an outstanding athlete and leader at CHA. He was
the captain of three sports and earned nine letters in football, hockey, and baseball. In his senior
year he was recognized as the most valuable player on the football team, earning All-Inter-Ac
honors and was named to the All-City All-Star team, as well as named the most valuable player
on the hockey team. Clayton was awarded the Patterson Cup as the outstanding athlete in his
class, as well as the prestigious Alumni Gold and Silver Medals. At Princeton Clayton played
hockey all four years, his first on the freshman team as mandated by the NCAA and three on the
varsity. He captained the team his senior year and won the Richard Vaughn Cup for dedication to
hockey.
FRANK B. LAVERELL ’29: Frank excelled on the football and baseball teams at CHA. He was
the captain of the 1929 Inter-Ac championship baseball team that outscored the opposition 100
runs to 30. He was the star quarterback on the football team, making All-Inter-Ac in his senior
year. While at CHA he was the president of the Athletic Association and his class, as well as the
winner of the Gold and Silver Medals. He went on to play quarterback on the 150-pound football
team at the University of Pennsylvania. He returned to CHA to help coach numerous teams,
including the successful 1941 Hall of Fame football team.
JOHN D. MACEACHERN ’77: John was an outstanding oarsman at CHA and Harvard
College. Under the expert guidance of Coach Ken Dreyfuss, his CHA crews twice captured the
varsity four with coxswain titles at the Stotesbury and Philadelphia City Championship regattas.
In 1976, after his junior year, he competed in the four with coxswain, winning a silver medal at
the Junior World Championships. He also played basketball and wrestled at CHA. He rowed for
four years at Harvard and was elected captain for his senior year. John made the All-Ivy League
First Team in 1980.
JOHN D. “JORDIE’ MAINE, JR. ’79: Jordie stands out as one of CHA’s few varsity five-letter
winners. In football he earned honorable mention All-City, All-Scholastic, and played in the
Philadelphia All-Star game. His CHA teams were 15-1 in his junior and senior years. He went on
to play defensive tackle at Princeton where he started for three years. At CHA he also played
number one singles in squash and tennis. In addition to squash in the winter term, Jordie wrestled,
losing only one match during the season and winning the CHA Invitational Tournament. In
addition to tennis in the spring, Jordie threw the shot put, medaling in the Inter-Ac Track
championships. After Princeton football Jordie played on a touring A-side rugby Team and played
intramural ice hockey, basketball, and baseball.
JAMES G. MASLAND III ’86: Jim was an outstanding squash player and athlete at CHA. He
won 11 varsity letters and was named co-captain and then captain of the squash, soccer, and
tennis teams. He was also named the outstanding player on each of these teams. Jim played four
years of varsity squash at Harvard, his team winning the national squash championship for three
of those years. Jim played as high as number two on the team and was elected co-captain his
senior year. After Harvard he played and taught squash professionally. He was selected to
participate in tryouts for the Pan-American games. Jim coached the University of Pennsylvania’s
Men’s squash team from 1996-1999.

JOHN E. McARDLE ’73: John earned thirteen letters at CHA competing in baseball, basketball,
football, and wrestling. He captained the baseball team, winning All-City honors twice and the
football team earning All-Inter-Ac status. At CHA he was honored with several awards including
the Patterson Cup as the best athlete in his class. At Temple University, he was a four-year starter
and captained the baseball team. He competed in three NCAA Championships and in the College
World Series. As a coach at CHA, John has led teams to many championships and has been
honored as Basketball Coach of the Year three times by the city sportswriters. As a member of
CHA’s faculty, he has been honored as a Shuttleworth Award winner for his enduring influence
on students.
ALLEN H. McCOOK ’63: Allen was an outstanding four-sport athlete at CHA, distinguishing
himself as a top athlete in football, baseball, basketball, and track. As quarterback on the football
team, he earned the prestigious Maxwell Club Award and All-Inter-Ac honors. On the baseball
team he was the star pitcher, recording a no-hit game and leading his team as batting champion.
He captained the basketball team for two years and was the high scorer in his senior year.
ROBERT A. “MAJE” MCDONNELL H’06: Maje was a legendary baseball and basketball
coach and former assistant athletic director at CHA during the 1960s and 1970s. Before coming to
CHA, Maje was the bullpen coach for the pennant-winning 1950 Philadelphia Phillies. In
addition, Maje has served the Phillies as a player scout and most recently as a public relations
officer. A recipient of four World Series rings with the Phillies, Maje is also a member of
Villanova University’s Hall of Fame for his contributions both as a baseball pitcher and as captain
of the basketball team. Maje is also a member of both the Philadelphia and Pennsylvania Sports
Hall of Fame for baseball and basketball. Through the years he has hosted annual tours of the
Phillies ballpark for CHA’s kindergarten class.
EDWARD H. McGEHEE ’68: Ted was a four-sport athlete at CHA, staring on the basketball,
baseball, football, and track teams. In basketball, he earned first team All-Inter-Ac honors as the
third leading scorer in the league. In baseball he twice won the team batting championship. He
co-captained the football team earning All-Inter-Ac honors. In track he set a school shot put
record that stood for 30 years. At Louisiana State University, he was a key member of a National
Intercollegiate Championship rugby team and earned Regional All-Star honors.
CHRISTOPHER C. MELLOR ’69: Chris is widely regarded as the greatest wrestler in CHA’s
long history. Wrestling on the varsity for six years, he compiled an outstanding record of 83 wins,
1 loss, and 2 ties. He won the prestigious Episcopal Invitational Tournament for five consecutive
years. He won the Roger Servin trophy in 1968 and 1969. At CHA, he also played on the baseball
and football teams. At the University of Delaware, Chris was a four-year standout in the wrestling
program.
CHARLES R. “MONK” MEYER ’32: While at CHA, Monk played baseball, basketball,
football, and ran track. At the United States Military Academy, he was an All-American end,
captain of the basketball team, and lettered in track and lacrosse. He won the USMA Athletic
Award as the best athlete in his class. He was presented Sports Illustrated’s Silver Anniversary
All-American Award. He received the National Football Hall of Fame’s Gold Medal and
Distinguished American Award honors. Meyer, a retired brigadier general, is a highly decorated
war hero serving in World War II, Korea, and Vietnam.
DAVID C MILLER ’92: David was an outstanding basketball and baseball star at CHA. A
Patterson Cup winner, he was the captain and named most valuable player on an Inter-Ac
Championship basketball team. He captained the baseball team, was named most valuable player,

and made the All-Inter-Ac baseball team. He won the Markward Award; the Jimmy Rooney
Award for Leadership, Scholarship, and Sportsmanship; and the Jerry Rullo Sportsmanship
Award for the Inter-Ac League. At Clemson University David was granted a scholarship and
starred on the baseball team. He was named All-Atlantic Coast Conference, five-time AllAmerican, and Smith finalist for the college player of the year. David was a first-round draft pick
of the Cleveland Indians. During his professional career he has played first base and the outfield
in the organizations of the Indians, the Atlanta Braves, and the Cincinnati Reds.
LEONARD F. MORROW H’93: Lenny Morrow was assistant to CHA’s athletic director from
1968 until his retirement in 2002. His citation says, “Loved by students, coaches and teachers
alike, Lenny was a CHA institution. His strong work ethic was much appreciated as he took great
pride in serving the athletes and coaches every day.” He began his life at CHA as equipment
manager and later taught physical education and coached Middle School football and baseball. He
also ran the athletic school store, Len’s Den, where he held court and always had time for anyone
who wanted to buy CHA gifts or gear or just wanted to chat with a positive, enthusiastic friend.
TITO A. NANNI ’78: Tito, an outstanding all-around athlete, played three sports at CHA and
was the captain and MVP of each. He starred in baseball, basketball, and football. Tito was an
All-City selection in football, All-Inter-Ac basketball player, and All-City and All-American in
baseball. He once hit four home runs in a single game against Penn Charter. While at CHA, he
was recognized numerous times for his superior athletic skills and contributions to the school. His
list of accomplishments includes the Patterson Cup top-athlete honors. As a high school senior, he
was the first round sixth pick of the Seattle Mariners.
HAROLD C. PARACHINI ’33: At CHA Hal won nine letters playing football, basketball, and
baseball. He captained the basketball team for two years, during which CHA was the cochampion of the Inter-Ac League. He won the Gold Medal and is one of only four individuals in
CHA history to win the Silver Medal twice. Hal was the captain of the Dartmouth basketball team
in 1937 before returning to CHA to coach the football, basketball, and baseball teams. He
coached the undefeated 1941 Football team, also inducted into the Athletic Hall of Fame this
year. He was the director of athletics until 1960. In 2002 Hal was recognized for his outstanding
qualities as an “Educator, Leader, and Motivator” as the first recipient of the Chestnut Hill
Academy Alumni Association Special Recognition Award.
STANLEY W. PEARSON JR. ’36: Stan played baseball, football, and basketball at CHA. He
was twice the captain of the basketball team and made second team All-Inter-Ac. At Princeton, he
was the captain of a championship baseball team, batting in the winning run against Columbia in
the first televised sporting event ever and was named to Princeton’s All-Time team, as well as
lettering in football and squash. He won the U.S. squash singles championship in 1947 and the U.
S. squash doubles championship in 1947 and 1948 and was named to the Squash Hall of Fame.
He was also the United States. racquets singles champion in 1952. Stan is the only person in this
country to win both championships.
JOHN P. PLUNKETT H’92: Jack served CHA for 35 years as a teacher, coach, mentor, and
friend. He began his career at CHA as an assistant football coach in 1975 before becoming head
coach of the Blue Devils for 24 years from 1981-2004 [and] as defensive coordinator from 20052009. As CHA’s head coach, Jack led CHA’s football team to 123-72-1 record and 10
Independence [Football] League titles. He was named Daily News city coach of the year in 1986.
Jack was director of CHA’s physical education department from 1980-2010. In the winter, Jack
refereed Division I women’s basketball games for six conferences. Loved by his players, Jack
will forever be remembered for the lessons he taught them. Before every contest Jack reminded

his players to “play with respect for your teammates, respect for the officials, and earn the respect
of your opponents.”
DANIEL H. PRICE ’74: Dan played on the soccer, baseball, and basketball teams at CHA. He
was the captain, pitcher, infielder, and an All-City Selection on the 1973 Inter-Ac Championship
baseball team. He was the goalie on the 1973 undefeated Inter-Ac championship soccer team,
with eight shutouts and allowing only ten goals. While at CHA Dan won the Patterson Cup, the
Mallery Scholar Athlete, the Charles and Landreth awards. At Lafayette College, Dan captained
both the soccer and baseball teams, and he was awarded the Class of 1913 Trophy as the school’s
top scholar athlete.
RICHARD A. SHEPPARD ’77: Rich is an outstanding squash player and athlete. At CHA he
was named to the All-Inter-Ac squash team and led CHA’s squash team to the Inter-Ac
championship. As a goalie on the soccer team, he had eleven shutouts in seventeen games in his
senior year. He also participated on the varsity tennis, baseball, and wrestling teams. Rich has
won numerous major squash titles including the United States National Doubles (Open Division)
in 1987, 1988, and 1991, the World Doubles (35 and Over) in 1996, the United States National
Doubles (40 and Over) in 2001 and 2002, the United States National Mixed Doubles (40 and
Over) in 2002, the Philadelphia Doubles Championships (Open Division) eight times, and the
Philadelphia Doubles Championships (40 and Over) in 2001, 2002, and 2003.
WILLIAM E. SHUTTLEWORTH H’38: Bill was at CHA from 1926-1938 during which time
he served as the dean of science and athletics, head of the science department, athletic director,
and varsity coach of football, basketball, and baseball. His teams, although small, frequently
undermanned, and competing in the tough Inter-Ac League, had tremendous successes. CHA’s
coveted award for outstanding teaching, “The Shuttleworth Award,” is named in his honor.
Presented annually, it is awarded by students in the class who graduated ten years before to the
teacher who had the most beneficial and lasting influence on them. In 1974 CHA’s baseball field
was dedicated in honor of William E. Shuttleworth. At the ceremony Bill was praised as “the kind
of guy who could lead by example…. He was the kind of guy who understood boys as nobody
else did. He was a thoughtful man and a tremendous gentleman.”
DAVID S. SIMS ’71: Dave was the first African American to play on three varsity teams at
CHA: football, basketball, and baseball. He twice won the outstanding baseball player award. He
also won the most improved football player award. As a senior Dave was named to the All-InterAc honorable mention football team. A nationally known broadcaster with two Emmy Awards for
play-by-play, Dave has called games for the NFL, NCAA Final Four basketball, Major League
Baseball, and Big East football and basketball. Dave has also worked as a sports anchor, reporter,
talk-show host and sportswriter.
PETER G. STANLEY ’60: Peter was a twelve-letter athlete in four sports at CHA. He played on
the baseball, football, basketball, and track teams serving as captain for the basketball team and
co-captain for the baseball and football teams. Peter was a multi-event track star competing as a
sprinter and hurdler, and in the javelin and discus. He scored thirteen points in one Inter-Ac
championship, twice winning the long jump title at that meet, and once scored 30 points in a dual
meet. He went on to play football at Williams College, where he set the record for the longest
field goal, and was honorable mention All-New England. At Dickinson College, Peter set records
for the longest punt return and punt-return yardage for a season.
JAMES M. TALBOT II H’81: “Talbo” turned the CHA soccer program into one of prominence
in the Inter-Ac and the region. He was coach to hundreds of athletes, and in his 27 years as head

soccer coach, he compiled an impressive over-all record of 266-134-75. His teams won nine
Inter-Ac titles, seven of them consecutively from 1987-1993. Several of his teams were top
ranked in the Southeastern Pennsylvania Coaches’ poll. Highly respected for getting the most out
of his players, he motivated them to play as a team. He coached them as individuals preparing
them to play successfully and assume leadership roles at the intercollegiate level. Jim dedicated
his career to CHA and was honored with the Corning Pearson Service Award in 1993 and the
Alumnus of the Year in 2000. For his outstanding contributions to high school sports, Jim was
inducted into the Pennsylvania Sports Hall of Fame.
JOHN D. TALBOT II ’90: John, a nine-letter winner in soccer, squash, and tennis, also punted
for the football team his senior year. In soccer he played on three Inter-Ac League championship
teams and was named captain and most valuable player. He was named to the All-Inter-Ac and
All-State soccer team and was honored as All-Inter-Ac most valuable player. In tennis he was the
captain, played number one singles, and earned most valuable player on an undefeated Inter-Ac
Championship team, and was named to the All-Inter-Ac Tennis team. He won the Patterson Cup
as the best athlete in his class. At Princeton John started on the soccer team for three years and led
the team in scoring. He scored the goal that put Princeton in the NCAA Final Four for the first
time in its history. He also lettered in squash for two years on a team that won the National
Intercollegiate championship title.
1994 VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM INTER-AC CHAMPIONS
RECORD: 19-4 OVERALL, 8-2 INTER-AC
COACHES: Head Coach: John E. McArdle ’73; Assistants: Mark A. Burke ’86, Janet B. Giov inazzo H ’01, Ronald Larentowicz
CAPTAINS: Michael A. Gizzi ’94, Matthew C. Paul ’94
MANAGERS: John L. Kozempel ’95,Aquil S. Stinson ’95
PLAYERS: John F. Beecher ’94, Stephen L. Belmonte ’95, Christian J. Davis ’95, Andre L.
Dixon ’94, Michael A. Gizzi ’94, Thacher C. Goodwin ’95, John J. Hennelly ’94, Nelson K.
Henry, Jr. ’95, Erich M. Hickey ’95, Michael J. Injaychock ’96, Charles M. Kuczynski ’94, James
M. Lee ’94, R. Patrick Link ’95, Brian J. O’Neill ’95, Matthew C. Paul ’94, Paul R. Sablich ’94
1977 UNDEFEATED VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM
RECORD: 8 – 0
POINTS: CHA 235, Opponents 16. Unscored on in last six games.
COACHES: Head Coach: Bill Gallagher; Assistants: Ed Gallagher, Jack Plunkett
CAPTAINS: Brian Ewell ’78, James Wistar ’78
MANAGER: Samuel S. Stroud ’78
PLAYERS: George W. Bailey ’79, David S. Bateman ’80, Douglas S. Beck ’80, Stephen W.
Beck ’78, Joseph L. Castle III ’79, F. Allen Conner ’78, Michael G. Gaffney ’79, R. Bruce
Glendinning ’78, Jonathan D. Gray ’81, Edward C. Haines ’79, Philip Harris ’79, Jefferson B.
Kise ’81, Michael P. Lacopulos ’81, David U. Lee ’78, David E. Lloyd III ’78, James J. Maguire
Jr. ’78, John D. Maine Jr. ’79, Mark L. Mascari ’79, Paul J. Nanni ’81, Tito A. Nanni ’78, Robert
W. Neducsin ’79, Dana L. Peirce ’79, Daniel A. Sablosky ’78, Peter A. Simione ’80, Richard F.
Smith Jr. ’78, John J. Thompson ’80, Andrew P. Tishman ’79, Michael Tripp ’80, Thomas J,
Trullinger ’79, Thomas H. Watkins Jr. ’78, Raymond T. Woodruff ’78, Lloyd G. Yancey ’81
GAME-BY-GAME RECORD: Princeton Day School: 36-3; Tower Hill School: 35-13;
Haverford School: 20-0; Episcopal Academy: 29-0; Farragut Academy: 7-0; Valley Forge
Military Academy: 34-0; Jenkintown High School: 33-0; Friends Central School: 41-0

1977 INTER-COUNTY VARSITY ICE HOCKEY CHAMPIONS
RECORD: 15-2
COACHES: Head Coach: Thomas J. Reid; Assistant: Timothy L. McCabe
CAPTAIN: Francis P. Steel ’77
ALTERNATE CAPTAINS: Henry B. Coxe IV ’77, Richard F. Smith Jr. ’78
MANAGER: Stephen J. MacEachern ’80
PLAYERS: Lee B. Affel ’80, Henry B. Coxe IV ’77, David W. Decker ’80, David W. Hall ’79,
Edward C. Haines ’79, Joshua Hopfinger ’77, S. Pemberton Hutchinson III ’79, Wm. Norris Jordan, Jr. ’80, Thomas E. Nott V ’80, Edward C. Smith ’79, Richard F. Smith, Jr. ’78, Francis P.
Steel Jr. ’77, Jeffrey Todd ’79
1973 UNDEFEATED INTER-AC CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER TEAM
RECORD: 14-0-2
COACH. James J. Talbot II
CAPTAINS: Louis J. Dollarton III ’74, David N. Rhoda ’74
PLAYERS: Harry A. Arena ’74, Warren F. Beideman ’74, Lawrence D. Brownell ’74, Richard
Bullitt ’74, Robert DiFernando ’75, James H. Edwards ’75, William G. Ehrhorn ’74, Daniel L,
Garber ’74, Michael Harrington ’74, William R. Hughes ’75, Owen W. Minott ’75, Arthur N.
Pearson ’74, Daniel H. Price ’74, Burhman D. Smith ’74, Frank M. Stulb ’75
GAME-BY-GAME RECORD: Germantown Friends School: 2-0; Valley Forge Military
Academy: 3-1; George School: 6-2; Hill School: 1-0; Friends Select School: 5-0; Haverford
School: 2-0; Germantown Academy: 3-1; Penn Charter: 5-0; Episcopal Academy: 1-1; Friends
Select School: 6-1; Friends Central School:3-0; Haverford School: 5-0; Harrington High School:
3-3; Germantown Academy: 3-1; Penn Charter: 1-0; Episcopal Academy: 2-1
1941 UNDEFEATED VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM
RECORD: 5-0 (first undefeated football team since 1910)
COACHES: Head Coach: Harold C. Parachini ’33; Assistant: Frank Laverell
CAPTAIN: Bryce Blynn Jr.’42
MANAGER; Henry Bell III ’42
PLAYERS: A Daniel Barton ’42, Harry Blynn ’45, William Churchman ’42, John Claghorn ’42;
William Fischelis ’42; Thomas T. Fleming ’44, Alfred R. Hunter ’45, William Killhour ’43, Paul
Klinefelter ’44, Harry Lauer ’45, Lawrence C. Murdoch ’44, George C. Myers ’42, David Nalle
’42, Thomas P. O’Neil ’43, Edward W. Read ’43, John S. Reynolds ’43, Morris A. Stout ’42,
Robert Taylor ’44, H. Foster Walton ’43, John C. Wool ’43, Hexter A. Williams ’42
GAME-BY-GAME RECORD: St. Andrews School: 25-13; Frankford High School Reserves:
18-0; Archmere Academy: 26-13; Sanford Preparatory School: 13-0; Germantown Friends
School: 12-0
1929 INTER-AC CHAMPIONSHIP BASEBALL TEAM
RECORD: 9-2
COACHES: W. E. Kneeland, William E. Shuttleworth H’38
CAPTAIN: Frank B. Lavarell ’29
MANAGER: William H, Terry ’29
PLAYERS: Joseph Connors, Jr. ’31, Victor C. Dixon ’30, Walter T. Grange Jr. ’30, Norman L.
Halpin Jr. ’30, Charles H. Landreth ’30, Frank B. Laverell ’29, Benjamin S. MacFarland ’29,
John F. Marsden ’28, George Montgomery ’29, Edward Swain, Jr. ’30, Abraham Valentine ’30,
Wesley H. Woltman ’29

1966 INTER-AC CHAMPION BASEBALL TEAM
RECORD: 12-4 (Inter-Ac 10-2)
COACHES: Head Coach: Theodore C. Wright H’73; Assistant: Robert A. “Maje” McDonnell
H’06
CAPTAINS: Andrew L. Shimer ’67, Charles A. White III ’66
MANAGERS: Ralph E, Dratman ’69, Halsey M. North ’66, Henry F. Walton IV ’66
PLAYERS: John D. Baizley ’66, Frederick S. Claghorn ’68, John J, Condon ’67, Christopher N.
Ely ’66, Gerald B. Flershem ’66, Glenn E. Haas ’68, Arthur W. Howe ’68, Ira L. Kamens ’67,
Charles B. Landreth ’66, Peter M. Landreth ’68, Edward H. McGehee Jr. ’68, Stanley W. Pearson
III ’66, J. Michael Ritchie ’68, Andrew L. Shimer ’67, Porter Shimer ’67, Anthony J. Smith ’67,
Charles A. White III ’66
1994 UNDEFEATED INTER-AC CHAMPION TRACK TEAM
RECORD: 10-0
COACHES: Head Coach: Paul K. Hines H’03; Assistants: Daniel R. Brewer H’99, Ronald H.
Colston Sr. H’99, Timothy S. Delahaunty
CAPTAINS: Christen T. Conner ’94, André L. Dixon ’94, Adrian F. Gardner ’94, Matthew F.
Henry ’94
TEAM MEMBERS: Christopher J. Aguirre ’94, Dorian C. Anderson ’97, Richard P. Bannister
’95, Colin T. Barber ’96, Michael D. Bowers ’94, Christen T. Conner ’94, Neil S. Cooch ’95,
Kyle P. Dandridge ’97, Christian J. Davis ’95, Joseph F. DiSalvo ’96, André L. Dixon ’94, Adrian
F. Gardner ’94, Michael A. Gizzi ’94, Thomas D. Grant ’96, Matthew F. Henry ’94, Nelson K.
Henry Jr. ’95, James Hozack ’96, Michael J. Injaychock ’96, Terrill P. Julien ’94, Thomas J.
Kaess ’94, Brian Kucer ’96, Bruce T. Lee ’94, Eric Manning ’96, Benjamin D. Mathes ’96, John
H. McDevitt ’96, Timothy M. McDowell ’96, Ryan J. Murphy ’96, Brian J. O’Neill ’95,
Alexander J. Ounsworth ’96, Mark D. Scott ’94, Aquil S. Stinson ’95, Steven P. Swartley ’95,
Christopher N. Wirts ’95, Shaye K. Whitmer ’96
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SPORTS CHAMPIONSHIPS and MILESTONES
1901-2010
From the time that Chestnut Hill Academy moved into the Wissahickon Inn, athletics
have played a large part in the students’ lives.
In 1901 the school offered football, basketball, track, and baseball. Soccer joined the lineup in 1909. Tennis, swimming, and even ice hockey (played outdoors when weather
permitted) were also available as student interest demanded.
For many years CHA had a riflery program. It began in the early 1900s and became a
major part of the school’s preparations and practice leading up to and during World War
I. The program continued, alternately as an inter-scholastic sport and an activity, until
1999, when it was closed down following the massacre at Colorado’s Columbine High
School.
Today there are 14 sports: football, soccer, and cross country in the fall; basketball, squash,
ice hockey (now played indoors), wrestling, and indoor track in the winter; and baseball,
track, tennis, crew, golf, and lacrosse in the spring.
Over the years CHA athletics have had some highs and some lows. Among the milestones
for the school’s overall program are:
1923: The school joins the Inter-Academic League, the nation’s oldest inter-scholastic
athletic league.
1942: CHA eliminates its upper four grades and with them participation in varsity sports.
1956: First graduating class since 1942; junior varsity and varsity sports begin being
reestablished. Individually, sports rejoin the Inter-Ac League over the next six years.
The following sport-by-sport breakdown lists the milestones and the championships each
sport has experienced:

FALL
Football:
CHA’s Quarter Century Review (published in 1921) reports the following: “In 1914 and
1915 athletic teams brought the school into further prominence by championships in
basketball and football.” There is no indication of what the teams were champions since
CHA was not then in any league. The Wissahickon for those years (when it was serving
as a student newspaper) reported that both sports had decent but not outstanding years.
The contradiction between the two sources remains unresolved.
1910: Undefeated
1941: Undefeated; Record 5-0
1962: Rejoins Inter-Ac
1972: Season suspended mid-season due to injuries.
1973: Takes leave of absence from Inter-Ac

Plays independent schedule
1977: Undefeated; Record 8-0; Outscored opponents 235-16
1985: Establishes the Independence Football League
1986: Independence League champions
1987: Independence League champions
1988: Independence League champions
1989: Independence League champions
1990: Independence League champions
1992: Independence League champions
1993: Independence League champions
2001: Independence League champions
1977 Football Team inducted into CHA Athletic Hall of Fame
2003: Independence League champions
1941 Football Team inducted into CHA Athletic Hall of Fame
2004: Independence League champions
2006: Rejoins Inter-Ac
2009: Inter-Ac tri-champions
SOCCER:
1909: Becomes varsity sport
1973: Inter-Ac champions
1978: Inter-Ac champions
1987: Inter-Ac champions
1988: Inter-Ac champions
1989: Inter-Ac champions
1990: Inter-Ac champions
1991: Inter-Ac champions
1992: Inter-Ac champions
1993: Inter-Ac champions
1994: Inter-Ac champions
1999: Inter-Ac champions
2000: Inter-Ac champions
2003: 1973 Soccer Team inducted into CHA Athletics Hall of Fame
2007: Inter-Ac Champions
CROSS COUNTRY
1968: Becomes varsity sport

WINTER
Basketball
CHA’s Quarter Century Review (published in 1921) reports the following: “In 1914 and
1915 athletic teams brought the school into further prominence by championships in
basketball and football.” There is no indication of what the teams were champions since
CHA was not then in any league. The Wissahickon for those years (when it was serving
as a student newspaper) report that both sports had decent but not outstanding years. The
contradiction between the two sources remains unresolved.
1924: Becomes major sport
1932: Inter-Ac co-champions
1933: Inter-Ac Champions
1935: Inter-Ac Champions
1936: Inter-Ac Champions
1992: Inter-Ac co-champions

1994: Inter-Ac co-champions
1998: Inter-Ac co-champions
2006: 1994 Basketball Team inducted into CHA Athletic Hall of Fame
2008: Inter-Ac co-champions
2010: Inter-Ac champions; undefeated in league
Wrestling
Squash
Played at the Philadelphia Cricket Club during its early years.
1968: CHA Squash Courts open
1998: Inter-Ac co-champions
1999: Inter-Ac champions
2000: Inter-Ac champions
2001: Inter-Ac champions
2002: Inter-Ac champions
2003: Inter-Ac champions
Ice Hockey
In the early 1900s Ice Hockey was played when students demanded it and weather
permitted. It was played outside wherever a frozen surface could be found.
1956: Wissahickon Skating Club opens on CHA campus’ southwest corner. After the WSC
opened, many CHA boys played for Club teams.
1976: Becomes varsity sport
1977: Inter-County Hockey League champions
1984: Dropped as varsity sport
2004: Reestablished as varsity sport; no league affiliation
2006: 1977 Hockey Team inducted into CHA Athletic Hall of Fame
Indoor Track
1990: Becomes varsity sport
1999: Wins second place in State championships

SPRING
Baseball
CHA has played baseball continuously on the field now known as the The Corning
Pearson Varsity Baseball Field (on Shuttleworth Field) since 1901. That makes CHA’s
baseball field the oldest in the region.
1920: Undefeated
1926: Inter-Ac Champions
1928: Inter-Ac Champions
1929: Inter-Ac Champions
1930: Inter-Ac Co-champions
1933: Inter-Ac Champions
1936: Inter-Ac Champions
1966: Inter-Ac Champions
1973: Inter-Ac Champions
1989: Inter-Ac Champions
2006: 1929 Baseball Team inducted into CHA Athletic Hall of Fame
2007: Inter-Ac Champions

Track
1989: Inter-Ac champions
1991: Inter-Ac champions
1992: Inter-Ac champions
1994: Inter-Ac champions
1999: Inter-Ac champions
2001: Inter-Ac champions
2002: Inter-Ac champions
Tennis
Played at the Philadelphia Cricket Club during its early years.
1956: CHA’s Forrest Pearson ’33 Tennis Courts open
1964: Inter-Ac champions
1967: Inter-Ac champions
1969: Inter-Ac champions
1990: Inter-Ac champions
1994: Inter-Ac champions
1995: Inter-Ac champions
1996: Inter-Ac champions
1997: Inter-Ac champions
1998: Inter-Ac champions
Crew
The CHA Crew practices and competes on the Schuylkill River. Over the years, CHA has
rowed in eights, fours with coxswain (one oar/rower), quads (two oars/rower), pairs w/o
coxswain (one oar/rower), doubles (two oars/rower), and singles.
Individual boats, not schools, win championships in high school crew. The most
prestigious regatta, equivalent to the national championships, is the Stotesbury Cup
Regatta. Over the years, CHA has won a number of Stotesbury championships. They are
listed below.
1962: Becomes varsity sport
1975: Stotesbury championship – Boys Pair w/o Cox
1977: Stotesbury championship – Boys Senior Four
1978: Stotesbury championship – Boys Pair w/o Cox
1987: Stotesbury championship – Boys Senior Quad
1990: Stotesbury championship – Boys Junior Quad
1992: Stotesbury championship – Boys Senior Quad
1995: Stotesbury championship – Boys Junior Double
Golf
1956: Becomes varsity sport
1988: Inter-Ac co-champions
1989: Inter-Ac co-champions
2005: Inter-Ac co-champions
Lacrosse
2005: Added as a sport
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DRAMA AT CHESTNUT HILL ACADEMY
1905-2010
Chestnut Hill Academy’s first known dramatic production was held in 1905 when the
musical spoof Acis and Galatea, was performed at the Manheim Cricket Club in
Germantown.
Two years later The Sock and Buskin Club was established. Some of the group’s successful
productions included J. M. Morton’s Lend Me 5 Shillings and Miss Civilization by Richard
Davis. The organization was abandoned in 1924 following a four-year run of a minstrel
show.
After a decade-long hiatus, theater reappeared in 1935 with the founding of the Chestnut
Hill Academy Players. The group was referred to in the 1936 Caerulean as The Dramatic
Club, which is how it was known until 1942 when the school eliminated its upper four
grades.
The club, rechristened The Players, returned with the first graduating class in 1956 and
has been one of the school’s mainstays ever since.
The club has produced a wide variety of theatrical offerings during its history, as can be
seen from the list of productions that follows.
1935
Nerves by John Farrar
Tons of Money by Will Evans and Valentine Evans
1936
Whistling in the Dark by Laurence Gross and Edward Childs Carpenter
Submerged by Cottman and Shavy
1937
Doctor Faustus by Christopher Marlowe
The Lost Silk Hat by Lord Dunsany (Edward John Moreton Drax Plunkett)
Act IV, Scene 1 of King John by William Shakespeare
1940
Spring Dance by Philip Barry
1941
Julius Caesar by William Shakespeare
1942
Our Town by Thornton Wilder
1956
Rope by Patrick Hamilton
1957
The Merchant of Venice by William Shakespeare

1958
Henry IV, Part I by William Shakespeare
1959
Cyrano de Bergerac by Edmond Rostand
Our Town by Thornton Wilder
1960
Oedipus Rex by Sophocles
1961
Brigadoon by Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe
1962
Winterset by Maxwell Anderson
1963
Inherit the Wind by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee
1964
Ah, Wilderness by Eugene O’Neill
1965
The Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde
1966
Oklahoma! by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II
1967
Lamp at Midnight by Barrie Stavis
The Mouse That Roared adapted by Christopher Sergel from the book by Leonard
Wibberly
1968
The Fantasticks by Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt
All My Sons by Arthur Miller
1969
The Rivals by Richard Brinsley Sheridan
Oliver! by Lionel Bart
1970
Three One-Act Plays
The Cherry Orchard by Anton Chekhov
1971
Thieves’ Carnival by Jean Anouilh
South Pacific by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II
1972
The Cave Dwellers by William Saroyan
The Mikado by Sir William S. Gilbert and Sir Arthur S. Sullivan

1973
The Admirable Crichton by Sir James Barrie
1974
The Fantasticks by Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt
Twelfth Night by William Shakespeare
The Philadelphia Story by Philip Barry
1975
The Diary of Anne Frank by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett
My Fair Lady by Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe
1976
The School for Scandal by Richard Brinsley Sheridan
H.M.S. Pinafore by Sir William S. Gilbert and Sir Arthur S. Sullivan
1977
Life with Father by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse
Oliver! by Lionel Bart
1978
Becket by Jean Anouilh
Arsenic and Old Lace by Joseph Kesselring
1979
An Evening of Farce:
The Leader by Eugene Ionesco
Picnic on the Battlefield by Fernando Arrabal
Trial by Jury by Sir Willliam S. Gilbert and Sir Arthur S. Sullivan
Guys and Dolls by Frank Loesser, Jo Swerling and Abe Burrows
1980
Bus Stop by William Inge
Oklahoma! by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II
1981
Misalliance by George Bernard Shaw
Anastasia by Marcel Maurette
1982
The Real Inspector Hound by Tom Stoppard
Round and Round the Garden by Alan Ayckbourn
Once Upon a Mattress by Jay Thompson, Marshall Barer, Dean Fuller and Mary Rodgers
1983
Inherit the Wind by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee
Twelfth Night by William Shakespeare
1984
But Why Bump Off Barnaby? By Rick Abbot
The Skin of Our Teeth by Thornton Wllder
1985
Inheritors by Susan Glaspell

The Mikado by Sir William S. Gilbert and Sir Arthur S. Sullivan
1986
The Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde
Iphegenia in Aulis by Euripides
1987
Harvey by Mary Chase
Good News by Laurence Schwab, B.G. DeSylva, Lew Brown and Ray Henderson
1988
Barefoot in the Park by Neil Simon
Great Expectations adapted from the Charles Dickens novel by Hugh Leonard
1989
Murder at the Vicarage adapted from the Agatha Christie novel
The Fantasticks by Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt
1990
Many Moons by James Thurber
Dead Man’s Hand
Under Milk Wood by Dylan Thomas
1991
Isn’t It Romantic by Wendy Wasserstein
Grease by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey
1992
All’s Well That Ends Well by William Shakespeare
The Crucible by Arthur Miller
1993
Broadway Bound by Neil Simon
Anything Goes by Cole Porter, Guy Bolton, P.G. Wodehouse, Howard Lindsey and
Russel Crouse
1994
The Dining Room by A. R. Gurney
High Spirits by Hugh Martin and Timothy Gray, a musical adaptation of Noël Coward’s
Blithe Spirit
1995
A Clearing in the Woods by Arthur Laurents
Salad Days by Julian Slade, Dorothy Reynolds
1996
Rumors by Neil Simon
Kiss Me Kate by Cole Porter, Samuel and Bella Spewack
1997
Our Town by Thornton Wilder
The Boy Friend by Sandy Wilson

1998
Blood Wedding by Federico Garcia Lorca
Mrs. McThing by Mary Chase
1999
Murder in the Cathedral by T.S. Eliot
My Fair Lady by Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe
2000
The Madwoman of Chaillot by Jean Giraudoux
A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens
2001
Dogg’s Hamlet by Tom Stoppard
Cahoot’s Macbeth by Tom Stoppard
Working by Stephen Schwartz and James Taylor
2002
Peter Pan by Sir James Barrie
Patience by Sir William S. Gilbert and Sir Arthur S. Sullivan
2003
The Lady Cries Murder by John William See
The Laramie Project by Moisés Kaufman
2004
Museum by Jordan Harrison
Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll
2005
The Lark by Jean Anouilh
High Society by Cole Porter, Susan Birkenhead and Arthur Kopit
2006
A Thurber Carnival by James Thurber
Wind in the Willows adapted from Kenneth Grahame’s book by Douglas Post
2007
A Murder is Announced by Agatha Christie
High School Musical by Peter Barsocchini, Greg Cham, Ray Cham, Andy Dodd, Jamie
Houston, David Lawrence, Adam Watts, Matthew Gerrard, Drew Lane, Eddie Galan
and Drew Seeley
2008
Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare
The Sound of Music by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II
2009
Much Ado about Nothing by William Shakespeare
Grease by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey
2010
Our Town by Thornton Wilder
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HEADMASTER’S AWARD
1959: Theodore Clattenburg Jr.
1964: Anthony Swain
1966: Joseph Longstreth Woolston ’66
1967: Ira Lee Kames ‘67
1968: Frederic Strawbridge Claghorn Jr.
‘68
1969: Gerard Paul Koch ‘69
1970: Winston Cartwright Sheppard Jr.
‘70
1971: Corning Pearson ‘30
1972: Charles H. Landreth ‘29
1973: Carl Henry Delacato Jr. ‘73
1974: Charles Trumball Lee III ‘74
Clem William Weller ‘74
1975: Davis Oakford Dure ‘75
1976: Philip Andrew Holmes ‘76
1977: An Pham Huu ‘79
Chuong Pham Huu ‘81
1978: David Upton Lee ‘78
Alexander Coxe Pearson ‘78
1979: S. Pemberton Hutchinson ‘79
Thomas J. Trullinger ‘79
1980: David W. Hoyler
1981: Thomas A. Northrup H’81
1982: Brian A. McClelland ‘82
Joshua L. Pearson ‘82
Karl H. Spaeth
1983: James Anderson Burke ‘83
Thomas Andrew Palmer ‘83
Margaret Ann Young
1984: Taylor G. Thomas ‘84
Pemberton Hutchinson
1985: Edward H. Bonsall III ‘48
Peter G. Stanley ‘60
1986: Richard S. Bonsall ‘86
John-Paul Cardosa ‘86
Irving S. Fleming ‘86
Mark S. Hannafin ‘86
Philip Y. Pearson ‘86
Alexander P. Pope ‘86
Charles H. Showell ‘86
Alexander R. Tubman ‘86
1987: Thomas A. Baker ‘87
Charles H. Landreth ‘29
1988: Betsy Ehinger

1989: Christopher W. Harris ‘89
Thomas A. Fernley III ‘59
Suzanne van Leer Nolde
Barbara D. Wiley H’89
1990: Andrew L. Bender ‘90
Mark A. Anderson ‘91
G. Clay von Seldeneck
1991: Mary C. Claghorn
1992: Owen A. Boyer H’74
Joan C. Frank
1993: Elizabeth S. Longstreth
1994: Derek A. Webb ‘94
Paul Hines
David Joy
1995: Martin H. Baumberger
D. Stanley Parker ‘68
1996: A. Scott Hecker ‘96
1997: Roger L. Jones ‘76
1998: Robert Gordon Chambers ‘67
1999: Gene F. Guidi
Peter S. Longstreth ‘62
2000: Timothy R. Bazemore
Aileen E. Gardner
James M. Talbot II H’81
2001: Henry S. McNeill Jr. ‘61
2002: Margaret M. Conver
2003: Steven F. Miller ‘75
2004: Donald A. Sivick III ‘04
Theodore V. Gilbert Jr. ‘03
2005: Martha S. Agate
Susan L. Rogers
2006: Susan R. MacBride H’06
Leland L. Smith H’03
2007: Laine M. Jacoby
Kevin M. Plummer
Evelyn Seymour
2008: Steven Coopersmith H’04
Andrew T. Weller
2009: Martin H. Baumberger H’02
Robert A. Fles H’02
2010: Janet Giovinazzo H’01
2011: Ronald H. Colston, Sr. H'99,
Joanna T. Holland H'05,
Jane M. Rotay H'11
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THE CORNING PEARSON ’30
GALLERY OF SERVICE
Extraordinary service to Chestnut Hill Academy. Longstanding commitment to
the school and its educational experience. Dedication and loyalty to Chestnut Hill
Academy and its values and mission. Passion for C.H.A. and its tradition as
personified by Corning Pearson ’30 . . . student, athlete, educator, administrator,
benefactor.
1991: Corning Pearson ‘30
1992: R. Montgomery Haines ‘31
1993: James M. Talbot II H’81
1994: Miriam R. White
1995: Thomas R. White ‘60
1996: Owen A. Boyer H’74
1997: Winston C. Sheppard ‘33
1998: Charles H. Landreth ‘29
Frank L. Thomson H’87
1999: Deborah M. Stout H’96
2000: Paul B. Kurtz ‘36
2001: Leonard H. Morrow H’93
2002: Robert A. Fles H’02
2003: Edward C. Rorer ‘61
2004: Linda V. Wigfall
2005: Susan K. Santore
2006: Kim Whetzel
2007: W. Anthony Hitschler ‘56
2008: Richard C. Boothby ‘66
2009: Margaret M. “Peggy” Conver H ’09
2010: Anthony M. Zane ‘48
2011: Elizabeth S. Longstreth H’01
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WILLIAM E. SHUTTLEWORTH
STAFF AWARD
Most beneficial influence by vote of each class ten years after graduation.
1979: Daniel W. Charles H’66
1980: William P. Reeves ’53
1981: Alexander M. Dowbenko H’74
George L. “Woody” Miller Jr. H’76
1982: Alexander M. Dowbenko H’74
1984: Alexander M. Dowbenko H’74
1985: David W. Hoyler
1986: Frank L. Thomson
1987: E. Perot Walker H’73
1988: D. Stanley Parker ‘68
1989: Ronald K. Lanzalotti
1990: Joseph P. Dobson
1991: E. Perot Walker H’73
1992: Martin H. Baumberger
Barbara Crawford H’75
Kenneth B. Dreyfuss
1993: D. Stanley Parker ‘68
1994: Leland L. Smith
1995: Frederick T. Barber
1996: Frederick T. Barber
1997: Frederick T. Barber
1998: D. Stanley Parker ‘68
1999: D. Stanley Parker ‘68
2000: John E. McArdle ‘73
2001: Frank L. Thomson H’87
2002: Martin H. Baumberger H’02
2003: Steven Coopersmith
2004: Steven Coopersmith H’04
2005: Frank L. Thomson H’87
2006: Leland L. Smith H’03
2007: John E. McArdle ‘73
2008: Steven Coopersmith H’04
2009: Martin H. Baumberger H’02
2010: D. Stanley Parker ‘68
2011: Frederick T. Barber H’01

